
FOREWORD

 Make sure to read this manual carefully and keep it handy for future reference.
 When leasing or transferring this tractor, deliver this manual together with the tractor.
 The specifications in this manual are subject to change without notice.

< NOTE >

Congratulations, and welcome to the fabulous world of NX4520 / NX5020 / NX5520 / NX6020 ownership, 
where serious work is made fun again! 

This versatile tractor is a culmination of the entire tractor and diesel engine knowledge gained by the Dae-
dong Industrial Co.,LTD over the years since 1947. The NX4520 / NX5020 / NX5520 / NX6020 and has 
been designed with the finest materials and under rigid quality control standards  set forth by the KIOTI En-
gineering Department.

Knowledge of tractor operation is essential for many years of dependable service and reliability. To help new 
owner's familiarize themselves with the KIOTI NX4520 / NX5020 / NX5520 / NX6020, it is the policy of KIO-
TI tractor to provide an owner's manual which includes helpful information about tractor safety, operation and 
maintenance. If the information you seek is not found in this manual, your KIOTI tractor dealer will be happy 
to help you. 

Please feel free to contact DAEDONG IND. CO.,LTD with your questions/concerns. 
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This manual was compiled in compliance with the ISO 3600, standards and the instructions contained here comply with 
the requirements of the Machinery Directive 2010/52/EU in force in the European Community. For tractors sold or used 
outside the European Community, local laws will prevail.
Main protections on the tractors discussed in this manual.

ISO 3600 EU STANDARDS

DESCRIPTION NON CABIN CABIN

1. ROPS (Protection against overturning) Yes Yes

2. FOPS (Protection against objects falling from above) No Yes

3. OPS (Protection against penetration of objects from sides)
protection against hazardous chemicals

No
(CategoryⅠ)

No
(CategoryⅠ)
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This manual includes information titled as WARNING, CAUTION, IMPORTANT 
and NOTE. These titles indicate the following:

SAFETY AND vEHICLE DAMAGE WARNING

NOTE

This indicates that interesting or helpful information is being 
provided.

This indicates that a condition may result in harm, serious 
injury or death to you or other persons if the warning is not 
heeded. Follow the advice provided with the warning.WARNING

This mark indicates emphasis on notable characteristics of 
working procedures, and  information about technology for 
easier operation.IMPORTANT

This indicates that a condition may result in damage to your 
vehicle or its equipment if the caution is not heeded. Follow 
the advice provided with the caution.CAUTION
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various universal symbols have been used on the instruments and controls of your KIOTI tractor. below is a 
list of the universal symbols and their meanings.

UNIvERSAL SYMBOLS

M

Power Take-Off Clutch Con-
trol-On Position

Turn Signal

Engine Oil-Pressure

battery Charging Condition

Parking brake

Engine Coolant-Temperature

Fuel-level

Creep

Slow

Fast

Four-Wheel Drive-on

headlight-high beam

headlight-low beam

hazard Warning Lights

Position Control-Lowered Po-
sition M: Middle speed travel light

H h: high speed travel light

Preheat

L

N

single brake light

Neutral Position

L:  Low speed travel light

NO STALL

CAL Calibration

Speed Limit Switch

No Stall Switch
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1-� nX4520 / nX5020 / nX5520 / nX6020

Precautions before oPeration
general Precautions

a careful operator is the best opera-
tor. most accidents can be avoided 
by observing certain precautions. to 
help prevent accidents, use these 
safety precautions, and pay attention 
to the job at hand. if you can prevent 
an accident, your time will have been 
well spent.

5. keep safety decals clean of dirt 
and debris.

6. Watch where you are going at all 
times so that you are able to avoid 
obstacles that can cause injury or 
damage to your tractor. 

7. When starting the tractor make 
sure your path is clear of people to 
avoid accidents caused by sudden 
movements. 

8. before operating in reverse with 
your tractor, you should always 
check to see that the path is clear.

1. it is recommended that you read 
and understand this entire manual 
before operation of your new trac-
tor. failure to do so could result in 
accidents or injury.

2. only persons who are properly 
trained should be allowed to oper-
ate the tractor.

3. read and follow all warning labels 
and decals affixed to the tractor.

4. replace any missing or damaged 
decals as soon as it is practical. 
a list of decals is shown on page 
1-20~1-27.

T66O101a T66O102a
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1-�safetY precautions

16. all persons using the tractor 
should have knowledge of its 
proper operation and should read 
this manual carefully.

17. never get off the tractor without  
setting the parking brake, lower-
ing the implement to the ground 
and shutting of the tractor. 

18. No modifications should be made 
to your Kioti tractor.

12. never start the engine while 
standing on the ground.

13. only the operator should ride on 
the tractor unless a passenger 
seat is installed. keep bystand-
ers away from the tractor while in 
operation.

14. When getting on and off the trac-
tor, hand holds and step plates 
should always be used. this will 
help to prevent accidental slips 
trips and falls.

15. be sure to scrape off mud or soil 
from your shoes before mounting 
the tractor.

T66O103a T66O104a T66O105a

  9. never operate this tractor or 
any other agricultural equipment 
while under the influence of alco-
hol, drugs or while fatigued. 

10. While working in cooperation 
with other tractors always com-
municate your intentions.

11. do not start your tractor by short-
ing across the starter.
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1-� nX4520 / nX5020 / nX5520 / nX6020

a roPs and cab should never be 
modified by welding, grinding or cut-
ting, as this can weaken the roPs 
structure. if any components of the 
roPs unit are damaged, they must 
be replaced.
if the roPs unit is removed or loos-
ened for any reason, the parts should 
be fitted back to their original posi-
tions and all bolts should be properly 
torqued.

21. Extra caution should be taken 
when driving tractors with narrow 
tread widths. for added stability 
you should adjust your rear wheel 
tread width, see page 4-68.

19. before starting your tractor you 
should depress the clutch and 
make sure that all shift levers are 
in the neutral position and park-
ing brake is applied.

20. for your safety roPs with a 
seat belt is recommended for all 
applications.

(1) tread

T66O106a T66O107a

always use seat belt when the 
tractor is equipped with a roPs 
and cab. never use the seat 
belt when tractor is not equipped 
with a roPs. (roPs: roll-over 
protective structures)

•
note
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1-�safetY precautions

22. this cabin is not certif ied for 
chemical proof, never operate 
the tractor for chemical spray or 
in the air contaminated by any 
chemical or equivalent without 
approved personal safety equip; 
cartridge respiration/eyeprotec-
tion/gloves/etc.

T55O116a

2. avoid accidental contact with gear 
shift levers while the engine is run-
ning. Unexpected tractor move-
ments can result in bodily injury.

Precautions during oPeration

T66O108aH11O109a

1. enter or leave the tractor leftward 
griping hand rail on a fender.

do not jump on or off the trac-
tor. it may cause injuries. al-
ways face the tractor, use the 
hand rails and steps, and get 
on or off slowly. maintain a 
minimum three point contact 
to avoid falling. (both hands 
on rails and one foot on the 
step, or one hand on the hand 
rail and both feet on the steps)

•
warning
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1-� nX4520 / nX5020 / nX5520 / nX6020

4. do not operate your tractor in an 
enclosed building without the prop-
er ventilation. containing carbon 
monoxide can cause serious injury 
or death.

T66O110a

5. make sure that all pressure lines 
are tight before starting the tractor.

6. pull only from the draw-bar. never 
hitch anything to the axle housing 
or any other point except the draw-
bar. pulling from any other location 
only increase the risk of serious 
personal injury or death.

(1) draw-bar  (2) towing hook

H11O110a

3. do not park your tractor on a steep 
incline, and remember to shut off 
the engine and p.t.o before dis-
mounting the tractor.

T66O109a
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1-�safetY precautions

  9. check for correct coupling be-
tween tow hook and trailer. see 
the towing attachments chapter.

10. use ballast weight as recom-
mended. never add more ballast 
to compensate a higher load than 
allowed. reduce load for safety.

11. a safety chain will help control 
drawn equipment should it be 
accidentally separated from the 
draw-bar while transporting. us-

H11O682a

ing the proper adaptor parts, 
attach the chain to the tractor 
draw-bar support or other speci-
fied anchor locations. provide 
only enough slack in the chain to 
permit turning. see your dealer 
for a chain with a strength rat-
ing equal to, or greater than the 
gross weight of the towed equip-
ment. 

7. improper use of the draw-bar, even 
if correctly positioned, can cause a 
rear overturn.

8. do not overload an attachment 
or towed equipment. use proper 
counterweights to maintain tractor 
stability. hitch heavy loads to the 
draw-bar only.

M55O117a
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1-� nX4520 / nX5020 / nX5520 / nX6020

12. if the front of the tractor tends 
to rise up when heavy imple-
ments are attached to the three 
point hitch,  weights should be 
installed on the front of tractor. 
do not operate the tractor with a 
light front end.

T66O112a

13. always use the proper ballast 
weight on your tractor when us-
ing rear implements. 

14. Watch front and rear to avoid 
obstacles at row ends, near trees 
and around other obstructions.

T66O113a

15. do not leave implements and at-
tachments in the raised position 
when the vehicle is stopped or 
unattended.

16. When using implements or at-
tachments with your tractor you 
should first read their respective 
owner's manual. You should al-
ways keep their safe operation 
procedures in mind.

17. You should be familiar with your 
equipment and its limitations.

18. if abused or used incorrectly your 
tractor can become dangerous to 
you and bystanders. overload-
ing your tractor or using unsafe 
equipment can also be danger-
ous and should be avoided. 
refer to the "specifications of 
implement limitation", which out-
lines the maximum load for safe 
tractor operation.

drive carefully to avoid injury 
from penetration of objects 
from sides, because this ma-
chine does not comply to 
oPs.

•
warning
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19. driving forward out of a ditch or 
up steep inclines can cause the 
tractor to tip over backwards. to 
avoid this you should back out of 
these positions. four wheel drive 
tractors can give you a false 
sense of security in the tractors 
ability to maneuver out of these 
positions, so extra caution should 
be taken.

20. never try to get on or off a mov-
ing tractor.

T66O114a

21. When working in groups, always 
let the others know what you are 
going to do before you do it.

22. never "freewheel". disengaging 
the clutch or shifting into neutral 
while descending a slope as this 
could lead to a loss of control.

23. do not operate near ditches, 
holes, embankments, or other 
terrain features which may col-
lapse under the tractor's weight. 
the risk of tractor upset is even 
higher when the ground is loose 
or wet.

T66O115a

when driving the tractor

(1) brake pedal (l)  (2) brake pedal (r)
(3) brake lock
(a) lock  (b) unlock

TE1O481a

[hst]

[manual]

1. lock the brake pedals together 
when traveling at road speeds. 
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2. always slow the tractor before 
turning. turning at high speed may 
tip the tractor over 3 or cause a 
loss of control.

T66O118a

3. make sure that the slow moving 
vehicle (smv) sign is clean and 
visible. use hazard lights as re-
quired.

(1) smv emblem

TE1O104a

brake both wheels together or at 
the same time when making an 
emergency stop. uneven braking 
at road speeds could cause the 
tractor to tip over.
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  4. Observe all local traffic and safe-
ty regulations.

  5. turn the headl ights on. dim  
them when meeting another ve-
hicle.

  6. drive at speeds that allow you to 
maintain control at all times.

  7. do not apply the differential lock 
while traveling at road speeds. 
as the tractor may run out of 
control.

  8. avoid sudden movements of the 
steering wheel as this can cause 
a loss of control of the tractor. 
this risk is especially great when 
traveling at road speeds.

  9. do not operate an implement 
while the tractor is on the road. 
lock the three point hitch in the 
raised position.

10. When towing other equipment, 
use a safety chain and place an 
smv emblem on it as well.

1. disengage the p.t.o, lower all 
implements, place all control le-
vers in the neutral position, set 
the parking brake, stop the engine  
and remove the key.

when ParKing the tractor

T66O120a

(1) p.t.o shaft cover  (2) p.t.o shaft cap

when oPerating the P.t.o

1. make sure the tractor is completely 
stopped, gears are in neutral and 
all moving components have com-
pletely stopped before connecting, 
disconnecting, adjusting, clean-
ing or servicing any p.t.o driven 
equipment.

2. keep the p.t.o shaft cover in place 
at all times. replace the p.t.o 
shaft cap when the shaft is not in 
use.

H23O121a
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3. before installing or using p.t.o 
driven equipment, read the man-
ufacturer's manual and review the 
safety labels attached to the equip-
ment.

before driving an implement 
through the Pto, always make 
sure that all bystanders are 
well away from the tractor.
when using the Pto drive with 
a stationary tractor, always 
make sure that the gears are 
in neutral and that the parking 
brake is applied.
before starting up any Pto-
driven implement hitched to 
the three-point linkage, lift the 
implement to its full height 
and check that at least 1/4 of 
the total length of the tele-
scopic section of the drive 
shaft is engaged.

•

•

•

warning

T66O122a

4. When operating stationary p.t.o 
driven equipment, always apply 
the tractor parking brake and place 
chocks behind and in front of the 
rear wheels. stay clear of all rotat-
ing parts.

5. do not attach a pto dirven imple-
ment i f the implements safety 
shields are damaged or not in 
place. rotating shafts are an en-
tanglement hazard.

ensure that implements and 
attachments are properly in-
stalled and that the tractor and 
implement Pto rPm ratings 
match.

•
warning
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(1) 3-point hitch lowering speed knob    
(a) fast   (b) sloW

when using the 3-Point hitch

1. use the 3-point hitch only with 
equipment designed for 3-point 
hitch usage.

2. When using a 3-point hitch mount-
ed implement, be sure to install the 
proper counterbalance weight on 
the front of the tractor.

3. When transporting on the road, 
set the implement lowering control 
in the "lock" position to hold the 
implement in the raised position.

in order to service your tractor you 
must park it on a flat level surface, set 
the parking brake, place the gear shift 
lever in neutral and stop the engine.
1. do not smoke while working around 

the battery or when refueling your 
tractor. Keep all sparks and flames 
away from the battery and fuel tank. 
The battery presents an explosive 
hazard because it gives off hydro-
gen and oxygen gas, especially 
when recharging.

safety Precautions during servicing

T66O124a

2. allow the tractor time to cool off 
before servicing any part that may 
have become hot while the tractor 
was running.

3. You must always stop the engine be-
fore refueling the tractor. avoid over-
filling the tractor or spilling the fuel.

4. before jump starting a dead bat-
tery, read and follow all of the in-
structions.

5. It is recommended to keep a first 
aid kit and fire extinguisher handy 
at all times.

T66O125ate1o4c1a
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6. do not remove the radiator cap 
while the coolant is hot. When 
cool, slowly rotate the cap to the 
first stop and allow sufficient time 
for excess pressure to escape. 
after all the pressure is released 
remove the cap completely. if your 
tractor is equipped with a coolant 
recovery tank, add coolant there 
rather than to the radiator.

T66O126a M55O114a

7. if the tractor must be lifted for 
servicing, take it to a suitably 
equipped workshop.

8. carry out the following operations 
before any operation of the tractor: 
engage the four-wheel drive, the 
first gear and the parking brake 
and put chocks to the wheels 
touching the ground.

9. before lifting the tractor, prevent it 
from swinging by means of wooden 
wedges applied to the front axle. 

10. Use floor jack of suitable capac-
ity and apply them at the centre 
of the front and rear axles while 
paying due attention to weight 
distribution.

11. no decals for the lifting point are 
applied on the tractor, as they 
would be, too difficult to apply in 
the available spaces and would 
be all too easily removed or ef-
faced during normal operation of 
the tractor. 

M55O115a
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12. When working with your trac-
tors electrical components you 
must first disconnect the battery 
cables.

13. to ensure that there are no acci-
dents from sparks you must first 
disconnect the negative battery 
cable.

T66O127a

apply the jack lift to the lifting 
points according to the type of 
operation and follow the safety 
procedures given before.

•
note

14. tire mounting should be done by 
qualified professionals, with the 
proper equipment.

15. maintaining correct tire pressure 
is important for the life of your 
tires. 

 Do not inflate the tires above the 
recommended pressure specified 
in the owner’s manual.

16. securely support the tractor 
when changing wheels or the 
wheel tread width.

T66O128a
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(1) cardboard  (2) hydraulic line
(3) magnifying Glass

17. make sure that wheel bolts have 
been tightened to the specified 
torque.

18. leaking hydraulic fluid under 
pressure has sufficient force to 
penetrate skin, causing seri-
ous personal injury. be sure to 
release all residual pressure. 
before disconnecting hydraulic 
lines.

T66O129a

19. fluid leaking from pinholes may 
be invisible. do not use hands to 
search for suspected leaks; 

 use a piece of cardboard or 
wood, instead. use of safety 
goggles or other eye protection 
is also highly recommended. if 
injured by escaping fluid, see a 
medical doctor at once. This fluid 
can produce gangrene and/or 
severe allergic reaction.

T66O130a

 before pressurizing to the hy-
draulic system, make sure that 
all connections are tight and that 
all line, pipes  and hoses are free 
of damage.
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20. keep environmental pollution in 
mind. When replacing coolant or 
oil, dispose properly.

 be sure to observe all relevant 
regulations when you dispose of 
the engine oil, transmission oil, 
fuel, coolant, filters and battery.

T66O131a

1. never let anyone get in the loader 
and use the loader as a work-
bench. otherwise, it may lead to a 
fatal injury or even death.

safety Precautions when using the loader

H11O102a

2. do not stand under the lifted load-
er or get close to it.  also, lower 
the loader arm onto the ground be-
fore leaving the tractor. otherwise, 
it may lead to a fatal injury or even 
death.

H11O103a
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3. the loader can be turned over if a 
draw-bar is improperly loaded.

 make sure to use a draw-bar prop-
er for the 3-point hitch lower link. 
otherwise, it may lead to an injury 
or even death.

4. never carry a big object with the 
loader unless the correct imple-
ment is attached. keep a carried 
object low during driving. other-
wise, it may lead to an injury or 
even death.

H11O104a H11O105a

5. When attaching or detaching the 
loader, fit parts which are con-
nected to the bucket and boom. 
the bucket or boom can be acci-
dentally dropped down, leading to 
an injury or even death.

H11O106a
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6. do not allow loader arms or attach-
ment to contact electrical power 
lines. electrocution will cause seri-
ous injury or death.

7. keep bystanders away. no riders.

H11O108aH11O107a H11O107aC56O185a

roPs (roll over Protective 
structure), sun canopy are not 
a foPs (falling object Protec-
tive structure).

 it never can protect the riders 
against falling objects.

 avoid driving the vehicle into 
a dangerous area such as fall-
ing rocks zone.

•
imPortant
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safety decal maintenance
decal mounting location [cabin]

TE1O101D
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TE1O102D
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TE1O103D
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TE1O105D

decal mounting location [roPs] 
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TE1O106D
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decals

3. part no.: t4938-52321

(Caution) Release the parking brake when driving otherwise 
       it would cause early abrasion of brake disk, overheating 
       of transmission and problems in hydraulic part.

* Be sure to pull the parking brake up 
   when parking or stopping.
* Pull the brake lever up to set the 
   parking brake.
* Push the brake lever down while
   pushing the button to release the
   parking brake

WARNING

T4938-52321

2. part no.: t4182-53191

WARNING

T4182-53191

TO AVOID POSSIBLE INJURY, 
DEATH OR LOSS OF PROPERTY FROM A MACHINE RUNAWAY

- With the engine off, unexpected machine movement could result 
   regardless of the gearshift position.
- Before dismounting the machine, apply the parking brake to 
  prevent machine runaway.

5. part no.: t4930-52351

1. part no.: t4710-52201

WARNING

► Do not operate any part outside the vehicle other 
than installation and removal of an implement.

► Make sure to set all the levers in their neutral posi-
tion and apply the parking brake before working on 
level ground.

►Turn OFF the P.T.O switch before working the tractor.
►Working the tractor with the engine at a high speed 

can cause the attached implement moving up, 
down, left or right abruptly. Make sure to run the 
engine at a low speed and secure a safe distance 
before working  on a field.

Lifting

Lowering

Precautions during rocker switch operation

4. part no.: t4125-56181

T4125-56181
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6. part no.: t4930-52371

WARNING

Do not remove the radiator cap when the 
engine is running or while the engine is hot. 
If the radiator cap is removed, hot vapor or 
liquid may be violently released causing burns.

7. part no.: t4930-52471
WARNING

Do NOT run an engine 
in an enclosed area.
Exhaust fumes cause 
sickness or possible 
death. 
Do NOT touch a muffler 
with bare hands.

8. part no.: t4930-52311

WARNING

To prevent accident during 
operation:
1. Implement that pulls or pushes 

objects should be attached only to the 
drawbar.

2. Implements that are designed to use 
the 3-point hitch should only use the 
3-point hitch.

To prevent severe and 
deadly injuries during 
P.T.O operation:
1. All protective components should 

be in place.

2. Do not let your hands, feet and 
clothes come near the implement.

3. When disengaging an implement 
from the P.T.O, stop the engine 
in advance. When repairing or 
servicing the tractor or its part, 
depress the brake pedal to set the 
parking brake. Also, make sure to 
chock the wheels when parking 
on a hill.

9. part no.: t4625-52351

10. part no.: t4682-53552
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11. part no.: t4930-52481

Avoid flames and sparks.

STOP engine while refueling

ONLY use diesel.

12. part no.: t5210-52311

WARNING
Use the quick-turn function only during a normal 
work. Never use the quick-turn function under 
the following conditions. It can lead to rollover.
  1. Driving at a high speed
  2. Driving on a steep slope or sharp turn
  3. Plowing at a high speed
  4. Work with a loader
The owner has the sole responsibility for any 
problem occurred by not following the above 
instruction.

1. Make sure to follow the precautions specified 
    in the operating manual and safety decals.
2. Keep the safety instructions in the operating 
    manual and safety decals.
3. Never modify the machine without approval.
4. Never use an implement with the capacity 
    other than the specified.
The owner has the sole responsibility for any 
problem occurred by not following the above 
instruction.

1. When the vehicle is equipped 
    with the ROPS, always fasten 
    your seat belt. When no ROPS 
    is installed, never wear the seat 
    belt.
2. When driving the tractor 
    equipped with the ROPS, make 
    sure to wear the seat belt. If the 
    tractor overturns, hold the 
    steering wheel firmly and never 
    jump off the vehicle.

T5210-52311

1. Ventilate the cabin periodically when working 
    in the cabin with the A/C activated for an 
    extended period of time. Air in the cabin can 
    become stale.
2. Never sleep in the cabin with the A/C ON. 
    You can be suffocated to death.

13. part no.: t4810-51181
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cautions for decal maintenance

safety decals are attached to the 
tractor for safe operation. make sure 
to follow the instruction on the decals 
as well as the following instruction: 

Keep the decals clean and in-
tact. if any decal is dirty, wash 
it with soap and dry with a soft 
cloth.  
never use a solvent, such a 
thinner or acetone, since it can 
ruin the decals.
do not spray high-pressure wa-
ter directly onto the decal. the 
decal may fall off the tractor. 

•

•

•

caution

if a decal is damaged or lost, 
contact your local Kioti deal-
er immediately to install a new 
decal.
make sure to attach the decal 
in the correct position cleanly 
without bubbles after cleaning 
its mounting surface.
if a decal is attached to a com-
ponent to be replaced, replace 
the decal as well.

•

•

•

imPortant
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this number is to identify the vehicle, 
and its plate is attached on the front 
right side of the front axle frame.
this number is also stamped on the 
front axle frame next to its plate as a 
precaution against loss of the plate.

Vehicle identification number
Production number

the engine serial number is on the 
intake manifold. it is also stamped on 
the mounting surface of the injection 
pump as a precaution against loss of 
the plate. (tier 3 engine only)
the engine serial number is on the 
left side of rear cylinder block. (tier 4 
engine only)
this number indicates the engine 
type, displacement, injection timing, 
and date of manufacture. 

engine number

the transmission number is stamped 
on the middle case of inside fuel 
tank. 

transmission number

(1) tractor serial number Plate (1) engine serial number (1) transmission serial number

TE1O203ATE1O202ATE1O201A
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2

Your dealer has a interest in your 
new tractor and has the desire to 
help you get the most value from it. 
after reading this manual thoroughly, 
you will find that you can do some of 
the regular maintenance yourself.
however, when you need parts, war-
ranty or major service, be sure to see 
your Kioti dealer. for service, con-
tact the Kioti dealership from which 
you purchased your tractor or your 
local authorized Kioti dealer.
When you need parts, be prepared 
to give your dealer both the tractor 
and engine serial numbers.
before using non-Kioti approved 
implements, contact your nearest 
dealer, regarding safe application of 
the implement.

To be filled in by purchaser.

	Identification No.

	Date of Purchase.

	Transmission Serial No.

	Engine Serial No.
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Part no descriPtion QtY

e6201-32443 engine oil filter 1

t4620-38032 hydraulic filter 1

t4682-43172 fuel filter
(nX4520/5020) 1

 f6800-16411 fuel filter
(nX5520/6020) 1

t4145-82051 Air filter 1

H11O204A

Various oils and fluids are used in 
this tractor for operation, lubrication, 
cooling, and anti-corrosion of various 
parts. If oil or fluid is insufficient, con-
taminated or degraded, it can cause 
poor performance, faulty operation, 
and seized part on the tractor, lead-
ing to malfunction. 
regularly add or change the fluid 
specified on the right to keep the 
tractor in perfect condition.

filters for the engine, transmission, 
air cleaner, and a/c are consum-
ables that purify oil and air. make 
sure to replace the these items when 
changing oil. 

filters
essential rePlacement Part
oils and fluids

H11O205A

item sPecification CAPA [U.S.gal. (L)]

engine oil
tier3 (Without dPf) - aPi ch grade above 

tier4 (With dPf)- aPi cJ grade above
sae15W40 / sae10W30 / sae10W40

1.58 (6.0) ~ 2.11 (8.0)

transmission 
fluid

daedong : utf55
Exxonmobil  Mobilfluid 424

bP : tractran uth
exxonmobil  hydraulic 560

shell : donax td

manual: 14.5 (55)
hst: 11.9 (45)

grease sae  multi purpose type grease a little

antifreeeze fresh clean water  with ethylene glycol (50:50) 2.03 (7.7)
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2

H11O206A

belts, hoses and boots, which are 
made of rubber, get weakened and 
cracked as they age. if these parts 
are kept left in this state, they can 
be broken off, leading to a serious 
problem on the tractor. therefore, 
regularly replace the items indicated 
on the right to prevent an accident.

belts and rubber Parts

the battery is a very important con-
sumable component that supplies 
power to the alternator when the en-
gine is started.
therefore, make sure to check its 
discharging condition daily, including 
its life span and electrolyte condition.

H11O207A

other comPonents

Part no descriPtion QtY

e5800-72531 fan belt 1

f6800-72531 fan belt 1

t4145-72101 a/c belt 1

Part no descriPtion QtY

c7910-42204 battery 1
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※ a1: overall length including weight         
 a2: overall length excluding weight
 E1: front wheel tread
 E2: rear wheel tread

※these dimensions are measured with the standard tires installed to the cabin model tractor.

iteM
MoDel

nX4520 nX5020 nX5520/6020

1. overall length (a1) 3,742 (147.3)

2. overall length (a2) 3,547 (139.6)

3. overall width (b) 1,665 (65.6) 1,669 (65.7)

4. overall height (c) 2,390 (94.1) 2,440 (96.1)

5. Wheel base (d) 1,920 (75.6)

6. tread (E1) 1,352 (53.2) 1,355 (53.3)

7. tread (E2) 1,324 (52.1) 1,334 (52.2)

8. Ground clearance (f) 335 (13.1) 350 (13.8)

mm (in.)

B
C

  

D
A2

F

A1 

E 2E 1

h11o302a

General specifications
eXternal DiMensions
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3

3-3spEcifications

E B1E

D

A

C

C

A

F

A

te1O302a

※ a1: overall length including weight         
 a2: overall length excluding weight
 E1: front wheel tread
 E2: rear wheel tread

iteM
MoDel

nX4520 nX5020 nX5520/6010

1. overall length (a1) 3,742 (147.3)

2. overall length (a2) 3,547 (139.6)

3. overall width (b) 1,665 (65.6) 1,669 (65.7)

4. overall height (c) 2,618 (103.1) 2,628 (103.5)

5. Wheel base (d) 1,920 (75.6)

6. tread (E1) 1,352 (53.2) 1,355 (53.3)

7. tread (E2) 1,324 (52.1) 1,334 (52.2)

8. Ground clearance (f) 335 (13.1) 350 (13.8)

mm (in.)

※these dimensions are measured with the standard tires installed to the rops model tractor.
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3-4 nx4520 / nx5020 / nx5520 / nx6020

iteM
applicaBle MoDel

nX4520c nX5020c nX5520c

E
ng

in
e

model 4b243lWm-E1 4b243lWmc 3ft-tm4-E

number of cylinders 4 3

total displacement                      cc (cu in.) 2,197 (134) 2,435 (148.5) 1,826 (111.4)

bore and stroke                             mm (in.) 87x102.4 (3.4x4.0)

Engine gross power                       hp (kw) 45.0 (33.5) 49.0 (36.5) 55.0 (41.0)

pto power                                    hp (kw) 34.4 (25.7) 35.7 (26.6) 46.0 (34.3)

rated revolution                                   rpm 2,600

c
ap

ac
iti

es

fuel tank                                   l (U.s.gal.) 56 (14.8)

Engine oil (filter included)        l (U.s.gal.) 7.7 (2.03) 6 (1.58)

transmission oil                        l (U.s.gal.) 55 (14.53)

front axle oil                             l (U.s.gal.) 7.0 (1.85)

d
riv

e 
tra

in

clutch dry type single stage

transmission

shuttle synchro shuttle

main synchro mesh 4 stages

range constant mesh 6 stages

speeds 24x24

General specifications
[caBin ManUal]
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3

3-5spEcifications

iteM
applicaBle MoDel 

nX4520c nX5020c nX5520c

d
riv

e 
tra

in

Ground speed
(tire for agricultural) 
                 km/h (mph)

forward (creep)
                  2,600 rpm

0.18~28.65 (0.11~17.80) 0.19~30.08 (0.12~18.69)

reverse (creep)
                  2,600 rpm

0.16~25.46 (0.10~15.82) 0.17~26.73 (0.11~16.11)

4-wheel drive hydraulic dog clutch
Quick turn (Qt) none
brake Wet multi disc
differential lock rear standard

ti
re

s

agricultural
front 9.5-16 9.5-18
rear 13.6-26 13.6-28

industrial
front 10-16.5
rear 14.9-24

turf
front 29-12.5-15
rear 21.5l-16.1

h
yd

ra
ul

ic
 s

ys
te

m pump capacity                               l/min (gpm) 62.4 (16.5)
steering hydrostatic power steering
hydraulic lift control position, draft, mixed control
3-point hitch category i category i,Ⅱ
max. lifting capacity             
                     kg (lbs.)

24 in. behind 1,441 (3,177)
lower link end 1,605 (3,538)
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3-6 nx4520 / nx5020 / nx5520 / nx6020

 ※The specifications are subject to change without notice.

iteM
applicaBle MoDel

nX4520c nX5020c nX5520c

p
to

rear

type independent 

pto shaft 1-3/8” 6 splines

speed (pto rpm/engine rpm) 1st: 540 / 2nd: 540E

mid (optional) speed (pto rpm) 2,000

min. turning radius
(With one rear wheel braked)              m (feet)

2.99 (9.8) 3.04 (10.0)

Weight (With cabin)                           kg (lbs.) 1,992 (4,392) 2,077 (4,579)

max. draw-bar vertical load                 kg (lbs.) 750 (1,655)

max. trailer loading weight                  kg (lbs.) 4,300 (9,480)

automation
system

auto pto ○

cruise pto N/A ○
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3

3-�spEcifications

MoDel
applicaBle MoDel 

nX4520cH nX5020cH nX5520cH nX6020cH

E
ng

in
e

model

EU 4b243lWh-E1 4b243lWhc 3ft-th4-E

aU - 4b243dh - 4b243dth

GE - - - 3ft-th4-E

number of cylinders 4 3 3 (aU: 4)

total displacement                      cc (cu in.) 2,197 (134) 2,435 (148.5) 1,826 (111.4) / aU: 2,435 (148.5)

bore and stroke                             mm (in.) 87x102.4 (3.4x4.0)

Engine gross power                       hp (kw) 45 (33.5) 49 (36.5) 55 (41.0) 60 (44.7)

pto power                                    hp (kw)
EU / GE 32.2 (24.0) 36.5 (27.2) 43.1 (32.1) 48.3 (36.0)

aU - 49 (36.5) - 43.6 (32.5)

rated revolution                                   rpm 2,600

c
ap

ac
iti

es

fuel tank                                   l (U.s.gal.) 56 (14.8)

Engine oil (filter included)        l (U.s.gal.) 7.7 (2.03)

transmission oil                        l (U.s.gal.)  45 (11.89)

front axle oil                             l (U.s.gal.) 7.0 (1.85)

d
riv

e 
tra

in

clutch none

transmis-
sion

shuttle hydrostatic drive

main hst

range constant mesh 3

speeds 3 range, continuously variable transmission

[caBin Hst]
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3-8 nx4520 / nx5020 / nx5520 / nx6020

iteM
applicaBle MoDel

nX4520cH nX5020cH nX5520cH nX6020cH

d
riv

e 
tra

in

Ground speed (tire for agri-
cultural)            km/h (mph)

forward 0~30.14 (0~18.73) 0~31.64 (0~19.66)

reverse 0~30.14 (0~18.73) 0~31.64 (0~19.66)

4-wheel drive hydraulic dog clutch

Quick turn (Qt) none

brake Wet multi disc

differential lock rear standard

ti
re

s

agricultural
front 9.5-16 9.5-18

rear 13.6-26 13.6-28

industrial
front 10-16.5

rear 14.9-24

turf
front 29-12.5-15

rear 21.5l-16.1

h
yd

ra
ul

ic
 s

ys
te

m

pump capacity                               l/min (gpm) 67.6 (17.9)

steering hydrostatic power steering

hydraulic lift control position, draft, mixed control

3-point hitch category i category i,Ⅱ

max. lifting capacity             
                     kg (lbs.)

24 in. behind 1,441 (3,177)

lower link end 1,605 (3,538)
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3

3-�spEcifications

 ※The specifications are subject to change without notice.

iteM
applicaBle MoDel 

nX4520cH nX5020cH nX5520cH nX6020cH

p
to

rear

type independent

pto shaft 1-3/8” 6 splines
speed (pto rpm/en-
gine rpm)

540

mid (optional) speed (pto rpm) 2,000
min. turning radius
(With one rear wheel braked)              m (feet)

2.99 (9.8) 3.04 (10.0)

Weight (With cabin)                           kg (lbs.) 1,988 (4,382) 2,063 (4,548)

max. draw-bar vertical load                 kg (lbs.) 750 (1,655)

max. trailer loading weight                  kg (lbs.) 4,300 (9,480)
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3-10 nx4520 / nx5020 / nx5520 / nx6020

iteM
applicaBle MoDel

nX4520 nX5020 nX5520

E
ng

in
e

model
EU 4b243lWm-E1 4b243lWmc 3ft-tm4-E

aU - 4b243dm-a 4b243dtm-a2

number of cylinders 4 EU: 3 / aU: 4

total displacement                      cc (cu in.) 2,197 (134) 2,435 (148.5)
EU: 1,826 (111.4) /  
aU: 2,435 (148.5)

bore and stroke                             mm (in.) 87x102.4 (3.4x4.0)

Engine gross power                       hp (kw) 45.0 (33.6) EU: 49.0 (36.5) / aU: 50 (37.5) 55.0 (41.0)

pto power                                    hp (kw) 34.4 (25.7) 35.7 (26.6) EU: 46.0 (34.3) / aU: 43.7 (32.6) 

rated revolution                                   rpm 2,600

c
ap

ac
iti

es

fuel tank                                   l (U.s.gal.) 56 (14.8)

Engine oil (filter included)        l (U.s.gal.) 8 (2.11) 7.7 (2.03)  EU: 6 (1.58) / aU: 7.7 (2.03)

transmission oil                        l (U.s.gal.) 55 (14.53)

front axle oil                             l (U.s.gal.) 7.0 (1.85)

d
riv

e 
tra

in

clutch dry type single stage

transmission

shuttle synchro shuttle

main synchro mesh, 4

range constant mesh 6

speeds 24x24

[rops ManUal]
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3-11spEcifications

iteM
applicaBle MoDel 

nX4520 nX5020 nX5520

d
riv

e 
tra

in

Ground speed
(tire for agricultural) 
                 km/h (mph)

forward 0.18~28.65 (0.11~17.80) 0.19~30.08 (0.12~18.69)

reverse 0.16~25.46 (0.10~15.82) 0.17~26.73 (0.11~16.61)

4-wheel drive hydraulic dog clutch
Quick turn (Qt) none
brake Wet multi disc
differential lock rear standard

ti
re

s

agricultural
front 9.5-16 9.5-18
rear 13.6-24 13.6-28

industrial
front 10-16.5
rear 14.9-24

turf
front 29-12.5-15
rear 21.5l-16.1

h
yd

ra
ul

ic
 s

ys
te

m pump capacity                               l/min (gpm) 62.4 (16.5)
steering hydrostatic power steering
hydraulic lift control position, draft, mixed control
3-point hitch category i category i,Ⅱ
max. lifting capacity             
                     kg (lbs.)

24 in. behind 1,441 (3,177)
lower link end 1,605 (3,538)
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3-12 nx4520 / nx5020 / nx5520 / nx6020

 ※The specifications are subject to change without notice.

iteM
applicaBle MoDel

nX4520 nX5020 nX5520

p
to

rear

type independent

pto shaft 1-3/8” 6 splines
speed (pto rpm/en-
gine rpm)

1st: 540 / 2nd: 540E

mid (optional) speed (pto rpm) 2,000

min. turning radius
(With one rear wheel braked)              m (feet)

2.99 (9.8) 3.04 (10.0)

Weight (With rops)                           kg (lbs.) 1,844 (4,065) 1,850 (4,078) 1,915 (4,221)

max. draw-bar vertical load                 kg (lbs.) 750 (1,655)

max. trailer loading weight                  kg (lbs.) 4,300 (9,480)
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3-13spEcifications

MoDel
applicaBle MoDel 

nX4520H nX5020H nX5520H nX6020H

E
ng

in
e

model
EU 4b243lWh-E1 4b243lWhr 3ft-th4-E

aU 4b243dh-a1 4b243dh-a1 - 4b243dth-a1

number of cylinders 4 3 EU: 3 / aU: 4

total displacement                      cc (cu in.) EU: 134 (2,197) /  
aU: 148.5 (2,435) 148.5 (2,435) 111.4 (1,826)

EU: 111.4 (1,826) /  
aU: 148.5 (2,435)

bore and stroke                             mm (in.) 87x102.4 (3.4x4.0)

Engine gross power                       hp (kw) 33.5 (45) EU: 49 (36.5) /
aU: 50 (37.5) 55 (41.0) 60 (44.7)

pto power                                    hp (kw) 33.9 (25.3) 36.5 (27.2) 43.1 (32.1) 48.3 (36.0)

rated revolution                                   rpm 2,600

c
ap

ac
iti

es

fuel tank                                   l (U.s.gal.) 56 (14.8)

Engine oil (filter included)        l (U.s.gal.)
EU: 8 (2.11) / 
aU: 7.7 (2.03)

7.7 (2.03) 6 (1.58)
EU: 6 (1.58) / 
aU: 7.7 (2.03)

transmission oil                        l (U.s.gal.) 45 (11.89)

front axle oil                             l (U.s.gal.) 7 (1.85)

d
riv

e 
tra

in

clutch none

transmission

shuttle hydrostatic drive

main hst

range constant mesh, 3

speeds 3 range

[rops Hst]
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3-14 nx4520 / nx5020 / nx5520 / nx6020

iteM
applicaBle MoDel

nX4520H nX5020H nX5520H nX6020H

d
riv

e 
tra

in

Ground speed (tire for agri-
cultural)             km/h (mph)

forward 0~30.14 (0~18.73) 0~31.64 (0~19.66)

reverse 0~30.14 (0~18.73) 0~31.64 (0~19.66)

4-wheel drive hydraulic dog clutch

Quick turn (Qt) none
brake Wet multi disc

differential lock rear standard

ti
re

s

agricultural
front 9.5-16 9.5-18

rear 13.6-26 13.6-28

industrial
front 10-16.5

rear 14.9-24

turf
front 29-12.5-15

rear 21.5l-16.1

h
yd

ra
ul

ic
 s

ys
te

m

pump capacity                               l/min (gpm) 67.6 (17.9)

steering hydrostatic power steering

hydraulic lift control position, draft, mixed control

3-point hitch category i category i,Ⅱ

max. lifting capacity             
                     kg (lbs.)

24 in. behind 1,441 (3,177)

lower link end 1,605 (3,538)
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3-15spEcifications

 ※The specifications are subject to change without notice.

iteM
applicaBle MoDel 

nX4520H nX5020H nX5520H nX6020H

p
to

rear

type independent

pto shaft 1-3/8” 6 splines
speed (pto rpm/en-
gine rpm)

540

mid (optional) speed (pto rpm) 2,000
min. turning radius
(With one rear wheel braked)              m (feet)

2.99 (9.8) 3.04 (10.0)

Weight (With rops)                           kg (lbs.) 4,056 (1,840) 1,845 (4,067) 1,910 (4,210)

max. draw-bar vertical load                 kg (lbs.) 750 (1,655)

max. trailer loading weight                  kg (lbs.) 4,300 (9,480)
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3-16 nx4520 / nx5020 / nx5520 / nx6020

noise leVels as perceiVeD By tHe operator

the following tables give the noise level values, measured from the driver’s seat in instantaneous conditions in com-
pliance with standards 2009/76/Ec(dba) - annex ii (without load) - and when driving by in compliance with standard 
2009/63/Ec(dba).

 ※note: data supplied by the manufacturer, approval values pending.

tractors with cabin

model directive of the European 
parliament and of the council 

noise level at the operator’s 
ear according to 2009/76/Ec 

noise level in motion according 
to 2009/63/Ec 

             nx4520 / nx5020 /  
             nx5520 / nx6020 / 2003/37/Ec less than 85.9 db(a) less than 83.7 db(a)
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3

3-1�spEcifications

in accordance to EU directive 78/764/Ec the following table shows vibration levels measured on seats, in aws.

* aws = correct weighted value of the vibration acceleration (m/s2)

operator's Vibration level

seat type directive of the European par-
liament and of the council light-weight operator heavy-weight opeartor

W08ss 78/764/EEc 0.83 m/s2 0.75 m/s2

More information on Whole Body Vibration (WBV) on agricultural tractors can be found in more specific 
publications and the relative risks can be taken into account following the laws of the country. in order to 
correctly estimate statistical values based on your daily work on the tractor, a specific measure instrument 
is required, such a three-axis accelerometer applied to the seat

•
iMportant

the vibration level transmitted to the body as a whole depend on different parameters, some of them relat-
ing to the machine, others to the terrain and many specific for the operator. The prevailing parameters are 
the type of terrain or work surface and the ground speed.
Vibrations cause discomfort for the operator and in some cases put his/her health and safety at risk.
Make sure that the tractor is in good condition and that all routine servicing is correctly and regularly car-
ried out.
check tire pressure and the steering and braking systems.
check that the operator's seat and adjustment systems are in good condition, then adjust the seat to the 
operator's weight and size.

•

•
•

•
•

WarninG

ViBration leVels of tHe tractor eXposition to ViBrations
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3-18 nx4520 / nx5020 / nx5520 / nx6020

traVelinG speeD

[ManUal sHUttle type 24X24] Km/h (mph)

tire size 13.6-24 13.6-26 13.6-28
creep range Main forward reverse forward reverse forward reverse

low

low

1 0.17 (0.10) 0.15 (0.09) 0.18 (0.11) 0.16 (0.10) 0.19 (0.12) 0.17 (0.10)
2 0.28 (0.17) 0.21 (0.13) 0.25 (0.15) 0.23 (0.14) 0.27 (0.16) 0.24 (0.15)
3 0.31 (0.19) 0.28 (0.17) 0.33 (0.20) 0.29 (0.18) 0.34 (0.21) 0.30 (0.18)
4 0.42 (0.26) 0.37 (0.23) 0.44 (0.27) 0.39 (0.24) 0.47 (0.29) 0.41 (0.18)

mid

1 0.44 (0.27) 0.39 (0.24) 0.46 (0.28) 0.41 (0.25) 0.49 (0.30) 0.43 (0.26)
2 0.62 (0.38) 0.55 (0.34) 0.65 (0.40) 0.58 (0.36) 0.68 (0.42) 0.61 (0.38)
3 0.79 (0.49) 0.70 (0.43) 0.83 (0.51) 0.74 (0.45) 0.88 (0.55) 0.78 (0.48)
4 1.08 (0.67) 0.96 (0.60) 1.13 (0.70) 1.01 (0.63) 1.19 (0.74) 1.06 (0.66)

high

1 1.22 (0.75) 1.08 (0.67) 1.28 (0.79) 1.14 (0.71) 1.35 (0.84) 1.20 (0.74)
2 1.70 (1.05) 1.22 (0.76) 1.79 (1.11) 1.59 (0.99) 1.88 (1.17) 1.67 (1.03)
3 2.19 (1.36) 1.70 (1.05) 2.30 (1.42) 2.05 (1.27) 2.42 (1.50) 2.15 (1.33)
4 2.97 (1.85) 2.19 (1.36) 3.13 (1.69) 2.78 (1.72) 3.28 (2.04) 2.92 (1.81)
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3

3-1�spEcifications

Km/h (mph)

[Hst type] Km/h (mph)

ranGe Main
13.6-24 13.6-26 13.6-28

forward reverse forward reverse forward reverse
low 1 6.34 (3.94) 6.34 (3.94) 6.67 (4.14) 6.67 (4.14) 7.01 (4.35) 7.01 (4.35)
mid 1 10.94 (6.79) 10.94 (6.79) 11.51 (7.15) 11.51 (7.15) 12.09 (7.51) 12.09 (7.51)
high 1 26.59 (16.52) 26.59 (16.52) 27.98 (17.38) 27.98 (17.38) 29.38 (18.25) 29.38 (18.25)

tire size 13.6-24 13.6-26 13.6-28
creep range Main forward reverse forward reverse forward reverse

high

low

1 1.47 (0.91) 1.31 (0.81) 1.55 (0.96) 1.37 (0.85) 1.62 (1.01) 1.44 (0.89)
2 2.05 (1.27) 1.82 (1.13) 2.16 (1.34) 1.92 (1.19) 2.27 (1.41) 2.02(1.25)
3 2.64 (1.64) 2.34 (1.45) 2.78 (1.72) 2.47 (1.53) 2.91 (1.81) 2.59 (1.61)
4 3.58 (2.22) 3.18 (1.97) 3.77 (2.34) 3.35 (2.08) 3.96 (2.46) 3.52 (2.18)

mid

1 3.76 (2.33) 3.34 (2.07) 3.95 (2.45) 3.51 (2.18) 4.15 (2.58) 3.69 (2.29)
2 5.25 (3.26) 4.66 (2.89) 5.52 (3.43) 4.91 (3.05) 5.80 (3.60) 5.15 (3.20)
3 6.74 (4.19) 5.99 (3.72) 7.09 (4.40) 6.30 (3.91) 7.45 (4.63) 6.62 (4.11)
4 9.15 (5.68) 8.13 (5.05) 9.63 (5.98) 8.56 (5.32) 10.11 (6.28) 8.98 (5.58)

high

1 10.38 (6.45) 9.22 (5.73) 10.92 (6.78) 9.70 (6.02) 11.46 (7.12) 10.19 (6.33)
2 14.50 (9.01) 12.88 (8.00) 15.26 (9.48) 13.56 (8.42) 16.02 (9.95) 14.23 (8.84)
3 18.62 (1.57) 16.55 (10.28) 19.60 (12.17) 17.41 (10.82) 20.57 (12.78) 18.28 (11.36)
4 25.28 (15.71) 22.46 (13.95) 26.60 (16.53) 23.64 (14.69) 27.93 (17.35) 24.82 (15.40)
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3-20 nx4520 / nx5020 / nx5520 / nx6020

iMpleMent liMitations
stanDarD size By iMpleMent

iMpleMent Description nX4520 nX5020 nX5520/6020 reMarKs
loader max. bucket width 1,676 (66) 1,828 (72) 1,828 (72)

backhoe with sub frame max. digging depth 2,280 (90) 2,590 (102) 2,590 (102)
do not use 3 
- point hitch 
backhoe

tiller max. working width 1,650 (65) 1,854 (73) 1,854 (73)

box blade max. cutting width 2,133 (84) 2,133 (84) 2,133 (84)

rear blade max. cutting width 2,133 (84) 2,133 (84) 2,133 (84)

rotary cutter max. cutting width 1,650 (65) 1,854 (73) 1,854 (73)

Grooming mower max. cutting width 1,828 (72) 1,828 (72) 1,828 (72)

aerator max. Width 1,828 (72) 1,828 (72) 1,828 (72)

landscape rakes max. cutting width 2,133 (84) 2,483 (96) 2,483 (96)

mm (in.)
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4-4 nx4520 / nx5020 / nx5520 / nx6020  

te1o480a

   (1) work lamp (frt / rr)
   (2) wiper
   (3) rearview Mirror
   (4) turn signal lamp (frt / rr)
   (5) handle

  (6) footstep
  (7) bonnet
  (8) head lamp
  (9) top link
(10) lifting rod

(11) lower link 
(12) swing draw bar
(13) crank lifting rod 
(14) check link
(15) tail lamp

(16) slow Moving Vehicle lamp
(17) position lamp

EXTERIOR VIEW [CABIN]
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TE1O4C5A

(1) seat
(2) steering wheel
(3) rear View Mirror
(4) bonnet
(5) head lamp

  (6) rops
  (7) combination lamp
  (8) joy-stick lever
  (9) step
(10) working lamp

(11) top link
(12) oil dipstick
(13) lift rod
(14) draw bar / hitch
(15) lower link

EXTERIOR VIEW [ROPS]
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4-6 nx4520 / nx5020 / nx5520 / nx6020  

te1o404a

SWITCh
MOuNTING lOCATION

(1) combination switch
(2) Key switch
(3) 4wd / qt switch
(4) hazard lamp switch

[MANuAl]
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te1o486a

(1) combination switch
(2) Key switch
(3) 4wd switch
(4) hazard lamp switch

[hST] 
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4-� nx4520 / nx5020 / nx5520 / nx6020  

KEY SWITCh

(1) Key switch      (a) pre-heat      (b) stop    
(c) acc                (d) on              (e) start  

       (a)
the posit ion "a" indicates the 
"manual preheat". this position 
is a self-return type, so the key 
should be held there while pre-
heating. the pre-heating indication 
lamp on the dash board will turn 
on at the same time. Pre-heating  
more than 30 seconds consecu-
tively can reduce the preheat 
system’s life.

the pre-heating operation will 
automatically be activated in this 
position "d" (on). the automatic 
preheat operation is indicated 
by the glow plug indicator. Make 
sure to preheat the engine un-
til the glow plug indicator goes 
off (approx. 9 seconds) in cold 
weather.   

•
NOTE         (b)

when the key switch is in position 
"b", the engine and all electrical 
devices in the vehicle are turned 
off.
however flasher lights and turn 
signal lights can be operated along 
with their indication lamps on the 
dash board.

  acc (c)
when the key switch is turned 
to the position "c", brake lights, 
flasher lights and turn signal lights 
can be operated. 

       (d)
the position "d" indicates the "on" 
position. as soon as the key switch 
is turned to this position, the oil 
pressure warning lamp and battery 
charge warning lamp comes on 
(these turn off after the engine is 
started). 

       (e)
 the position "e" indicates "start". 

in order to start the engine, de-
press the clutch pedal and turn the 
pto switch off.

 as soon as the engine is started, 
release the key then the key will 
return to the position "d".

te1o405a
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COMBINATION SWITCh

(1) head light switch
(a) off (b) position lamp
(c) low beam on   (d) high beam on

the combination switch consists of 
the head light, turn signal light, and 
horn switches. its function by its po-
sition is as follows:

hEAD lIGhT SWITCh

the head light switch can be operat-
ed only while the key switch is turned 
to the "on" position. turning the 
head light switch clockwise one click 
will illuminate the position lamp and 
low beam head lights while turning it 
one more click will illuminate the high 
beam head lights.

(1) turn signal light switch       
(2) head light switch      
(3) horn switch

off : head light and tail light off

: low beam and tail light on

: high beam and tail light on

: turn signal light on

te1o407ate1o406a

the ignition key is not directional 
and can be inserted in any direc-
tion. also, be careful not to leave 
the tractor unattended as the 
same key is used for all KIOTI 
tractors. it can be stolen. 
the horn, turn signal lamp, and 
hazard lamp can be operated 
without the key inserted.

•

•

NOTE

Stop the engine immediately 
if the oil pressure warning 
lamp does not go off after the 
engine is started. The engine 
may be severely damaged.
If the battery charge warn-
ing lamp does not go off after 
the engine is started, check 
the electrical systems, such 
as the alternator, for damage. 
Continuing to use the engine 
under this condition can dis-
charge the battery or damage 
other electrical devices.

•

•

CAuTION CABIN
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4-10 nx4520 / nx5020 / nx5520 / nx6020  

Driving with high beam head 
light disturbs the approach-
ing vehicle’s visibility for safe 
driving. use the high beam 
head lights only if necessary.

•
WARNING

TuRN SIGNAl lIGhT SWITCh

(1) turn signal light switch         
(a) left turn  (b) right turn      

the turn signal lights are used when 
turning the vehicle left or right. pull-
ing the lever up blinks the left turn 
signal light while pushing the lever 
down blinks the right turn signal light.

te1o408a

the turn signal light lever is not 
the self-return type. therefore, 
make sure to return the lever 
manually after turning the vehicle.
the turn signal lamps can be op-
erated without the key inserted.

•

•

NOTE

ROPS

(1) head light switch
(a) off (b) position lamp
(c) low beam on   (d) high beam on

(1) horn switch

the horn switch can be operated 
without the key inserted. pressing 
this switch sounds the horn.

hORN SWITCh

te1o409a
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this switch can be used to warn 
other vehicles when malfunction oc-
curs in the tractor while driving on a 
public road. pressing this switch up 
blinks the hazard lamp and returning 
it turns off the lamp. the turn signal 
lights cannot be operated while this 
switch is pressed up to operate the 
hazard lamps.   

hAzARD lAMP SWITCh

(1) hazard lamp switch
(a) on       (b) off

te1o410a

use this switch to activate the 4wd 
mode. pressing its upper portion ac-
tivates the 4wd mode. each mode is 
performed as follows.
the 4wd (4 wheel driving) is to 
increase traction by driving four 
wheels. it is hydraulically operated 
by a simple switch operation.
to engage the 4wd, press the 
switch up. to disengage it, return the 
switch. 

(1)  4wd switch
(a) 4wd   (b) 2wd

4WD SWITCh

te1o487a

If the hazard lamps are turned 
on for an extended period of 
time while the engine is stopp-
ed, the battery can be discha-
rged. Therefore, use them only 
in emergency.
The hazard lamp can be oper-
ated without the key inserted.

•

•

CAuTION
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4-12 nx4520 / nx5020 / nx5520 / nx6020  

Switch 
position

Turning lamp

2wd normal turning lamp off

4wd normal turning

4wd  
lamp on

the 4wd function can be used un-
der the following conditions:
1.  if high traction is needed in a hu-

mid area.
2.  when towing a trailer or using a 

loader.
3.  when working on a sandy surface.
4.  when the tractor is pushed out by 

reaction from the implement dur-
ing cultivating on a hard surface.

5.  When cultivating a field or driving 
over a bank.

To avoid accident:
Engage the switch only when 
the vehicle is stationary.
While the 4WD is engaged, 
drive the vehicle with low 
speed as steering and braking 
characteristics may differ. 
It is possible to engage the 
4WD during driving. however, 
you may hear noise or feel 
slight shift impact some at 
times in this case. For safe 
driving, engage the 4WD when 
the tractor is stationary.
The 4WD should not be used 
on a paved road as tires can 
be worn faster.

•

•

•

•

CAuTION

(1) cruise pto switch
(a) activation (b) deactivation

te1o488b

CRuISE PTO SWITCh

[hST]

activating the pto cruise function 
during work can keep the pto speed 
constant for enhanced operating 
condition.
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(1) res/set button

te1o4a1a

PTO SETTING SWITCh

[hST]

PTO CRuISE ACTIVATION
run the engine at a speed over 1,300 
rpM. with the brake and clutch 
pedals released, set the pto cruise 
switch to the on position and press 
the set (1) portion of the cruise acti-
vation switch

the cruise setting switch can be 
operated as follows while the pto 
cruise function is activated.

• res(+) :  speed is increased by 50 
rpM when pressing it.

• set(-) :  speed is decreased by 50 
rpM when pressing it.

PTO CRuISE DEACTIVATION
depress the brake pedal or clutch 
pedal or set the pto cruise switch to 
the "off" position to deactivate the 
pto cruise function.
if the pto cruise function is deac-
tivated by depressing the brake or 
clutch pedal with the pto cruise 
switch set in the "on" posit ion, 
pressing the res(+) switch once re-
sumes the previous pto activation 
setting.

If the brake pedals are not 
connected to each other, de-
pressing the brake pedal does 
not deactivate the PTO cruise 
function.

•
IMPORTANT

(1) speed cruise control switch
(a) on (b) off

te1o4a2a

SPEED CRuISE CONTROl SWITCh

[hST]

to activate the cruise control func-
tion, set the desired speed and press 
the switch to the “on” position. 
depress the hst pedal to increase 
the driving speed in order to acceler-
ate at a constant speed. to deacti-
vate the cruise function, depress the 
brake pedal or press the switch to 
the “off” position.
the cruise function is not activated 
during reverse. 
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4-14 nx4520 / nx5020 / nx5520 / nx6020  

(1) hst response control switch
(a) slow (b) fast

te1o4a3a

hST RESPONSE CONTROl

[hST]

(1) linked pedal switch

te1o4a4a

lINKED PEDAl SWITCh

[hST]

this dial is to adjust starting re-
sponse by hst pedals.
starting duty for solenoid valve is ad-
justed by the dial.

- slow direction: slow operation and 
slow stop

- fast direction: fast operation and 
fast stop

this switch is to link hst pedal with 
engine rpm. 
engine rpm goes up as much as 
hst pedal is pressed. 

Never use the cruise control 
function on a public or bumpy 
road or during turning. 
Apply the left and right brake 
pedals before activating the 
cruise control function.

•

•

WARNING
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(1) no stall button
(a) on

NO STAll SWITCh

[hST]

this switch is for loader work and to 
protect the engine.
in case of momentary engine over-
load.

- start : no-stall switch on
- stop : switch off or key off

(1) speed limit button
(a) on

te1o4a9a

SPEED lIMIT SWITCh

[hST]

This switch is to fix maximum speed.
e.g. if switch is on with 5 km/hr, the 
speed will be 0~5 km/hr no matter 
where hst pedal is.  

- start :  forward pedal pressed + limit 
speed switch on

- stop : switch off or key off

 when engine overload occurs 
with the no stall switch in the 
“on” position, engine load de-
creases to protect the engine.

NOTE

 only for loader work. (never use 
for trailer work)

IMPORTANT

te1o4a5a
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(1) turning deceleration switch

te1o4a7a

TuRNING DECElERATION SWITCh

[hST]

this switch is to decelerate the en-
gine during turning to ensure safe 
turning.

(1) calibration switch

te1o4a6a

CAlIBRATION SWITCh 

[hST]

this switch is to calibrate response 
of  hst. only for service

 If you need to calibrate the ac-
tion of hST, please contact to 
local KIOTI dealer and work-
shop

WARNING

NOTE
when work ing i n a na r row 
space, turning the switch “on” 
with the hst forward driving 
pedal depressed can maintain 
the constant speed. depressing 
the pedal to its deepest position 
does not accelerate the vehicle, 
but still maintains the speed con-
stant in the “on” position.

•
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(1) dpf regeneration switch
(a) activation (b) deactivation

te1o4a8a

DPF REGENERATION SWITCh

[CRDI]

ACTIVATION (uPPER BuTTON)
perform the following procedure 
when the regeneration warning lamp 
comes on :
1. park the vehicle on level ground
2.  start the engine and run the en-

gine at the idle speed.
3.  depress the brake pedal and lock 

it in place.
4.  do not depress the clutch pedal.(if 

equipped)

5. put the range shift lever on the 
neutral position
6.  run the engine 3 to 4 minutes. 

then, press the regeneration button 
over 2 second.

DEACTIVATION (lOWER BuTTON)
do not press the deactivation button 
during the regeneration process.
however, in an emergency, press 
the deactivation button to stop the 
regeneration process.

this switch is used to switch the 
pto between automatic and manual 
operation. 
1. pto automatic
 when the pto selection switch 

is put to the automatic operation 
position, the pto is automatically 
disengaged after the hydraulic lift-

PTO AuTO/MANuAl SElECTION 
SWITCh, PTO ON/OFF SWITCh

(1) pto auto / Manual selection switch
(2) pto on/off switch         (a) automatic
(b) Manual            (c) oN        (d) off

te1o413b

[CABIN]

NOTE
the regenerat ion underway 
lamp is turned on when the dpf 
temperature reaches a certain 
temperature. 

•

7.  the regeneration underway lamp 
blinks after the regeneration warn-
ing lamp goes off.

  wait for approx. 30 to 40 minutes 
until the regeneration process is 
completed.
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lOW SPEED INDICATOR SWITCh 
(IF EquIPPED)

(1) low speed indication switch
(a) on (b) off

te1o4b7a

when driving the tractor after sunset, be 
sure to turn on the low speed indicator.

ing arm (or implement) is lifted by 
the position control lever.

2. pto Manual
 when the pto selection switch is 

put to the manual operation posi-
tion, the pto is operated regard-
less of the height of the lifting arm 
(implement).

3. pto on/off
 when engaging the pto, press 

the upper part of the switch (2). 

The mark "▲" on the tachometer 
indicates 540 rpm of the pto.

•
NOTE

When engaging the PTO, low-
er the engine speed, engage 
the PTO, and then accelerate 
the tractor gradually in order 
to prevent impact load to the 
PTO from abrupt operation.

•
IMPORTANT

when disengaging it, press the 
lower part of the switch (2). 

[ROPS]

TE1O4C7A

(1) pto auto / Manual selection switch
(2) pto on/off switch         (a) automatic
(b) Manual            (c) oN        (d) off
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INSTRuMENT PANEl
VIEW
symbols on the instrument panel come on when the key switch is turned to the "on" position. 

te3o410a
(1) engine oil pressure warming lamp
(2) battery charge warming lamp
(3) high beam indicator
(4) glow plug indicator
(5) turn signal light (lh)
(6) tachometer
(7) turn signal light (rh)
(8) brake (one side) lamp
(9) coolant temperature gauge

(10) calibration lamp
(11) communication error
(12) speed limit switch
(13) water sensor
(14) engine check lamp
(15) regeneration underway lamp
(16) regeneration warning lamp
(17) hour meter / error code
(18) cruise pto

(19) parking brake indicator
(20) 4wd engaged indicator
(21) pto indicator
(22) fuel level warning lamp
(23) low speed indicator
(24) Mid speed indicator
(25) high speed indicator
(26) fuel gauge
(27) qt

(28) hMs
(29) automatic draft operation
(30) tilling depth operation
(31) automatic draft operation
(32) turn-up 
(33) back-up
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TAChOMETER/hOuRMETER INDI-
CATOR

engine rpm meter indicates the num-
ber of engine revolutions per minute.
hour meter indicates the total oper-
ating time of the tractor to six digits.
the hour meter does not operate if 
the engine is stopped even though 
the key switch is in the "on" position.

(1) tachometer (2) hour Meter indicator

FuEl GAuGE

this indicates the remaining fuel 
level after the key switch is turned to 
the "on" position. 
F : Fuel is fully filled. 
E : replenish the fuel tank.
if driving is continued with the needle 
below the position "e", air may enter 
the fuel supply system. in this case, 
"bleed" the system. (for detailed 
instructions, refer to "bleeding fuel 
system" in the chapter "service".)

(1) fuel gauge
“e” : empty “f” : full

Make sure to use only genuine 
fuel as the engine can be dam-
aged if unqualified fuel is used.
use fuel for winter season in 
cold weather to start the engine 
easier. 
the gauge needle can move on 
a hill or curve as fuel slopes in 
the tank.

•

•

•

NOTE1

2

TE3O411A

1

TE3O412A
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ENGINE COOlANT TEMPERATuRE GAuGE

this gauge indicates the coolant 
temperature after the key switch is 
turned to the "on" position.  
• c : coolant is cold.
• h : coolant is hot.
when the pointer is in the zone “h" 
during driving, it means that the en-
gine is overheated. decrease work 
load immediately.

Make sure to control the work 
load so that the needle is not 
in the red zone.
If the needle stays in the red 
zone, do not stop the engine 
immediately. Instead, reduce 
the work load to cool down 
the engine before stopping the 
engine.
Make sure to keep the front 
grill clean so that air is sucked 
through it freely for fast cool-
ing.

•

•

•

CAuTION

(1) coolant temperature gauge
“c” : cold  “h” : hot

this lamp comes on when the en-
gine oil pressure or oil level is low.
this lamp is turned on when the 
starting switch is turned on before 
starting the engine but turned off 
after starting the engine. if this lamp 
comes on while driving, stop the 
engine immediately and check the 
engine oil level.
if this lamp comes on even with the 
specified engine oil level, have the 

ENGINE OIl PRESSuRE 
WARNING lAMP

1

TE3O413A TE3O414A
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BATTERY ChARGING lAMP

If the oil level is below the 
specified range, the engine 
can sieze. 
The engine can be severely 
damaged if driving or operat-
ing the tractor with the engine 
oil warning lamp ON.

•

•

CAuTION

this lamp is turned on when the 
starting switch is turned on before 
starting the engine but turned off af-
ter starting the engine.

tractor checked by your local KIOTI 
dealer or workshop immediately.

If this warning lamp comes 
on while driving, the charging 
system, such as the alternator, 
is malfunctioning. Therefore, 
turn off all electrical devices 
and have the tractor checked 
by your local KIOTI Dealer or 
workshop as soon as possible.

•
CAuTION

TE3O415A
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operating the turn signal lamp switch 
up and down turns on the corre-
sponding lamp in green. 

TuRN SIGNAl lAMPhEAD lIGhT hIGh BEAM lAMP

this lamp comes on in blue when the 
high beam head light is switched on.
driving with high beam head light 
disturbs an approaching vehicle’
s visibility. for safe driving, use the 
high beam head light only if neces-
sary. 

GlOW PluG INDICATOR

this indicates the operating condition 
of the preheat system. when the key 
switch is turned to the "on" position, 
this indicator comes on for approx. 8 
seconds. it is recommended to start 
the engine as soon as this indica-
tor goes off for best starting perfor-
mance. this indicator may not turn 
on if the engine is warm. in this case, 
the engine can be started without the 
preheat operation.

TE3O416A TE3O417A TE3O418A
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PARKING BRAKE WARNING lAMP

when the parking brake is actuated, 
the lamp lights on. 

If this indicator is ON even 
with the parking brake re-
l e a s e d , h a v e t h e t r a c t o r 
checked by your local KIOTI 
dealer or workshop immedi-
ately.

•
CAuTION

PTO INDICATOR

this indicator shows the pto en-
gagement condition. when the pto 
is engaged, this indicator comes on. 
when the pto clutch is disengaged, 
this indicator goes off.

Set the PTO switch to the 
"OFF" position in order to 
start the engine.

•
CAuTION

4WD INDICATOR

this comes on to indicate 4wd en-
gagement.

The durability of the axle can 
be deteriorated if only one 
brake pedal is depressed dur-
ing the 4WD is activated.

•
CAuTION

TE3O419A TE3O420A TE3O421A
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this lamp indicates the operating 
status of the brake (one side). this 

(1) brake pedal lock (both sides) 

BRAKE (ONE SIDE) lAMP

h11o4e5a

When driving on a public road 
or at a high speed, never use 
only one brake pedal. The 
tractor can roll over. 
While the brake (one side) 
lamp is not illuminated, the 
brake pedals are not inter-
locked and only one brake 
pedal can be depressed acci-
dentally. Make sure to set the 
pedal lock to the "lock" posi-
tion in a normal condition.

•

•

IMPORTANT

comes on when the brake lock for 
two brake pedals is unlocked.

TE3O429A

this switch is to settle the revolution 
of pto. when you push down the 
button of set(-) while turn the pto 
cruise button on, this lamp turn on.

CRuISE PTO WARNING lAMP

TE3O430A
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if carbon is accumulated in the ex-
haust catalytic filter, the warning 
lamp comes on or blinks.
if this lamp comes on, push down the 
"regeneration" button. (refer to the 
page 4-17)

REGENERATION WARNING lAMP

this lamp on when it is on regenera-
tion in dpf.

REGENERATION uNDERWAY lAMP

	 u
WARNING

When on regeneration, Don’t 
touch the part of DPF because 
it is very hot around DPF.

•
WARNING

TE3O431A TE3O432A

this comes on when any major elec-
tric device or engine fuel system is 
malfunctioning.

ENGINE ChECK WARNING lAMP

TE3O428A
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the warning buzzer sounds when  
(approx. 45 cc) of water is accumu-
lated in the fuel filter. in this case, 
stop the engine immediately and 
drain water from the fuel filter.

WATER IN FuEl WARNING lAMP

TE3O433A

SPEED lIMIT SWITCh

this speed limit switch is to maintain 
the operating speed constant.
in this case, the speed limit lamp in 
the cluster meter.

TE3O437A

NOTE
when work ing i n a na r row 
space, turning the switch “on” 
with the hst forward driving 
pedal depressed can maintain 
the constant speed. depressing 
the pedal to its deepest position 
does not accelerate the vehicle, 
but still maintains the speed con-
stant in the “on” position.

•
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TE3O435ATE3O436A

CRuISE CONTROl SWITCh

to activate the cruise control function, 
set the desired speed and press the 
switch to the “on” position.
in this case, the speed limit lamp in the 
cluster meter.
depress the hst pedal to increase the 
driving speed in order to accelerate at a 
constant speed. to deactivate the cruise 
function, depress the brake pedal or 
press the switch to the “off” position.
the cruise function is not activated dur-
ing reverse. 

NO STAll SWITCh

this no stall switch is to protect the 
engine in case of momentary engine 
overload.
in this case, the speed limit lamp in 
the cluster meter.

when engine overload occurs 
with the no stall switch in the 
“on” position, engine load de-
creases to protect the engine.

•
NOTE

only for loader work. (never use 
for trailer work)

•
IMPORTANT
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ERROR INDICATOR

NO. DISPlAY DESCRIPTION

1 err-001 no signal at tacho input

2 err-002 no signal at water temp

3 err-006 no signal at glow laMp input

4 err-007 no signal at pto cruise laMp

5 err-008 no signal at water in fuel input

6 err-009 no signal at hour input

Contact to local KIOTI dealer.•
WARNING

you can see the error code below on the lcd window for hour meter. when 
you found these on the lcd, please contact with Kioti dealer.

(1) display

1

TE3O434A
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OPERATING ThE CONTROlS 

te1o433b

  (1) hand throttle lever
  (2) shuttle shift lever   
  (3) clutch pedal     
  (4) tilt steering pedal
         (steering wheel angle adjustment)  
  (5) brake pedal (l)    

  (6) brake pedal (r)  
  (7) Main gear shift lever     
  (8) range gear shift lever     
  (9) creep gear speed lever    
(10) joystick lever (for loader operation)      
(11) double acting lever (a, b)

(12) switch panel   
(13) parking brake lock lever
(14) draft control lever
(15) lift position control lever
(16) foot throttle pedal
(17) pto shift lever

[MANuAl]
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te1o489b

  (1) hand throttle lever
  (2) brake pedal (l)    
  (3) brake pedal (r)     
  (4) tilt steering pedal
         (steering wheel angle adjustment)     
  (5) parking brake lock lever     

  (6) forward driving pedal        
  (7) reverse driving pedal    
  (8) joystick lever (for loader operation)     
  (9) double acting lever (a, b)     
(10) draft control lever
(11) lift position control lever

(12) switch panel
(13) range gear shift lever
(14) power socket
(15) pto shift lever

[hST]
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four speeds can be selected by 
moving this main shift lever in "h" 
shaped path. you can shift into this 
lever from the 1st to 4th gears even 
when the tractor body is moving by 
disengaging the clutch during driving 
as these gears are synchromeshed.
in total, 24 forward driving speeds 
and 24 reverse driving speeds are 
provided by combination of the main 
shift lever (4 speeds), range shift 
lever (3 speeds), shuttle shift lever, 
and creep speed lever.

(1) Main shift lever

MAIN ShIFT lEVER

[MANuAl]

te1o490a

TE1O4C8A

 (1) hand throttle lever
 (2) shuttle shift lever
 (3) clutch pedal
 (4) tilt steering pedal
           (steering wheel angle adjustment)
 (5) brake pedal (l)
 (6) brake pedal (r)
 (7) Main gear shift lever

 (8) range gear shift lever
 (9) creep gear speed lever
(10) joystick lever
(11) double acting lever (a, b)
(12) draft control lever
(13) lift position control lever
(14) parking brake lock lever

[ROPS]
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high, mid and low speeds can be se-
lected by the range shift lever.
follow the instruction below if a prob-
lem occurs during shifting this lever:
1. put the range shift lever into the 

neutral position.
2. depress the pedal slightly to pre-

vent the gears in the transmission 
from rotating.

3. shift the range shift lever into the 
desired position with the brake 

(1) range shift lever
(     ) high speed  (    ) Mid speed           
(     )  low speed  (n)  neutral

6 speeds can be selected by the 
range shift lever. only shift the range 
shift lever after the tractor is com-
pletely stopped by depressing the 
clutch pedal.
if the lever close to move freely or 
makes abnormal noise, put the lever 
into the neutral position, engage and 
disengage the clutch, and then try to 
shift the lever.

RANGE GEAR ShIFT lEVER

[MANuAl] [hST]

te1o491b te1o492c

Make sure to shift the range 
gear shift lever with the clutch 
pedal depressed and the trac-
tor stationary (Manual Type).
Never put the range shift lever 
into the high speed position 
during driving backward as it 
is dangerous to drive at a high 
speed.
The tractor is not braked by 
depressing the brake pedal 
without depressing the clutch 
pedal at a low speed as rota-
tional force of the axle has a 
major effect at a low speed. 
Therefore, d isengage the 
clutch before depressing the 
brake pedal to stop the tractor. 
(Manual Type)

•

•

•

CAuTION

pedal and front/rear driving pedals 
depressed. (hst type)

(1) range gear shift lever (6 speeds)     
(c) creep speed  (l) low speed
(n) neutral  (M1) Middle speed 1
(M2) Middle speed 2  (h) high speed
(d) drive
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ShuTTlE ShIFT lEVER

(1) shuttle shift lever
(f) forward  (r) reverse           
(n) neutral

this lever is used to select forward 
or reverse driving. the lever can be 
shifted while the tractor is moving 
with the clutch disengaged as these 
gears are synchromesh. shifting this 
lever frequently can deteriorate the 
trans-mission’s life and durability.
put this lever into the n position 
(neutral) when the tractor is not driv-
en. 

te1o434a

Reduce the speed before mov-
ing this lever since it is very 
dangerous to switch the driv-
ing direction at a high speed.

•
CAuTION

CREEP GEAR SPEED lEVER

(1) creep gear speed lever
(     ) high speed 
(     ) low speed   (n) neutral

position the creep speed lever in the 
"h" position in normal conditions, and 
shift it to the "l" position only when 
necessary. 
when the creep speed is selected, 
the rotational force of the axle has 
major effect on the tractor (mechani-
cal). Misuse of this lever can result 
in malfunction or damage. therefore, 
note the followings:

te1o493a
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1. i t is recommended to use the 
creep speed under the following 
conditions

   •   When cultivating a field deeply or 
shallowly

   •    when it is not possible to work at 
the standard speed due to hard 
soil

   •   when transplanting
   •   when working with a trencher 

(agricultural)
   •   when loading or unloading during 

driving
2. it is recommended not to use the 

creep speed under the following 
conditions

   •   when getting out of a puddle in 
muddy area

   •   when towing or trailing
   •   when working with a loader
   •   when doing public works

3. precautions for creep speed
   •   Make sure to shift with the clutch 

pedal fully depressed.
   •   start moving tractor with the park-

ing brake released. depress the 
brake pedal after disengaging the 
clutch to stop the tractor.

Do not stop the tractor with 
the brake pedal without de-
pressing the clutch pedal at 
the creep speed as rotational 
force of the axle has a major 
effect at the creep speed.

•
CAuTION

PTO ShIFT lEVER

this lever is to shift the pto speed 
into 2 speeds.

ITEM 1st 2nd

hst 540 -

Manual 540 540e

(rpm)

※540@2.500 (engine rpm)
    540e@1.800 (engine rpm)

when you work in light load, use 2nd 
pto stage.

te1o4b1a

(1) pto shift lever
(a) 540 (b) 540e
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To avoid personal injury:
When disassembling, assem-
bling or cleaning the PTO sy-
stem, make sure that to stop 
all rotating parts and the en-
gine before disengaging the 
PTO.

•

CAuTION

for high load work, select the 1st 
gear (540) position and set the en-
gine speed to 2500 rpM to obtain 
540 rpM of the pto speed. 
also, for light load work, select the 
2nd gear (540e) position and set the 
engine speed to 1800 rpM to obtain 
540 rpM of the pto speed.

ECO PTO

TE3O438A

(1) 540 eco rpm (2) 540 rpm

the pto speed can be selected as 
desired according to the working 
condition.
the speed 2( ) corresponds to the 
engine speed for the mid range load 
to achieve 540 pto rpM while the 
speed 1( ) corresponds to the en-
gine speed for the light range load 
to achieve 540 pto rpM. set the 
engine speed around this mark for 
efficient and rapid work.

te1o436a

CluTCh PEDAl

(1) clutch pedal

Make sure to depress the clutch 
pedal to its end. to start off smoothly, 
put the main and range shift levers 
into the proper positions and release 
the clutch pedal slowly.
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1. Make sure to link the left and right 

BRAKE PEDAl

(1) brake pedal (l)  (2) brake pedal (r)
(3) brake lock
(a) lock  (b) unlock

te1o481a

[hST]

[MANuAl]

Never put your foot onto the 
clutch pedal during driving. 
The clutch disc can be worn 
pre-maturely.
Be sure to depress the clutch 
pedal fully when shifting. Oth-
erwise, the shift gear can be 
broken.

•

•

IMPORTANT brake pedals as shown in the fig-
ure while driving on a road. 

 the tractor can roll over if depress-
ing only one brake pedal at a high 
speed. 

2. when turning sharply on a field, 
disengage the left and right brake 
pedals to use one brake pedal. 
unlock the brake lock, and then 
turn the steering wheel while de-
pressing the brake pedal on the 
turning side.

3. depressing only one brake pedal 
is not much effective while the 
4wd is activated. (effective in 
case of 2wd)
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Make sure to interlock the 
brake pedals as an accident, 
such as rollover or impact, 
can occur during driving and 
entering/exiting field.
Avoid using only one of the 
brakes in the 4WD mode since 
it can reduce the life of the 
axle. use the quick turn func-
tion rather than one side brake 
in the 4WD mode. Also, it can 
be efficient to use one side 
brake in the quick turn mode.

•

•

WARNING

Be sure to disengage the 
clutch before depressing the 
brake pedal to stop the tractor.

•
CAuTION

STEERING WhEEl ADjuSTMENT

(1) steering wheel tilt pedal
(a) lowering                (b) lifting

the angle of the steering wheel can 
be adjusted for the driver’s comfort.
hold the steering wheel with both 
hands, depress the tilt pedal lightly 
and then adjust the position of the 
steering wheel as desired. 

te1o438a

Do not adjust the tilt steering 
while driving.

•
WARNING

PARKING  BRAKE  lEVER 

(1) parking brake lever (2) brake pedal
(3) connecting hook
(a) depressing  (b) pressing down

[hST]

[MANuAl]

te1o482a

to stop the tractor, depress the brake 
pedal and pull the lever up to apply 
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To avoid possible injury, death 
or loss of property from a ma-
chine runaway:

With the engine off, the tractor 
may move unexpectedly re-
gardless of the gear shift posi-
tion.
Before leaving the tractor, 
firmly apply the parking brake 
to prevent machine runaway.

※ Only h-shuttle model.

•

•

WARNING

If the vehicle is driven with the 
parking brake partially or com-
pletely engaged, it may cause 
early wear of the brake disc.

•
CAuTION

FOOT ThROTTlE 

(1) foot throttle      (2) hand throttle lever

the foot throttle is mainly used dur-
ing driving on a road while the hand 

te1o439b

the parking brake.
the parking bake is automatically 
released by depressing and then re-
leasing the brake pedal.

TE1O4C9A

ROPSCABIN

(1) foot throttle      (2) hand throttle lever

throttle lever is mainly used while 
working on a field. 
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(1) hand throttle lever  (2)  accelerator pedal
              : decrease               : increase

"unlike a gas pedal, these hST 
pedals act like a main speed 
shift in a mechanical trac-
tor". Therefore, depress them 
deeper to obtain higher speed 
with lower torque and release 
them to obtain lower speed 
with higher torque.
For heavy load job, such as 
front end loader operation, 
use low or medium speed of 
the range shift lever.

•

•

IMPORTANT

hAND ThROTTlE  lEVER

the hand throttle lever is to control 
the engine rpm. the engine acceler-

te1o440b

(1) forward / reverse driving pedals
(a) forward  (b) reverse

te1o483a

FORWARD / REVERSE DRIVING PEDAlS

depressing the left pedal selects the 
forward driving while depressing the 
right pedal selects the reverse driv-
ing.

[hST] CABIN
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(1) hand throttle lever  (2)  accelerator pedal
              : decrease               : increase

using the accelerator lever 
during driving can lead to an 
accident as it becomes hard to 
decelerate the tractor rapidly.

•
CAuTION

ates to its full speed by pulling the 
hand throttle lever (     position) com-

the differential lock is to secure the 
differential system and keep the 
wheel rotation on both sides the 
same in order to enhance the trac-
tion of the rear axle. 
depressing the pedal engages the 
differential lock while releasing the 
pedal disengages the differential 
lock.

DIFFERENTIAl lOCK PEDAl

(1) lock pedal
(a) release to "disengage"
(b) depress to "engage" 

te1o441a

TE1O4E1C

ROPS pletely out while pushing the lever      
(      position) decelerates the engine. 
the hand throttle lever is mainly 
used while working on a field. 
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use this system under the following 
conditions:
1. when any wheel slips and the 

tractor does not move in the field.
2. when it is hard to break away from 

a paddy field.

The differential lock should be 
engaged only while the driv-
ing clutch is engaged. If the 
differential lock pedal does 
not move when depressing it, 
try to depress it again after re-
leasing it.
When engaging the differential 
lock, reduce the engine speed. 
After engaging it, accelerate 
the tractor.
Make sure to set the steering 
wheel in the straight ahead 
position while the differential 
lock is in use. Otherwise, the 
differential system can be 
damaged.

•

•

•

CAuTION

TE1O4d1A

ROPS

(1) seat adjustment lever 

M55O4M4A

SEAT ADjuSTMENT
SEAT SlIDING 

Do not put a hand between the 
seat and the slides when ad-
justing the seat position. You 
can be injured unexpectedly.

•
CAuTION

to adjust the seat position, pull the 
lever (1) to upward under the front of 
the seat, slide the seat to the desired 
position, and then release the lever.
Make sure that the seat is firmly fixed 
by moving it gently after adjustment.

CABIN
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SEAT BACK REClINING

(1) seat back  adjustment lever   

M55O4M5A

to change the seat back angle, raise 
the lever (1) on the left of the seat. 
then, adjust the seat back angle 
with the lever pulled. release the le-
ver after adjustment. Make sure that 
the lever is returned and the seat is 
firmly fixed after adjustment.

the seat height can be adjusted to 
fit to the driver. turning the handle 
(1) on the front of the seat clockwise 
raises the seat while turning it coun-
terclockwise lowers the seat.

(1) seat height adjustment handle

M55O4M6A

SEAT hEIGhT ADjuSTMENT

(1) cushion adjustment lever    

M55O4M7A

CuShION STRENGTh ADjuSTMENT

the seat cushion can be adjusted 
according to the weight of the driver. 

CABIN

ROPS

TE1O4d2A
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(1) seat belt  (2) release button
(a) release

M55O4M8A

SEAT BElT

the seat belt is semi-automatic self-
retracting type. Make sure to fasten 
the seat belt before driving. to dis-
engage the seat belt, press its red 
release button.

 Make sure that the seat belt 
is not twisted. It cannot work 
properly, leading to a hazard-
ous condition.

 The seat belt should go around 
your body as low as possible, 
not your waist or abdomen. 
Otherwise, the seat belt cannot 
protect you properly. 

WARNINGturning the cushion adjustment lever 
(1) on the front of the seat to the (-) 
direction makes the cushion softer 
while turning it to the (+) direction 
makes the cushion firmer.
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the position control lever is used to 
keep the plowing depth constant dur-
ing work. 
the implement attached to the lifting 
arm can be lowered by pushing the 
lever while the implement is raised 
by pulling the lever.

(1) lower link
(a) lowering   (b) lifting

te1o477a

POSITION CONTROl lEVER

(1) position control lever 
(a) lowering   (b) lifting  

  

te1o442a

Make sure that there is no-
body or not obstacle around 
the three-point linkage before 
controlling position lever.

•
WARNING

in order to limit the lowering height of 
implements, use the lock bolt (2) to 
limit the operating range of the lever.
for detailed information, refer to "ini-
tial operation" in chapter 5.
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(1) draft control lever  

DRAFT CONTROl lEVER

the draft function can be used for 
the plow which is installed to the 
lower link. (lifting arm) 

te1o472a

if the plow is operated with exces-
sive draft, the lifting arm is automati-
cally raised to reduce the draft and 
then returned to its original. this is 
called as "draft function". the plow-
ing depth can be controlled by the 
soil status by putting the draft control 
lever into the "deep" position to ac-
tivate the draft function at mid load 
and putting the lever into the "shal-
low" position to activate the draft 
function at light load.
for detailed information, refer to "ini-
tial operation" in chapter 5.

jOYSTICK lEVER

this joystick lever is used only to lift 
and lower the loader attached to the 
tractor.

TE1O4E3A

CABIN

(1) joystick lever

TE1O473A

ROPS
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To avoid accidents:
Never leave the seat with the 
mid PTO in operation. An in-
jury can happen.
Do not install and operate 
implements driven by the rear 
and mid PTOs at the same 
time.
use only approved imple-
ments for the mid PTO.

•

•

•

WARNING

Engine will start with mid PTO 
OFF and PTO switch OFF, 
shuttle or range shift lever is 
in neutral position, brake ped-
al depressed. 

•
IMPORTANT

MID PTO lEVER (IF EquIPPED)

the mid pto is a unit used for a 
lawn mower. 
to use the mid pto, turn on the pto 
main switch, set the rear pto selection 
lever to the 1st gear (540) position and 
engage the mid pto lever.
however, if placing the rear pto lever 
to the 2nd gear (540e) position, the 
mid pto cannot be engaged.

(1) Mid  pto  lever

te1o4b8a

for detailed information, refer to 
"handling loader" in chapter 6.
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turning the lever counterclockwise 
increases the lowering speed while 
turning it clockwise decreases the 
lowering speed. also, turning it clock-
wise to its end can fix the implement 
to a certain position.

(1) lowering speed control lever
(a) low speed (b) high speed

te1o4c1a

lIFTING ARM (lOWER lINK) SPEED 
CONTROl lEVER

this lever does not control the 
lifting speed of the lifting arm.

•
NOTE

DOuBlE ACTING lEVER  
(IF EquIPPED)

te1o4b9a

(1) double acting lever 1 
(2) double acting lever 2
(a) port a                  (b) port b
(c) port c                 (d) port d

CABIN

TE1O4d3A

ROPS

(1) double acting lever 1 
(2) double acting lever 2
(a) port a                  (b) port b
(c) port c                 (d) port d
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this lever is used to control a auxil-
iary hydraulic implement installed to 
rear. 
lowering the lever supplies hydraulic 
fluid to port b, while raising it sup-
plies hydraulic fluid to Port A.
see chapter 5, "operation" for de-
tails.
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te1o458b

CABIN SYSTEM 
INTERIOR DEVICES

(1) air outlet
(2) speaker
(3) air inlet    

(7) inside rearview Mirror
(8) side window handle
(9) cassette tape recorder 

(4) sun Visor      
(5) heater/air conditioner switch
(6) room lamp
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EXTERIOR DEVICES

1. the cabin is designed optimally for the driver’s comfort and convenience.
2. this tractor has wide windows as well as outside rearview mirrors on both 

sides to provide a clear and wide rear view. 

(1) work light (fr) 
(2) work light (rr)   
(3) antenna 

(4) wiper (frt/rr) 
(5) outside rearview Mirror
(6) door handle 

(7) turn signal lamp
(8) slow Moving Vehicle sign 

te1o459a

3. the cabin can be kept comfortable 
and pleasant by operating the air 
conditioner and heater.

4. the cabin structure is safe as it is 
verified by the rops (roll over 
protection structure) test. how-
ever, make sure to fasten the seat 
belt for best the protection.
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enter or leave the tractor through the 
left-hand door.

M55o4s4a

Do not jump on or off the trac-
tor. It may cause injuries. Al-
ways face the tractor, use the 
hand rails and steps, and get 
on or off slowly. Maintain a min-
imum three points of contact 
to avoid falling. (Both hands on 
rails and one foot on the step, 
or one hand on the hand rail 
and both feet on the steps)

•
WARNING

uNlOCKING ThE DOOR

to open the door in the cabin, push 
the lever outwards.

tg1o429a

(1) door lever

ENTRANCE 

(1) door handle

pull the handle forward to open the 
door.
the door can be locked through the 
lock on the outside of the door with 
the ignition key.

tg1o428a
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REAR WINDOW

(1) handle of rear window 
(2) locking device

press the locking device on the rear 
window handle lightly to open the 
rear window in the cabin.
to close it, hold the handle and pull it 
gently. 

WORKING lIGhT (ESCORT FuCNTION)

the working lights are installed to the 
front and rear sections of the roof, 
and their operating button is installed 
to the right panel in the cabin.

(1) working light switch (front)
(2) working light switch (rear)
(3) working light (front)

te1o460a

The rear window may not be 
opened due to an implement.  
Make sure there is enough 
space to open the window to 
prevent damage and breakage 
by an implement.
Never drive the tractor with 
the door open. An accident 
can occur.

•

•

WARNING

TE1O479A
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to turn on, pos i t ion the swi tch 
marked (front) to "on" the position.
the key switch should be positioned 
to the "on" position at this moment.

when stopping the engine with the 
work lamps illuminated after (night) 
work, the work lamps keep illumi-
nated for 30 seconds to secure the 
operator’s visibility for safety.

ESCORT FuNCTION

Do not drive the tractor on a 
road with the work lights ON 
at night. 
The approaching or following 
vehicle’s visibility can be dis-
turbed, which is very danger-
ous for both drivers. In this 
case, use the hazard lamps.

•

•

WARNING

1. to turn on, position the switch 
marked (wiper) to the "on" posi-
tion.

(1) wiper operating switch (front)
(2) wiper operating switch (rear)
(3) wiper front

WIPER 

te1o461a

te1o462b

(1) washer fluid tank

2. the washer f l u id i s sp rayed 
through the nozzle of the wiper by 
pressing the switch again with the 
key switch in the "acc" or "on" 
position. 

3. The washer fluid for the windshield 
is installed on the rear left side out-
side the cabin.
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Normal water can be used as 
the washer fluid, but it is recom-
mended to use the washer fluid 
made exclusively for vehicles. 
Especially, make sure to use 
seasonal washer fluid in winter.
The washer fluid motor can be 
damaged if you are trying to 
spray the washer fluid when 
its tank is empty. Therefore, 
make sure to check the fluid 
level before driving.
Spray enough washer fluid 
and operate the wiper if there 
is dirt on the window. 
When operating the wiper while 
it is frozen to the window, its 
fuse can be blown. In this case, 
operate the wiper after increas-
ing the cabin temperature 
enough to defrost the wiper.
Wiper blade can be damaged 
if operated on a window that is 
iced over.

•

•

•

•

IMPORTANT

BluETOOTh PlAYER/RADIO

(1) bluetooth player/radio
(2) power switch

TF1O452A

this vehicle is equipped with a 
bluetooth player which has an au-
dio/radio function and wireless lan 
communication. using the bluetooth 
function, it is possible to pair and use 
it with other bluetooth enabled de-
vices. for detailed information, refer 
to the stereo system's user manual.

Working with the volume of 
the stereo system excessively 
high can affect the driver's 
concentration, leading to pos-
sible safety accidents.

•
CAuTION
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(1) antenna

ANTENNA

check the contact and angle of the 
antenna in case of poor signal recep-
tion. 

te1o464a

(1) inside rearview Mirror

the cabin is equipped with the inside 
rearview mirror for the driver’s con-
venience.
adjust the angle of the mirror before 
driving to secure for a clear rear 
view.

ACCESSORY(IF EquIPPED)
INSIDE REARVIEW MIRROR

INDOOR lAMP

(1) indoor lamp

if you press the lens, the indoor 
lamp will be turned on. if you press it 
again, it will be turned off.

te1o465a

The room lamp can be oper-
ated without the key inserted. 
however, turning it on for an 
extended period of time can 
discharge the battery.

•
CAuTION

TE1O4E8A
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POWER SOCKET

(1) power socket

use this as external power source.

te1o467a

(1) cup holder (2) storage

There are two storage areas and five 
cup holders above the left and right 
lever guides in the cabin.

CuP hOlDER AND STORAGE

te1o468b

SuN VISOR

(1) sun Visor

pull it down to block the sunlight from 
the front. Keep it folded unless nec-
essary.

h141o490a
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(1) internal air inlet 
(a) fresh (b) recircuration

it is possible to recirculate internal air 
or draw fresh air by operating the air 
conditioner.
it is not possible to block outside air 
from coming in, even in the recircula-
tion mode. 
in the fresh air mode, air circulating 
in the cabin is 100% fresh air.

AIR RECIRCulATION AND FRESh AIR MODE

te1o494b

This cabin is not designed for 
spraying chemicals and can-
not block polluted outside air 
from entering. 

•
WARNING

it is installed to the rear section of 
the ceiling in the cabin.
when pushing the lever backward, 
the grill is closed to draw fresh air 
from the outside into the cabin. when 
pulling it forward, the grill is open to 
circulate air in the cabin.
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hEATER AND AIR CONDITIONER

the air conditioner should be operated with the engine running.

h11o492a

(1) fan speed control dial                   (3) temperature control dial  
(2) Vent Mode control dial    (4) air conditioner switch

Do not leave a child alone in the cabin. his/her health can be threat-
ened as internal temperature rises rapidly in hot weather or on a 
sunny day.

•
WARNING

use the fresh air mode in nor-
mal conditions and use the 
air recirculation mode only if 
necessary. Continued opera-
tion of the air recirculation 
mode can cause the inside to 
become stuffy, causing head-
aches, drowsiness, or frost on 
the windows. Do not operate 
the recirculation mode for an 
extended period of time.

•
WARNING
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the fan speed for the heater and air 
conditioner can be adjusted in four 
positions.

h11o493a

FAN SPEED CONTROl DIAl

h11o494a

AIR CONDITIONER SWITCh

press it to activate the air conditioner 
and press it again to deactivate the 
air conditioner.
the heater can be operated by the 
temperature control switch and fan 
speed control switch.

h11o495a

VENT MODE CONTROl DIAl

Air flows out from four left and right 
vents toward the driver when turning 
the vent mode dial to the (     ) posi-
tion.
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h11o496a

Air flows out from four front and four 
left and right vents when turning the 
vent mode dial to the bi-level (      ) 
position.

BI-lEVEl

h11o497a

Air flows out from four front vents to-
ward the driver when turning the vent 
mode dial to the (      ) position.

DEFROST

h11o498a

TEMPERATuRE CONTROl SWITCh

the desired temperature can be set 
by adjusting this dial. Warm air flows 
out by turning it clockwise (red), and 
cool air flows out by turning it counter-
clockwise. (blue)
the temperature control dial only con-
trols the amount of air flowing through 
the heater and air conditioner.
therefore, unnecessary load can be 
applied to the air conditioner if this 
dial is set to the high temperature with 
the a/c in operation.
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If you sleep with the air con-
ditioner or heater in opera-
tion, you may be suffocated to 
death. 
If keeping the A/C on for an 
extended period of time, in-
side air can become impure. 
Therefore, draw outside air 
and ventilate the cabin regu-
larly.

•

•

WARNING
Keep the windows closed 
while the A/C is in operation 
for effective operation.
Turn off the air conditioner for 
better engine power when the 
work load rapidly increases.
When the tractor is stationary 
and being used in high load 
work, reduce the A/C opera-
tion period as the engine may 
be overheated.
Make sure you operate the 
air conditioner once or twice 
a month in winter season to 
prevent refrigerant leakage 
and facilitate the compressor 
lubrication for durability of the 
A/C compo-nents.
If the tractor has been parked 
under strong sunlight for a 
long period of time, open the 
windows to ventilate the cabin 
before operating the A/C.

•

•

•

•

•

CAuTION AIR CONDITIONER MAINTENANCE
Make sure to follow the instructions 
below to keep the air conditioner in 
the best condition:
1. operation in winter season:
 during the winter time, run the air 

conditioner once or twice every 
month to prevent refrigerant leak-
age and corrosion in the air con-
ditioner system and to facilitate oil 
circulation in the compressor in 
order to prevent malfunction. 

 the a/c does not operate when 
the air temperature is below 2 É. 
therefore, warm the inside air by 
operating the heater in order to be 
able to operate the a/c.

2. air conditioner condenser care:
 if there is foreign material in the 

a/c condenser and engine radia-
tor, their cooling performance may 
be deteriorated. therefore, always 
keep them clean for their optimal 
cooling performance. when clean-
ing the core of the condenser, use 
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The A/C system is charged 
with new refrigerant that does 
not destroy the ozone layer. 
Be careful when servicing the 
A/C system. 
Do not use unspecified re-
frigerant and compressor oil, 
or the air conditioner system 
could be seriously damaged. 
The performance of the A/C 
becomes poor when the refrig-
erant is insufficient. However, 
charging the air conditioner 
with excessive refrigerant af-
fects its performance nega-
tively. Therefore, have the sys-
tem checked by a KIOTI Dealer 
if malfunction is found.

•

•

•

CAuTION

SPECIFICATIONS FOR A/C 
REFRIGERANT AND luBRICANT

Item New 
refrigerant

Compressor 
oil

type r-134a ucon488

charging 
amount 0.75 kg 265cc

have the air conditioner ser-
viced by a qualified service 
personnel. If it is serviced by 
an unqualified person, he/she 
can be injured by the refriger-
ant under high pressure.

•
WARNING

a soft brush and water carefully 
not to bend it. 

3. operation in summer season:
 Make sure to check the tension of 

the a/c belt before using the a/c 
frequently.

�-PIN POWER OuTPuT SOCKET 
(IF EquIPPED)

(1) power connector

te1o417b

the 7-pin socket is installed on the 
rear left side of the tractor.
this supplies power to the brake 
lamps, turn signal lamps, and posi-
tion lamps(illumination) of the trailer.
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When driving on a road with 
an implement which has ex-
terior lamps, such as a trailer, 
make sure to turn on those 
lamps by connecting them to 
the �-pin socket in order to 
prevent an accident.
Make sure to check for proper 
operation after connecting the 
�-pin socket to the trailer. It 
may not operate depending on 
the trailer specifications. Con-
sult your local KIOTI Dealer 
for this issue.

•

•

WARNING

though the tire pressure is factory-
set to the proper tire inflation, it 
naturally drops slowly in the course 
of time. thus, check it everyday and 
inflate as necessary. 

(A) Insufficient  (B) Standard
(c) excessive

TIRES, WhEElS AND BAllAST

t85o530a

NO CIRCuIT
COlOR OF 

WIRE
1 turn signal (lh) yellow
2 spare blue
3 ground white
4 turn signal (rh) green
5 illumination (rh) brown
6 stop light red
7 illumination (lh) black

Do not use t ires larger or 
smaller than specified.
Do not disassemble or as-
semble the tire. If it is neces-
sary to disassemble/assemble 
the tire, let a qualified service 
person perform the work.

•

•

WARNING
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t46w030a

The tire rims can fall out of the 
tires. Causing the tire bead 
edge to blow out Therefore, 
stay out of their way when 
checking or inflating tires.

•
WARNING
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Front

Tire sizes Inflation pressure

agri
9,5-16, 6pr 138 kpa (1,4 kgf/cm², 20 psi)

9,5-18, 8pr 274 kpa (2,8 kgf/cm², 39,8 psi)

turf 29-12,5-15, 6pr 207 kpa (2,1 kgf/cm², 30 psi)

ind 10-16,5, 6pr 311 kpa (3,2 kgf/cm², 45 psi)

rear

Tire sizes Inflation pressure

agri

13,6-24, 6pr 157 kpa (1,6 kgf/cm², 22,7 psi)

13,6-26, 6pr 197 kpa (2,0 kgf/cm², 28,5 psi) 

13,6-28, 6pr 157 kpa (1,6 kgf/cm², 22,7 psi)

turf 21,5l-16,1, 6pr 173 kpa (1,8 kgf/cm², 25 psi)

ind 14,9-24, 6pr 180 kpa (1,9 kgf/cm², 26 psi)

Always maintain the proper tire inflation pressure. Make sure the tire pressure does not exceed the pressure recommended in the manual.
INFlATION  PRESSuRE

* ind : for industrial. 

Keep the front tire pressure to maximum if maximum load is applied to the loader or front weight.
if tires with a different size from the ones already in use are installed, contact the KIOTI dealer for the front/rear 
wheel speed ratio. improper front/rear wheel speed ratio can result in excessive wear of the tires.

•
•

NOTE
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t46w031a

TREAD

(1) bolt (2) rim bolt                           (3) disc

When working on a field where crops 
are linearly aligned, the tread should 
be adjusted so that the tires do not 
cross over the crops. 
it is also necessary to widen wheel 
tread to decrease danger when work-
ing on slopes or hills, or when doing 
trailer work, etc.

Do not weld or apply heat to 
the tire rim or disc. The tire 
can explode due to the rapidly 
increased pressure in the tire.
Check tires for inflation pres-
sure, damage, deformation, 
and extended wear on lug and 
damage of rim and disc. Also 
check if wheel bolts, rim bolts, 
and nuts are loose.

•

•

WARNING
Never operate tractor with a 
loose rim, wheel, or axle. 

Always tighten nuts  or bolts 
to the specified torque.
Make sure to frequently check 
that all these parts are firmly 
tightened. Make sure to per-
form inspection daily. 

•

•

WARNING

TE1O4d1A
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STANDARD TREAD DIMENSION (NX4520/5020)
Whl STANDARD ADjuSTING SCOPE

fr
o

n
t

r
e

a
r

  

te1o401a

1.352
(53,23)

1.472
(57,95)

1.324
(52,13)
1.665

(65,55)

1.524
(60,00)

1.865
(73,43)

1.414
(55,67)

1.755
(69,10)

1.300
(51,18)

1.641
(64,60)

1.410
(55,51)

1.751
(68,94)

mm (in.)
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Whl STANDARD ADjuSTING SCOPE

fr
o

n
t

r
e

a
r

 

te1o402a

1.354
(53,31)

1.334
(52,52)

1.669
(65,71)

1.482
(58,35)

1.374
(54,09)

1.448
(57,01)

1.340
(52,76)

1.576
(62,05)

1.468
(57,80)

1.618
(63,70)

1.953
(76,89)

1.524
(60,00)

1.859
(73,19)

1.404
(55,28)

1.739
(68,46)

1.292
(50,87)

1.627
(64,10)

STANDARD TREAD DIMENSION (NX5520/6020) mm (in.)
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FRONT  WhEElS (EXAMPlE)

t85o535a 

(a) tread

KIOTI SPECIFICATIONS FOR STANDARD TIRE (FRONT WhEEl)

the front wheels can be adjusted by 
changing their disc mounting direc-
tion or exchanging left and right tires. 
(however, the disc mounting direc-
tion of the front wheels cannot be 
changed for nx4520/nx5020 mod-
els) 
if it is necessary to adjust it, contact 
your local KIOTI dealer.
if it is damaged by unapproved mod-
ification, it will not be covered by 
warranty.

Tightening torque of wheel bolt (nut) 166,7~186,3 n·m (17~19 kgf·m)

Wheel Tire sizes Inflation pressure

Front
agri

8-16, 6pr 235 kpa (2,4 kgf/cm², 34.1 psi)
9,5-16, 6pr 138 kpa (1,4 kgf/cm², 20 psi)
9,5-18, 8pr 274 kpa (2,8 kgf/cm², 39.8 psi)

turf 29x12,5-15, 4pr 138 kpa (1,4 kgf/cm², 20 psi)
ind 10-16,5, 6pr 311 kpa (3,2 kgf/cm², 45 psi)

use tires approved by KIOTI only.
Assemble the tire as shown in the figure.
Contact your local KIOTI Dealer if it is necessary to change the tire 
specification or installation method.

•
•
•

WARNING
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Wheel Tire sizes Inflation pressure

rear

agri
13,6-24, 6pr 157 kpa (1,6 kgf/cm², 22,7 psi)
13,6-26, 8pr 197 kpa (2,0 kgf/cm², 28,5 psi) 
13,6-28, 8pr 197 kpa (2,0 kgf/cm², 28,5 psi) 

turf 21,5l-16.1, 6pr 173 kpa (1,8 kgf/cm², 25 psi)

ind
14,9-24, 6pr 180 kpa (1,9 kgf/cm², 26 psi)

17,5l-24, 8pr 180 kpa (1,9 kgf/cm², 26 psi)

REAR WhEElS (EXAMPlE)

(1) wheel bolt  (2) rim bolt
(3) rim  (4) disc

Tightening torque of wheel bolt (nut) 2�4,6 ~ 31�,� N·m (2� ~ 32,5 kgf·m)

for agricultural tires, make sure to 
install them with their arrow marks 
on their side pointing the front driving 
direction. 
the tire is correctly installed if the 
mark "V" is shown straight when the 
tire is in the forward position.

use tires approved by KIOTI only.
Assemble the tire as shown in the figure.
Contact your local KIOTI Dealer if it is necessary to change the tire 
specification or installation method.

•
•
•

WARNING
TE1O4d5A
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ADDITIONAl WEIGhT
ADDITIONAl FRONT WEIGhT

(1) additional front weight

if the loader is not installed, attach a 
weight to the front frame of the trac-
tor as a safety measure. if a heavy 
implement is installed at the rear or 
when towing a heavy trailer, the front 
wheels may be lifted. Add sufficient 
weight to keep steer ability and to 
prevent rollover. 
if sufficient weight, such as front 
loader, is applied to the front wheels, 
remove the extra front weight.

COMPONENTS FOR ADDITIONAl 
FRONT WEIGhT

when ins ta l l ing or remov ing a 
weight, always check the tire inflation 
pressure and adjust it as necessary. 
the front weights are available at the 
KIOTI dealer. for required number 
of weights, consult your local KIOTI 
dealer.

te1o470a

if the front tires are heavily loaded, 
it becomes hard to steer the tractor, 
the tires can be worn faster and the 
durability of the front axle can be de-
teriorated.

(1) front weight
(2) pin
(3) front weight bolt
(4) nut

(5) spring washer
(6) plain washer
(7) clip pin

1 3

2

4 5 6
7

TE1O4E9A
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Max. load

17 kg x 5 pieces (187 lbs)

Additional weight might be 
needed for transporting heavy 
implements. 
Reduce the speed regardless 
of additional weight when driv-
ing on a bumpy or rough road 
with the implement lifted. The 
tractor can roll over.

•

•

CAuTION

At tach on ly the requ i red 
amount of weight.
The life of the axle or wheel 
can be shortened.

•

•

IMPORTANT

(1) rear weight (4) spring washer
(2) weight bolt (5) bolt
(3) nut

(1) rear weight

for detailed information on installa-
tion, contact your local KIOTI dealer.

h11o4e2a

1

h11o4e1a

ADDITIONAl REAR WEIGhT

the rear weight is used to maximize 
the draft of the tractor by increasing 
the grip of the rear wheels when us-
ing a heavy trailer or plow. Max. load

25 kg x 2 pieces (110 lbs)
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ADDITIONAl lIquID TYPE WEIGhT
it is possible to inject water and cal-
cium solution into the tire to use it as 
a ballast.

if one liter of water is mixed with 0.4 
kg of calcium, this liquid does not 
freeze down at -45℃ (-49℉).
for a tire without a tube, fill it with 
water and calcium solution at least to 
the valve stem level (75 %) with the 
valve stem.
If the tire without a tube is not filled 
with water and calcium solution suffi-
ciently, a part of the ream is exposed, 
resulting in corrosion.
For a tire with a tube, fill it up to 90% 
of its level.

the liquid injection should be 
performed only by a qualified 
service personnel. 
for detailed information, contact 
your local KIOTI dealer.

•

•

NOTE

if the liquid ballast is used, in-
flate the tire 0.14bar (2psi) more 
than the specified pressure. This 
is to compensate for the ventila-
tion symptom which occurs while 
the tire is moving.

•
NOTE

Attach only required amount 
of weight.
unnecessary weight can result 
in poor braking performance, 
rapid wear of the brake disc, 
shortened axle life, and in-
crease in fuel consumption.

•

•

IMPORTANT
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ref to the following information for the determination of the total mass, the axle loads, the tire load carrying capacity.

MASS(ES) AND TIRE(S)

Trade name Axle No. Tire sizes
load 

Capacity 
(kg)

Technically per-
missible maxi-
mum mass per 

axle (kg)

Distribution 
of this(these) 

mass(es) among 
the axles (%)

Maximum permis-
sible vertical load 
on the coupling  

point (daN)

nx4520
nx5020

front

agri

9.5-16 6pr 725 1,555 44

735

rear 13.6-26 8pr 1,580 1,945 56
front 9.5-18 6pr 820 1,555 44
rear 13.6-28 6pr 1,430 1,945 56
front

turf
10-16.5 6pr 1,588 1,555 44

rear 17.5l-24 6pr 2,431 1,945 56
front

ind
29 x 12.5-15 6pr 776 1,555 44

rear 21.5l-16.1 4pr 1,597 1,945 56

nx5520
nx6020

front

agri

9.5-16 6pr 725 2,000 44

rear 13.6-26 8pr 1,580 2,500 56

front 9.5-18 6pr 820 2,000 44

rear 13.6-28 6pr 1,430 2,500 56

front
turf

10-16.5 6pr 1,588 2,000 44

rear 17.5l-24 6pr 2,431 2,500 56

front
ind

29 x 12.5-15 6pr 776 2,000 44

rear 21.5l-16.1 4pr 1,597 2,500 56
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5-� Nx4520 / Nx5020 / Nx5520 / Nx6020 

It is a good practice to know the con-
dition of your tractor before you start 
it. you should do routine check be-
fore each use.

for detailed information, refer to 
"maintenance interval" in chapter 6.

PRE-OPERATION

CHECk.ITEm
	Walk around inspection to look for 

loose or missing hardware.
	check the engine oil level.
	check the transmission oil level.
	check the coolant level. 
	clean the grill and radiator screen.
	Check the air cleaner filter.
	check the brake pedal.
	check all dash gauges and indica-

tors.
	check head lights, tail lights, and 

all working lights.
	check accessible wiring harness 

for any damage.
	check the seat belt and ROPS for 

damage.
	check all danger and warning la-

bels.
	check fuel level.
	check all danger and warning decals.
	visually check tire inflation and 

wheel bolt tightening.

Stop. the. t rac tor. on. leve l.
ground,. stop. the. engine,. and.
apply.the.parking.brake.before.
checking.or.repairing.it.
Refer. to. "Daily. inspection". in.
the.section. "Service". for. fuel.
replenishment.
Read. information. tit led. as.
"Danger",. "Warning",. and.
"Caution". thoroughly. for. the.
safe.operation.

•

•

•

CAUTION
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TIPS.fOR.bREAkING-IN
1. Start the engine and idle the en-

gine at a low speed for 3 to 4 min-
utes in advance.

2. Increase the idling time in cold 
weather.

3. do not drive the tractor at the max-
imum speed on a road.

4. Never apply excessive load during 
work.

5. Idle the engine at a low speed for 
2 to 3 minutes before stopping it.

driving a new tractor at a high speed 
or load can damage its overall dura-
bility.
make sure to run the tractor at the 
proper work load and speed for the 
initial operation of 10 to 20 hours.

INITIAl.OPERATION OPERATING.THE.ENGINE
STARTING.THE.ENGINE

To.avoid.accidents:
be. sure. to. read. and. under-
stand.the.warning.and.caution.
decals. on. the. tractor. thor-
oughly.
Run.the.engine.only.in.a.well-
ventilated.area,.or.you.can.be.
suffocated.by.exhaust.gas.
Never.start. the. engine. unless.
you. are. on. the. driver’s. seat...
The. tractor. can. abruptly. start.
off,. resulting. in. an. injury. or.
accident.

•

•

•

WARNING

Using. an. additive. so. the. en-
gine.will.start.more.easily.can.
damage.the.engine..And.it.will.
not.be.covered.by.warranty..
Never. try. to. start. the. engine.
for.over.10.seconds.consecu-
tively. to. protect. the. start. mo-
tor.and.battery.from.damage.

•

•

ImPORTANT
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5-� Nx4520 / Nx5020 / Nx5520 / Nx6020 

1. make sure there is no obstacle 
around the tractor.

	make.sure.that.the.brake.pedals.
are. fully.depressed.before.pull-
ing.the.parking.brake.lever.up.

ImPORTANT

	When the parking brake is en-
gaged, the parking brake lamp 
on the instrument cluster illu-
minates. When releasing it, the 
parking brake lamp is turned off.

NOTE

2. make sure the parking brake is set
(1) To set the parking brake;

1) Interlock the brake pedals
2) depress the brake pedals
3)  latch the brake pedals with 

the parking brake lever. (check 
that the parking brake lamp on 
the gauge board illuminates)

(2)  To release the parking brake 
press the brake pedals again.

(1) PTO Auto / Manual Selection Switch
(2) PTO ON/OFF Switch
(A) Auto                     (B) Manual
(C) ON                      (D) OFF

TE1O413B

3. press the pTo switch to the "off" 
position.

(1) parking Brake lever (2) Brake pedal
(3) connecting Hook
(A) depressing  (B) pressing down

[HST]

[mANUAl]

TE1O482A

CAbIN
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TE1O520A

ROPS

(1) PTO Auto / Manual Selection Switch
(2) PTO ON/OFF Switch
(A) Auto                     (B) Manual
(C) ON                      (D) OFF

(1) forward/Reverse lever
(2) main Shift lever
(3) Range Gear Shift lever (Hi-mid-lo)

4. Set the main, range and shuttle shift levers in the neutral position.

(1) p.T.o Switch
(2) Range Gear Shift lever (Hi-mid-lo)(HST)
(3) forward/Reverse driving pedal

TE1O501A

[mANUAl] [HST]

	for.the.HST.model,.it.cannot.be.started.while.the.range.gear.or.PTO.is.
engaged

ImPORTANT

TE1O515A
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5-� Nx4520 / Nx5020 / Nx5520 / Nx6020 

(1) position control lever
(A) lowering  (B) lifting

5. lower the attachment by pushing 
the position control lever toward. 

TE1O506A

6. Set the hand throttle lever into the 
neutral position.

(1) Hand Throttle lever        (2) clutch pedal
        : Increase         : decrease

	make. sure. tha t. no. one. is.
around. the. implement.or. be-
hind.the.tractor.

ImPORTANT

TE1O503A

7. depress the c lu tch peda l ( I f 
equipped). 

TE1O521A

(1) Hand Throttle lever    (2) clutch pedal
        : Increase         : decrease

ROPSCAbIN
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	for. the. manual. model,. it. can-
not.be.started.while.the.shuttle.
lever.or.PTO.is.engaged.

ImPORTANT

8. Insert the key into the key switch  
and turn it "oN". maintain it until 
the preheat lamp is turned off. (Ap-
prox. 8 sec)

	Start.Condition. (HST):.Opera-
tor. on. the. seat.+. Depressing.
brake. pedal.. (Range. shift. le-
ver,. PTO. and. mid. PTO. levers.
should.be.in.neutral.position)

	Start. Condition. (mechanical):.
Operator. on. the. seat. +. De-
pressing.brake. pedal.. (Shuttle.
lever,.PTO.and.mid.PTO.levers.
should.be.in.neutral.position)

	Operation. continuance. con-
dition.when.operator. leaves.
from. the.seat:.Parking.brake.
ON. +. Shuttle. (HST). lever. is. in.
neutral.position.

	 In. any. other. condition,. the.
tractor. stops. operation. by. it-
self.in.2.sec.of.time.delay.

ImPORTANT

(1) key Switch
(A)       pre-heat  (B)        Stop
(c) Acc  (d)        oN
(E)       Start  

TE1O405A
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2 3

1

2 3

1

The glow plug lamp comes on for 8 
seconds and then goes off when the 
key switch is turned to the "oN" posi-
tion. 
The engine should be started within 
5 seconds after the glow plug lamp 
goes off. After the engine is started, 
post-heat is performed for 15 sec-
onds with the key switch in the "oN" 
position. 
The preheat/after-heat function and 
glow plug lamp do not operate when 
the coolant temperature is 30°c (86°
f) or higher.  In this case, the engine 
can be started without the preheat 
operation.
*  The post-heating is a function to 

keep the preheating function acti-
vated for approx. 15 seconds after 
the engine is started in order to 
enhance the engine combustion 
performance and reduce harmful 
emissions right after engine start. 

OPERATING.PRINCIPlE.Of.PREHEAT.SySTEm

10. Warm up the engine for 3 to 4 
minutes (10 minutes in winter) 
after releasing the clutch pedal.

  9. When the engine is started, re-
lease the key. Then, the key is 
automatically turned back to the 
"oN" position.

	Never. operate. the. start. motor.
for.10.consecutive.seconds.as.
it. consumes. a. lot.of. power.. If.
the. engine. cannot. be. started.
within.10.seconds,.wait. for.30.
seconds.and.try.again..

	When.trying.to.start.the.engine.
again,. make. sure. that. the. fly-
wheel.is.stopped.in.advance.

WARNING

	Do. not. turn. the.key. switch. to.
the. "Start". position.while. the.
engine.is.running.

WARNING

(1) Instrument panel 
(2) Engine oil pressure Warning lamp
(3) charge Warning lamp

11. check to see that all the warning 
lamps on the instrument cluster 
turn "off". If any lamp remains 
on, immediately stop the engine 
and determine the cause.

TE3O502B
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2. If the charge warning lamp (3) 
does not go off in 4 to 5 seconds 
after the engine is properly started, 
it means that the battery is not be-
ing charged. Have the charging 
system, such as the battery and 
alternator, serviced.

3. Refer to "Instrument panel" in 
chapter 4 for detailed information 
about other indicators and lamps.

CHECkING.CHECk.lAmPS
1. If the oil pressure warning lamp (2) 

does not go off in 4 to 5 seconds 
after the engine is properly started, 
stop the engine immediately and 
check the engine oil level. If the 
engine oil level is proper, contact 
your local kIOTI dealer.

	The. engine. can.be. severely.
damaged.if.it.is.run.with.the.oil.
pressure.warning.lamp.ON.

WARNING

	If.driving.the.tractor.for.an.ex-
tended.period.of. time.with.the.
charge. warning. lamp. ON,. the.
battery.can.be.discharged.and.
the. tractor’s. electrical. system.
can.be.damaged.

WARNING

STOPPING.THE.ENGINE

1. make sure to reduce the engine 
rpm before stopping the engine.

2. depress the clutch pedal and put 
all shift levers in the neutral posi-
tion.

3. Run the engine at the idle speed 
for approx. 2 to 3 minutes, and 
then turn the key switch to the 
"off" position to stop the engine.

4. Remove the ignition key.

T66O120A
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	Turn. off. all. the. electrical.de-
vices.and. remove. the. ignition.
key.before.leaving.the.tractor..

	Also,.be.careful.not.to.lose.the.
ignition.key. as. the.keys. used.
for. all. kIOTI. tractors. are. the.
same.in.shape.

	The.horn,.turn.signal.lamp.and.
hazard. lamp. can.be. operated.
without.the.key.inserted...How-
ever,.using. these.components.
without.the.engine.started.can.
discharge.the.battery.

ImPORTANT

	Never touch the muffler or hot 
covers. until. they. are. cooled.
down.after.running.the.engine.
or.driving.the.tractor.

WARNING

WARmING.UP

It is recommended always to warm 
up the engine before driving in or-
der to maintain the durability of the 
engine and prevent malfunction of 
the engine. Before warming up the 
engine, make sure that each part in 
the engine is properly lubricated and 
each hydraulic part is in a perfect 
condition in order to prevent mal-
function in the engine as well as the 
hydraulic system.

1. Start the engine and run it at a low 
speed and without load for approx. 
3 to 4 minutes.

2. In cold weather, increase the 
warming up time to 10 minutes.

3.  If it is very cold, warm up the en-
gine for approx. 15 minutes.

4. The engine throttle can be open 
for 50 % in order to shorten the 
warming up time.

5. The engine is sufficiently warmed 
up when the temperature gauge on 
the instrument panel indicates 1/4 
of the normal temperature range, 
regardless of the warming-up time.

6. do not increase the work load rap-
idly after starting work.

7. Run the engine without load for 
approx. 2 to 3 minutes before stop-
ping the engine after work.

HOW.TO.WARm.UP.ENGINE
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	Warming.up.the.engine.exces-
sively.increases.fuel.consump-
tion.and.affects. the.durability.
of.the.tractor.negatively.

	Never.warm.up.the.engine.and.
leave.the.tractor.for.an.extend-
ed.period.of.time..It.can.cause.
fire and an accident.

WARNING

TE1O519A

JUmP.STARTING

(1) dead Battery  (2) Jumper cables
(3) Helper Battery

If the battery is discharged and the 
engine cannot be started, it is possi-
ble to start the engine by connecting 
the discharged battery to a battery 
from another tractor or other extra 
battery.

1. check that the voltage of the dis-
charged battery is same as the volt-
age of the other tractor or vehicle 
for jump start. (Specification for this 
tractor: 12 v)

2. check the length of the jump cable 
and position another tractor near 
the tractor with the discharged bat-
tery. Then, put all the shift levers in 
the neutral position, apply the park-
ing brake, and stop the engine.

3. Wear protective glasses and gloves 
and open the hoods of both trac-
tors. Remove the battery terminal 
cover as necessary.

4. connect the alligator clips on both 
ends of the red positive cable to the 
positive terminals of both batteries.

5. connect one clip of the black nega-
tive cable to the negative terminal 
of the normal battery and the other 
clip to the tractor body with the 
discharged battery. make sure to 
connect the clip to the body part 
without paint.
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  6. Start the engine of the tractor 
with the normal battery. 

  7. Start the engine of the tractor 
with the discharged battery.

  8. disconnect the black cable from 
the negative battery terminals of 
both of the tractors.

  9. disconnect the red cable.
10. Run the engine for at least 30 

minutes to charge the discharged 
battery.

11. If the battery is discharged again, 
replace it or check the charging 
system, such as the alternator.

1. Adjust the seat and fasten the seat 
belt.

(1) Seat          (2) Seat back Adjustment lever 
(3) Seat Adjustment lever (cushion Weight)
(4) Seat Height Adjustment lever
(5) Seat Adjustment lever (Sliding)

OPERATING.THE.TRACTOR
HOW.TO.DRIvE

	Check. if. the.seat. is. securely.
locked. after. the. seat. adjust-
ment.

	Do. not.adjust. the.seat. while.
driving.. The. seat. may. move.
suddenly.causing. the. loss.of.
control.of.the.tractor.

WARNING

TE1O505A

(1) Seat Belt

2. Wear the seat belt.  

H11O511A

	Always.wear.the.seat.belt.when.
cap.is.installed.

	If. the.seat.belt. is.worn.across.
the.abdomen.or.waist,.not. the.
hips,. an. injury.can.occur. in.
case.of.an.accident.or.impact..

	Do.not.wear.the.seat.belt.if.the.
ROPS.is.not.installed.or.folded.

WARNING
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(1) Steering wheel           (2) Tilt pedal
(A) lowering                    (B) lifting

3. Adjust the steering wheel accord-
ing to the driver's physique.

	Do. not. adjust. the. tilt. angle. of.
steering. wheel. while. driving..
you.could. lose. the.handle.of.
your. tractor,. causing.an.acc-
ident.

WARNING

TE1O438A

(1) Brake pedal (lH)  (2)  Brake pedal (RH)
(A) Engage                 (B) disengage

4. make sure the brake pedal of the 
left and right side is engaged.

	If. depressing. only. one. brake.
pedal.at.a.high.speed,.the.trac-
tor.can.lose.its.balance.and.be.
off.the.track.

WARNING

TE1O437A

5. pull the position control lever back-
ward to raise the attachment.

(1) position control lever
(A) lowering  (B) lifting

TE1O506A
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6. Increase slowly the engine Rpm 
from idle speed to the medium 
speed.

TE1O503B

7. Release the parking brake.

(1) parking Brake lever 
(A)  depressing

TE1O518A

(1) Hand Throttle lever    (2) clutch pedal
        : Increase         : decrease

TE1O4E1C

ROPSCAbIN

(1) Hand Throttle lever    (2) clutch pedal
        : Increase         : decrease
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TE1O436A

8. depress the clutch pedal fully 
(manual Type).

(1) clutch pedal

[mANUAl]

To.avoid.accidents:
	Do.not.release.the.clutch.pedal.

abruptly..The.tractor.may.start.
off. abruptly,. resulting. in. roll.
over.

CAUTION

(1) Shuttle lever  (2) main Shift lever
(3) Range Shift lever

  9. change the main and Hi-lo shift, 
and shuttle lever to the position 
you want.

10. The tractor starts to move if you 
take away the clutch pedal slow-
ly. (manual Type)

TE1O513A

[mANUAl]

TE1O514A

11. Shift the range shift lever and de-
press the forward/reverse driving 
pedal to start off the tractor. (HST 
Type)

(1) forward/reverse driving pedals                
(2) Range Shift lever 

[HST]
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1. This tractor is not equipped with a 
separate parking brake. However 
uses the brake pedals instead.

(1) parking Brake lever   
(4) chocks

PARkING

TE1O507B

2. make sure to interlock the left and 
right brake pedals before applying 
the parking brake.

3. pull the parking brake lever (2) up 
with the brake pedals depressed 
fully to engage the pedals with the 
latch. If the braking force is insuf-
ficient, depress the pedals more 
firmly.

4. Before leaving the tractor after 
parking it, make sure to stop the 
pTo, lower the implement onto the 
ground, and stop the engine.

5. If it is necessary to leave the trac-
tor with the engine running, put all 
the shift levers in the neutral posi-
tion and apply the parking brake 
firmly.

6. When parking the tractor on a 
slope, stop the engine with the 
parking brake applied and engage 
the low speed gear. Also, put the 
shuttle shift lever into the forward 
driving position on an uphill and 
into the reverse driving position on 
a downhill.

	Never.put.a. foot.on.the.clutch.
pedal.during.driving..The.clut-
ch.disc.can.be.rapidly.worn.

	make. sure. to. opera te. the.
clutch. fast.when. disengaging.
it.and.slowly.when.engaging.it.

	Do. not. change. the. tractor.
speed.abruptly.for.safe.driving.

	When. driving. on. a. slope. or.
loading.or.unloading. the. trac-
tor. to.a. transporting.vehicle,.
reduce. the. speed. in.advance.
so.that.there.is.no.need.to.shift.
the. gear. in. the. middle. of. the.
slope..Also,.do.not.put. your.
hand. on. the. shift. lever.while.
driving.on.a.slope...The.tractor.
may.roll.down.the.slop.due.to.
the.disengaged.gear.which. is.
very.dangerous.

CAUTION
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	If. the.parking.brake. is.applied.
without.the.brake.pedals.inter-
locked,.the.braking.force.is.ap-
plied.to.the.wheel.on.one.side.
only,.resulting. in.poor.braking.
performance.and.an.accident.

	The. brake. disc. can. be. rapidly.
worn.if.you.drive.with.the.park-
ing.brake.applied.

	Never. park. the. tractor. on. a.
steep. slope. in. any. circum-
stance..A. severe.accident. can.
happen.

WARNING

7. If it is necessary to park the tractor 
on a slope with the engine running, 
chock all four wheels (1) and per-
form Steps 4 and 5 above.

8. In order to release the parking 
brake, depress the brake pedals 
firmly again.

	The. tractor. may. move.slowly.
with. the. engine. running. even.
though. the. main. and. shuttle.
shift. levers.are. in. the. neutral.
position..This.is.normal.and.is.
due to the fluid friction in the 
transmission.. This.symptom.
can. occur. easily. when. the.
engine. rpm. is. high,. the. low.
speed. gear. is. selected. by. the.
range. shift. lever,. and. the. vis-
cosity of the transmission fluid 
is.high.due. to. low. tempera-
ture..To.prevent.this.symptom,.
make.sure.to.apply.the.parking.
brake..

	Get.off.the.tractor.after.check-
ing. that. the. tractor. is. com-
pletely. stopped. and. the. park-
ing brake is firmly applied.

. Do.not.park. the. tractor.on. tall.
grass. or. hay.. If. grass. or. hay.
contacts. with. the. muffler,. it.
can catch fire.

ImPORTANT you should turn slowly by lowering 
the engine rotation if possible.

TURNING

To.prevent.accidents.due.to.loss.
of.steering.control:.
	If. you. turn. at. high.speed,. the.

tractor.can.turn.over.
	Never.use. the.differential. lock.

system.turning.at.high.and.low.
speeds..A.serious.accident.can.
occur.

WARNING
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	make.sure. that. the. coupling.
device.of.brake.pedal. and.dif-
ferential.lock.pedal.is.released..

	Do.not.disengage.the.clutch.or.
put. the. shift. lever. in. the. neu-
tral.position.on.a.slope..Other-
wise,. the. tractor.may. become.
inoperable.

	before.entering.a.steep.slope,.
move. the. shift. lever. down. to.
a. proper.gear. and.never. try.
to. move. the. shift. lever. on. a.
slope..A. serious. accident. can.
occur.

WARNING

THE.CAUTIONS.WHEN.COmING.
IN.AND.OUT.Of.PAvED.ROAD

1. make sure that the left and right 
pedal are connected.

2. Go in and out of the cultivated land 
at a right angle.

3. Enter and exit the field by driving 
the tractor at a right angle to the 
bank.

4. When going up, lower the imple-
ment not to let the front wheel rise. 
Raise the implement as soon as 

 C56O502A

DRIvING.ON.SlOPE

1. please drive according to the con-
ditions of the slope at safe speed 
so that the engine is not under 
heavy load if possible.

2. make sure to shift to the lower 
gear in order to prevent the engine 
from stalling on an uphill.

3. on the downhill slope, drive at the 
low speed.

	"Unlike.a.gas.pedal,.these.HST.
pedals. act. like. a. main. speed.
shift. in.a. mechanical. tractor"..
Therefore,.depress.them.deep-
er.to.obtain.higher.speed.with.
lower.torque.and.release.them.
to. obtain. lower. speed. with.
higher.torque.

	for. heavy. load. job,. such. as.
front.end.loader.operation,.use.
low.or. medium.speed.of. the.
range.shift.lever.

ImPORTANT
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1. When you change the driving di-
rection on the road, let other car 
know your direction by using the 
direction indicator.

2. When you meet another car in the 
opposite direction in the night, let 
the light be directed to the ground 
so that it will not interrupt another 
driver’s view.

(1) direction Indicator (rear)

PRECAUTIONS.WHIlE.DRIvING.ON.THE.ROAD

TE1O508A

the front and rear wheels are over 
the bank. 

5. It is recommended to use the 4Wd 
and drive backward when moving 
onto a bank.

CAbIN

TE1O527A

ROPS

(1) direction Indicator (rear)

3. connect the left and right brake 
pedal.
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lOADING.INTO.AND.UNlOADING.
OUT.Of.THE.TRUCk
1. When you load the tractor, do it by 

driving backward.
2. If the engine stalls out halfway, 

step on the brake pedal at once, 
and then take away the pedal 
slowly to reach the road. After that, 
start the engine again to go up.

	When. transporting. the. tractor.
with.a. truck,. secure. the. trac-
tor. firmly.onto. the. truck.and.
be.sure.to.aware.the.height.of.
loaded. tractor. to. avoid. to. hit.
the. roof. of. the. tunnel. or. the.
bottom.of.the.bridge..

	make. sure. to. follow. this. in-
struction.as.such.accidents.re-
ally.happen.

WARNING

	If. the. tractor. is. broken. down.
during. driving. on. the. road,.
move. it. to.a.safe.place.to.ser-
vice.. If. not,. it. can.cause.per-
sonal.injury.

WARNING

(1) Brake pedal (lH)  (2) Brake pedal (RH)
(3) Brake pedal lock
(A) lock  (B) unlock

	When.you.are. driving.on. the.
road,. observe. all. local. traffic.
and. safety. regulations.. If. not,.
you. can.have. an.accident. of.
bodily.injury.on.a.person.

	Only. the. operator. should. ride.
on.the.tractor.unless.a.passen-
ger.seat.is.installed.

WARNING

TE1O437A
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(1) power Steering Handle

PRECAUTIONS.WHEN.USING.POWER.STEERING

1. The power steering function is acti-
vated only while the engine is run-
ning. However, the steering wheel 
becomes slightly heavier when the 
engine is running at a low speed. 

 The steering wheel can be operat-
ed but becomes very heavy while 
the engine is stopped.

2. If you operate the steering wheel, 
with the tractor halted, using the 
implement equipped in front of the 

TE1O509A

 loader and the like, the steering 
wheel operation can be getting a 
little heavy. operate the steering

 wheel moving the tractor in this 
case. 

3. When a loader is mounted, adjust 
the air pressure of the front wheel 
to its maximum specification and 
mount weight or implement on the 
3 point hitch of the tractor, and re-
move the front weight to make the 
front and rear balance more stable 
for safe working.

4. When turning the steering wheel 
to one side, the operating sound 
of the safety valve (relief valve) 
is heard. do not operate the trac-
tor keep the valve sound is heard 
continually (ok for a short period 
of time). The temperature of the 
hydraulic fluid may rise, causing 
malfunction.

	The non- load react ion type 
means that the reaction force or 
impact applied to the front axle 
is not transferred to the steering 
wheel. Therefore, this function 
prevents the steering wheel from 
returning to its original position 
by the resistance applied to the 
front wheels when turning.

	These characteristics are suit-
able for tractors which are driven 
most ly a t a low speed. The 
features low reaction force of 
the steering wheel can reduce 
the operator ’s fatigue during 
work in which frequent turning 
is required. However, it may be 
inconvenient when driving at a 
high speed as the steering wheel 
is not automatically returned to 
its straight-ahead position after 
turning.

NOTE
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The power steering system in this 
tractor is a non-load reaction, full 
hydraulic type.
	The full hydraulic system means 

that power necessary for power 
steering is transferred by hydrau-
lic fluid only and therefore me-
chanical devices, such as racks 
and pinions, are not installed to 
the tractor. This function prevents 
the steering wheel from return-
ing to its original position by the 
resistance applied to the front 
wheels which are hydraulically, 
not mechanically, linked to the 
steering wheel.. Therefore, the 
angle of the kIOTI emblem on 
the center of the steering wheel 
may differ occasionally, which is 
normal.

NOTE
When.driving.on.a.road.with.an.
implement.attached. to. the. rear.
of.the.tractor,.the.friction.of.the.
front.wheels.becomes.poor,.
resulting.in.poor.steer.ability..In.
this.case,.attach.a.proper.front.
weight.and.drive.at.a.low.speed.
If.malfunction.occurs.while.driv-
ing.on.a. road,.stop. the. tractor.
in.a.safe.place.and.service.it..If.
it. is.not.possible. to.move. the.
tractor,.set.a.warning. triangle.
behind. the. tractor..Otherwise,.
an.tail.gate.accident.may.occur..
The.center.of.gravity.of.the.trac-
tor.is.higher.compared.to.other.
common.vehicles,.so. the.pos-
sibility.of.the.roll-over.accident.
is.very.high..be.extra.careful.
when.driving.on.a.lateral.slope,.
bumpy.road,.road.with.puddles,.
and.narrow.road..make.sure.to.
set.the.ROPS.in.its.original.po-
sition.and.fasten.the.seat.belt.

•

•

•

WARNING
If. stopping. the.engine.while.
driving,. the. steering. perfor-
mance.can.become.deterio-
rated.due. to. loss.of.hydraulic.
power,. resulting. in. a. severe.
accident..Never. stop. the.en-
gine.while.driving.
Do.not. release. the. steering.
wheel.to.return.to.the.straight-
ahead.position. after. turning.
while. driving.. The. steering.
wheel. in. this. tractor. is. not. a.
self-return.type..Releasing.the.
steering. wheel. while. driving.
may. lead. to. a. massive.acci-
dent.

•

•

WARNING
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3-POINT.HITCH.CONTROl.SySTEm

(1) position control lever
(A) lowering   (B)lifting

TE1O442A

[mANUAl]

The 3-point hitch can be controlled 
by the position control lever and the 

1. The position control lever is used 
to lift or lower the lifting arm (lower 
link) of the 3-point hitch.

2. pushing the lever forward lowers 
the lower link while pulling the le-
ver backward lifts the lower link.

3. The height of the lower link is pre-
cisely controlled proportional to the 
position of the lever.

4. The lower link is lifted by the hy-
draulic energy of the tractor while 
it is lowered by potential energy 
of its own weight. Therefore, the 
implement cannot be lowered by 
the hydraulic pressure.

5. Therefore, the implement attached  
to the lower link may be lifted by 
protrusion on the ground when it is 
lowered to the ground. It is called 
as “floating”.

draft control lever. The lever installed 
on the outer side (away from the 
driver) is the position control lever 
while the lever installed on the inner 
side (close to the driver) is the draft 
control lever.

POSITION.CONTROl
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When. trying. to. lift. something.
heavy. excessively. with. the.
3-point.hitch.without.attaching.
proper. weight. to. the. front. of.
the. tractor,. the. front.wheels,.
instead. of. the. 3-point. hitch,.
may. be. lifted. off. the. ground,.
leading. to. possible. rollover..
Make sure to keep the specifi-
cations.

•
WARNING

(1) lowering Speed control lever
(A) High speed  (B) low Speed

6. The lowering speed of the lower 
link is proportional to the applied 
weight but can be controlled by 
adjusting the draining passage of 
the hydraulic fluid. (See "Lowering 
speed control valve of lifting arm 
lower link" on page 4-48)

TE1O442ATE1o4c1A

7. The lower limit of the implement’s 
lowering height can be set by limit-
ing the movement of the lever by 
the lock bolt.

(1) position control lever
(A) lowering   (B)lifting
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	If. trying. to. lift. an. object. with.
e x c e s s i v e. w e i g h t. b y. t h e.
3-point. hitch. while. the. tractor.
is. not. equipped. with. proper.
front. suit. case. weights,. the.
front. wheels. may. be. l i fted.
instead,. leading. to. roll. over..
make.sure.to.follow.the.speci-
fications for use.

WARNING
DRAfT.CONTROl

(1) draft control lever                      
(A) lowering

1. The draft control function is used 
to prevent the wheels from rotating 
idle and the engine from stopping 
due to excessive draft load when 
the tractor is used for work which 
requires a lot of draft, such as 
plowing.

TE1O516A

(1) Top link

2. The draft function is activated 
when the lowest or middle hole on 
the top link of the 3-point hitch is 
used. The lowest hole is for sensi-
tive draft control.

TE1O517A
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3. To keep the plowing depth shallow, 
put the draft control lever to the 
rear (shallow) position. 

 The plowing depth tends to become 
deeper naturally by outer condi-
tions. When the load increases by 
the increase of the plowing depth 
while the draft control lever is set 
to the "Shallow" position, the plow-
ing depth is maintained as shallow 
because the reaction force is trans-
ferred to the internal system via the 
top link and the lifting arm is auto-
matically lifted. 

4. To keep the plowing depth deep, 
put the draft control lever to the 
front (deep) position.

5. The position of the draft control 
lever should be different based on 
the condition of soil to keep the 
plowing depth constant. 

 When working on a new field, it is 
recommended to put the draft con-
trol lever to the proper position for 
the desired plowing depth and lock 
the lever with the lock bolt.

	If. the. lifting.arm. is. properly.
operated. but. abnormal.noise.
is. still. heard,. the. hydraulic.
system. may. be. malfunction-
ing..In.this.case,.let.the.engine.
idle.for.an.10.to.15.minutes.ad-
ditionally.and. then. try. to.start.
the. engine.again.. If. the. prob-
lem. is. still. present,. contact.
your.local.kIOTI.Dealer.

CAUTION

6. When using an implement which 
requires no draft function, such as a 
rotary tiller and mower, use the high-
est hole on the top link and put the 
draft control lever in any position.

7. However, if the draft control lever 
is pushed forward to its end, the 
lowest position of the lifting arm 
can be lowered a little. on the oth-
er hand, if the lever is pulled back 
to its end, the highest position of 
the lifting arm can be raised a little.

	The. implement.may.shake.up.
and.down.as. the.draft.sensor.
is.under. impact.when.the.trac-
tor. is.passing.over. irregular.
ground.with.the.middle.or.low-
est. top. link.hole.selected.. In.
this.case,.put. the.draft.control.
lever. to. the."Deep".position.
to.decrease. the.sensitivity.of.
the.draft. function.or.select. the.
highest.top.link.hole.

	If. the. tractor.has.been.stored.
for. a. long. period. of. time. or.
the. transmission. fluid. is. just.
changed,.abnormal.noise.may.
be. heard. and. the. hydraulic.
lifting.arm.may.be. inoperable.
temporarily..In.this.case,.let.the.
engine.idle.for.3.to.4.minutes.

CAUTION
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ExTERIOR.HyDRAUlIC.CONTROl.SySTEm
DOUblE.ACTING.vAlvE.lEvER

kIOTI supplies two types of the 
double acting valves by region: self-
return type and detent type.
	for the self-return type double act-

ing lever, it returns to its original 
position to block the hydraulic fluid 
when it is pushed/pulled and then 
released. However, this type of 
double acting valve lever should 
be pulled or pushed continuously 
for operation which is suitable for 
an implement with a short operat-
ing time, such as the hydraulic cyl-
inder.

	for the detent type double act-
ing valve lever, it keeps its posi-
tion  after it is pulled or pushed to 
a certain position. Therefore, it is 
not necessary to hold the lever to 
a certain position which is suitable 
for an implement with a long oper-
ating time, such as the hydraulic 
motor.

TE1o4B9A

(1) double Acting lever 1 
(2) double Acting lever 2
(A) port A                  (B) port B
(c) port c                 (d) port d

CAbIN

TE1O4D3A

ROPS

(1) double Acting lever 1 
(2) double Acting lever 2
(A) port A                  (B) port B
(c) port c                 (d) port d
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This tractor is equipped with the 
remote control valve of the double 
acting type. However, this valve can 
also be used in the single acting type 
hydraulic cylinder.
1. connect one end of the hydraulic 

port to the single acting cylinder as 
shown in the figure.  The hydraulic 
pressure is properly supplied to the 
cylinder. However, when the hydrau-
lic pressure is released, the cylinder 
is contracted only if there is outer 
force, such as potential energy.

SINGlE.ACTING.AND.DOUblE.ACTING.CylINDER

(1) Single Acting cylinder 
(A) External load

H11O585A

(1) double Acting cylinder

2. To contract the cylinder, operate 
the lever to the opposite position of 
the expansion. Then, the hydraulic 
fluid is supplied from the hydraulic 
pump to the hydraulic port which 
is not connected, and the pressure 
rises as the port is blocked. How-
ever, this pressure is released as 
the relief valve opens.

H11O586A

Put.the.detent.valve.operating.
lever. into. the.neutral.position.
when.the.hydraulic.implement.
is. not. in. use.. If. the. detent.
valve. is. kept. in. the. operating.
position. for. an. extended. pe-
riod.of.time,.the.relief.valve.is.
kept.open.and.the.temperature.
of. the. hydraulic. fluid. rises,.
leading. to.damage. of. various.
hydraulic. parts,. such. as. the.
oil.seals.and.O-rings.
When. the. detent. va lve. is.
in. operation,. unnecessary.
load. is. applied. to. the. engine..
Therefore,. the. engine. power.
decreases.significantly,. and.
noise. and. vibration. by. open-
ing.of.the.relief.valve.increase.
It. is. hard. to.start. the. engine.
while.the.detent.valve.is.in.op-
eration..This.is.especially.true.
in. winter. and. exhaust. gas. in-
creases.even.after. the. engine.
is.started.

•

•

•

ImPORTANT
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3. When the cylinder is contracted, 
the hydraulic fluid returned from 
the cylinder is drained to the trans-
mission through the draining circuit 
as the operating lever is operated 
to the opposite direction from the 
expansion position.

	It. is. recommended. to. use. the.
double.acting.cylinder. instead.
of. the.single.acting.cylinder. if.
the.implement.will.be.operated.
frequently.and.continuously..
If. using. the. single. acting. cyl-
inder. too. frequently. or. for. an.
extended.period. of. time,. the.
hydraulic. fluid. can. be. over-
heated,. resulting. in.deteriora-
tion.of.the.hydraulic.parts’.du-
rability.as.the.main.relief.valve.
opens.at.cylinder.contraction.

ImPORTANT

CONNECTING.AND.DISCONNECTING..
ImPlEmENT.HyDRAUlIC.HOSE
▶CONNECTION
1. make sure to stop the engine be-

fore connecting it.
2. move the double acting valve le-

ver forward and backward for 4 
to 5 times to release the pressure 
in the hydraulic line of the tractor. 
otherwise, it is hard to connect the 
couplers, and hydraulic fluid can be 
sprayed from the line and get in to 
your eyes while connecting them.

3. Remove any foreign mater ia l 
around the male and female cou-
plers. If foreign material enters the 
hydraulic components, it can lead 
to malfunction of the system.

4. open the dust-proof cover of the 
female coupler of the tractor and 
insert the male coupler of the im-
plement. A clicking sound is heard 
when the couplers are engaged.

5. pull the hydraulic hose of the im-
plement to check that the couplers 
are properly connected.

6. Start the engine and check the op-
erating status and leakage.

(A) diameter

A

TC2O525A

The hose unions used must comply 
with ISo standards.
dimension (A) must be between 
20.48 and 20.56 mm (0.806 and 
0.809 in.).

PT1/2.COUPlER.SOCkET..
(ImPlEmENT)
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	Never. connect.or. disconnect.
the. implement.hydraulic.hose.
while. the. pressure. in. it. is. not.
released. or. the. engine. is. run-
ning..It.is.hard.to.connect.and.
disconnect. the. hose.and.hy-
draulic. fluid. can.be. sprayed.
from. the. hose,. and. get. into.
your.eyes.or.skin.

	Stop.the.engine.and.wear.pro-
tective.glasses.and.gloves.be-
fore.work.

WARNING▶DISCONNECTION
1. make sure to stop the engine be-

fore disconnecting it.
2. Release any residual pressure in 

the hydraulic hoses of the imple-
ment and tractor by operating the 
double acting valve lever 4 to 5 
times.

3. Remove any foreign mater ia l 
around the couplers.

4. keep the implement balanced by 
removing any load applied (low-
ering it onto the ground, for ex-
ample). If disconnecting the hose 
while outer load is applied to the 
implement, it is hard to connect the 
implement in the future.

5. Remove the male coupler by push-
ing the female coupler boss of the 
tractor backward.

6. close the dust-proof cover of the 
female coupler of the tractor. Wrap 
the male coupler of the implement 
with a plastic bag to prevent con-
tamination. 
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REMOvAL AND INsTALLATION Of 3-POINT HITCH IMPLEMENT (wITH PTO sHAfT)

1. place implement on the level 
ground.

2. drive the tractor backward to move 
as close as possible to an imple-
ment. (approx. 5 cm)

 then, adjust the height of the low-
er link to be parallel to the pins of 
the implement.

3. put all the shift levers in the neu-
tral position.

(1) Implement support  (2) Lower Link (1) check Link pin

4. Remove the pins on either side of 
the check link.

5. Remove the bal l assembly by 
pushing the guide pin operating 
lever.

(1) Lever (2) ball Assembly

A40O607A A40O612AA40O613A
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8. separate the top l ink from i ts 
bracket and turn it to adjust its 
length so that it becomes close to 
the upper bracket mounting hole 
of the implement. then, fit it to 
the mounting hole, insert the lock 
pins, and fix it with the snap pin. 
Remove the implement support as 
necessary.

(1) top Link  (2) Lock pin
(3) snap pin

6. Attach the ball assembly to the 
implement.

(1) Lower Link	 	 (2)	Ball	Assembly

7. when the lower link is lifted, it is 
secured with "click" sound.

(1) Lower Link	 	 (2)	Ball	Assembly

A40O614A A40O615A A40O616A
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Make sure that the PTO safe 
cover is in its position before 
driving the PTO shaft.
The PTO shaft and universal 
joint shaft should not be inter-
fered by any surrounding parts. 
Never go close to the rotating 
PTO shaft or universal joint 
shaft. A severe accident can 
happen.

•

•

•

wARNINg

Consult your local KIOTI Deal-
er for selection of the univer-
sal joint.
when selecting a universal 
joint, make sure that it is not 
too short to come off the its 
female and male shafts at the 
highest position or too long 
to impact its female and mail 
shafts at the lowest position.
Move the joint front and back 
to check that its lock pin is 
properly seated to the groove 
of the PTO shaft.

•

•

•

IMPORTANT

T85O139A

  9. turn the top link to make the 
implement ba lanced. then, 
move the implement to the left 
and right, and secure it into the 
proper position by fitting the tele-
scopic stabilizers lock pin

10. At this time, stop the engine, 
lower the implement onto the 
ground, and set the pto gear 
neutral. the pto shaft to the 
tractor pto insuring the lock pin 
is engaged.

11. Remove the implement in the 
reverse order of installation and 
use the implement support as 
necessary.

(1) telescopic stabilizers pin

Te1O619A
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OPERATION TIP fOR 3-POINT HITCH ELEMENTs

(1) top Link               
(2) crank Lifting Rod 

(3) Lifting Rod 
(4) telescopic stabilizers

(5) Lower Link
(6) draft Hitch

Te1O620A

ADjusTMENT Of LIfT ROD

(1) Lift Rod
(3) stopper

(2) Adjuster Handle

1.   Adjust the implement level bal-
anced by turning the lift rod han-
dle.

2.  After adjustment, fix it with the 
stopper.

Te1O614A
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PRECAuTION fOR INsTALLINg 
HOw TO usE TOP LINK HOLEs

when attaching an implement, con-
nect it according to its draft as follow:

(1) top Link

	stop the engine and lower 
the attachment on the ground 
prior to disconnecting the lift 
rod from the lower link. Check 
that the attachment for proper 
supporting and there’s pres-
sure remained in the hydraulic 
system to remove the lift rod 
holding the pin. To eliminate 
the remained pressure, move 
the hydraulic adjusting lever 
back and forth several times. 

wARNINg

	when there is no implement at-
tached, fix the lower link to the 
check link (LH/RH) so that it does 
not contact with the rear wheel.

 secure the top link to the hook. 

NOTE

Te1O604B

(1) top Link                       (2) pin
(3) Retainer pin                (4) top Link Hook

1. Install the top link to the desired 
position, and install the pin and re-
tainer pin.

2. Fix Top link with fixed nut after ad-
justing top link.

ADjusTMENT Of TOP LINK 

Te1O603B
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•  A :  traction power is not required 
(Rotary etc.) 

•  b :  Heavy load traction work
•  c :  normal load traction work

1. Adjust an angle of the implements 
to the desired position by shorten-
ing or lengthening the top link.

2. Adjusting a proper length of imple-
ments varies as a type of imple-
ments used.

ADjusTMENT Of sTAbILIzER

(1) telescopic stabilizers (2) pin

1. Adjust the telescopic stabilizers 
to control horizontal sway of the 
implement. It is also used to set 
the implement on the back of the 
tractor in center.

2. to adjust the check link, pull out 
the pin and adjust it until the de-
sired transverse moving distance 
is obtained.

3. fit the pin to the gardening hole 
(fixed) for normal operation and 
long hole (moving) for draft work.

A plate describing how to at-
tach the implement is placed 
on the standard implement of 
our company.
when you are attaching an 
implement not requiring any 
traction, mount the assem-
bling spot of the top link into 
the hole A.
when you are attaching an 
implement (like plow) requir-
ing some traction, mount the 
assembling spot of the top 
link into the hole b, C.
when driving with an imple-
ment attached, make sure to 
install the top link to the hole 
A or b or put the draft control 
to the "Deep" position.

•

•

•

•

CAuTION

Te1O605A
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H11O104A

M55O117AC56O174A

DRAfT HITCH AND TRAILER

(1) draw bar

the draw bar is used to pull an im-
plement, such as a trailer. this trac-
tor is equipped with a fine draw bar. 
make sure to check the max. towing 
weight of the trailer and max. vertical 
load that can be applied to the draw 
bar. 
•   max. trailer weight (trailer + loaded 

weight) = 3,500 kg (7,716 lbs)
•  vertical load of hitch (draw-bar) = 

650 kg (1,433 lbs)

H11O547A
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T66O122A

INsTALLINg PTO sHAfT

1. consult your local KIOTI dealer 
for selection of the pto shaft.

2. when select ing a pto shaft , 
make sure that it is not too short to 
come off of the female and male 
shafts at the highest position or too 
long to impact its female and male 
shafts at the lowest position.

3. move the joint back and forth to 
check that its lock pin is properly 
seated to the groove of the pto 
shaft.

(1) pto shaft

H11O682A

11

C56O140A

(1) Lock pin

Never use any other part for 
pulling except draw bar. Pull-
ing with top link, ROPs and 
etc. will cause a fatal accident.
be sure to install the auxiliary  
safety chain when installing a 
trailer.
Improper use of the draw-bar, 
even if correctly positioned, 
can cause a rear overturn.
Do not overload an attach-
ment or towed equipment. 
use proper counterweights to 
maintain tractor stability. Hitch 
heavy loads to the draw-bar 
only.
Make sure that there is no-
body or not obstacle between 
tractor and trailer.

•

•

•

•

•

wARNINg
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M55O626A

Ref to the chart below as to installing 
of an universal joint.

(1) pto cover
(A) Allowable angle of universal joint : 50˚

The type of PTO 
shaft

Allowable angle 
of universal joint

sAe 1-3 / 8" 6 
splines

50 degree

before starting up any PTO-
driven implement hitched to 
the three-point linkage, lift the 
implement to its full height 
and check that at least 1/4 of 
the total length of the tele-
scopic section of the drive 
shaft is engaged.
before starting up any PTO-
driven implement hitched to 
the three-point linkage, lift the 
implement to its full height 
and check that at least 1/4 of 
the total length of the tele-
scopic section of the drive 
shaft is engaged.

•

•

wARNINg
Make sure that the PTO safety 
cover is in its position before 
driving the PTO shaft.
The tractor PTO and PTO shaft 
should not be interfered by 
any surrounding parts. 
Never go close to the rotating 
PTO or tractor PTO shaft. A 
severe accident can happen.
before driving an implement 
through the PTO, always make 
sure that all bystanders are 
well away from the tractor.
when using the PTO drive with 
a stationary tractor, always 
make sure that the gears are 
in neutral and that the parking 
brake is applied.

•

•

•

•

•

wARNINg
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HANDLINg LOADER 

(1) Loader mounting bracket
(2) balancing cylinder
(3) Loader Arm
(4) boom 
(5) grill guard
(6) tilt cylinder
(7) bucket

for detailed information about instal-
lation and use of the front loader, 
refer to the separate manual of the 
loader.

	Check the transmission fluid 
level and add fluid as neces-
sary after installing an imple-
ment related to the hydraulic 
fluid, such as a loader or back-
hoe, and driving the tractor for 
a test.

IMPORTANT

Te1O606A
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when you do install the front loader, certainly mount the bolt for mounting bracket at indicated point.•
wARNINg

fIxATION POINTs fOR fRONT END LOADER 

H11O684A
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wHEN uNLOADED buCKET AND 
 REAR bALLAsT ARE INsTALLED 
DRIvINg ON uPHILL 

H11O556A

DRIvINg ON DOwNHILL 

H11O557A

DRIvINg ON sLOPE
wHEN LOADED buCKET AND  
  REAR bALLAsT ARE INsTALLED 

when driving on uphill with the load-
ed bucket and rear ballast installed, 
keep the higher end of the tractor 
heavier. In other words, drive forward 
on uphill and backward on downhill. 

DRIvINg ON uPHILL  

H11O554A

H11O555A

DRIvINg ON DOwNHILL  

To avoid injuries: 
	Keep the loader arm as low 

as possible when driving on a 
slope.

wARNINg
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when driving on downhill with the 
empty bucket and rear ballast in-
stalled, keep the rear ballast toward 
the higher level of the ground. In 
other words, drive backward on uphill 
and forward on downhill.
use the 4wd to increase friction 
when driving on a slope with the 
loaded bucket and rear ballast in-
stalled.
set the bucket and implement high 
on a rough surface so that they are 
not caught by obstacles.

PARKINg wITH LOADER INsTALLED

M55O625A

when parking a tractor which 
is equipped with a loader or 
backhoe, make sure that the 
bucket of loader or backhoe is 
lowered on the ground. Other-
wise, the tractor can become 
unstable, leading to an unex-
pected accident, such as roll 
over. 

•
CAuTION

jOysTICK LEvER

Te1O473A

CAbIN

Te1O612A

ROPs

(1) joystick Lever
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1. up and down of boom
 pulling the joystick lever back (b) 

lifts the boom of the loader while 
pushing it forward (A) lowers the 
loader boom.

(A) boom down (b) boom up

2. Roll back & dump
 "Roll back" means that the bucket 

scoops up. to operate this func-
tion, move the joystick lever to 
the left (A). "dump" means that 
the bucket dumps. to operate this 
function, move the joystick lever to 
the right (b).

(A) bucket Roll back  (b) bucket dump

Te1O609A Te1O610AH11O683A

1

N

DOWNDOWN & 
ROLLBACK

UP

ROLLBACK DUMP

Lock

Unlock
UP & 

ROLLBACK
UP & 

DOWN

DUMP & 
DOWN

(1) joystick Lock Lever
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to unbalanced hydraulic pressure 
in the hydraulic circuit.

7. up & dump
 the boom can be lifted and the 

bucket can dump by operating the 
joystick lever to the rear right posi-
tion (5 o’clock position). However, 
the operation time is may not short-
ened much since the bucket dumps 
first and then the boom is lifted due 
to the unbalanced hydraulic pres-
sure in the hydraulic circuit.

8. Locking/unlocking joystick

Make sure to lock the joystick 
lever while moving. Otherwise, 
its vibration can cause safety 
problems, such as falling off 
of the implement.
Do not leave the tractor with 
the boom off the ground in 
any circumstances. If it is nec-
es-sary, lock the joystick.
when the joystick lever is not 
in use, lock it since the imple-
ment can fall down if the lever 
is operated accidently.

•

•

•

wARNINg

 pressing the joystick lock lever in 
locks the joystick while pulling it 
outward unlocks the joystick as 
shown in the figure.

3. down & roll back
 the boom can be lowered and the 

bucket can scoop up by operating the 
joystick lever to the front left position 
(10 o’clock position).  However, the 
operation time may not be shortened 
much since the boom is lowered first 
and then the bucket is rolled back due 
to unbalanced hydraulic pressure in 
the hydraulic circuit.

5. down & dump
 the boom can be lowered and the 

bucket can dump by operating the 
joystick lever to the front right posi-
tion (2 o’clock position). However, 
these two operations may not be 
performed simultaneously due to 
unbalanced hydraulic pressure in 
the hydraulic circuit.

6. up & roll back  
 the boom can be lifted and the 

bucket can scoop up by operating 
the joystick lever to the rear left 
position (7 o’clock position). How-
ever, these two operations may not 
be performed simultaneously due 

A B

1

Te1O621A

(1) joystick Lock Lever
(A) Lock  (b) unlock
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If the boom or bucket is not 
operating, properly, lower the 
bucket onto the ground, stop 
the engine, and reduce all hy-
draulic pressure. Then, check 
all the hydraulic connections 
and connect them again.
before connecting or discon-
necting the hydraulic hose 
coupling for the loader, lower 
the boom onto the ground, 
stop the engine, and move the 
joystick lever front and back, 
left and right for several times 
to remove residual pressure in 
the hydraulic hose.

•

•

IMPORTANT

jOysTICK vALvE

A1 : boom up            
A2 : bucket up(Roll back)
b1 : boom down  
b2 : bucket down(dump)

TE1O608A

To avoid accidents:
Pressurized diesel fuel or hy-
draulic fluid may be sprayed 
on your skin or eyes, lead-
ing to a severe injury or even 
death.
To check for leaks, use a 
board and wear protective 
gloves and goggles.
If your eyes come into contact 
with the hydraulic fluid, see 
your doctor immediately.
Never try to disconnect the 
tube and quick coupler while 
the tractor and implement are 
in operation. Release the pres-
sure by operating the lever 
after the engine is stopped.

•

•

•

•

wARNINg

the hoses and couplers for in-
stallation are supplied with the 
loader.

•
NOTE
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7-�maintenance

Maintenance check list
Daily check chaRt

※ for detailed information about maintenance codes, refer to the corresponding section in each chapter.

seRVice scheDUle Maintenance
cODesiteM seRVice ReQUiReD

engine oil Check the oil level and add needed. Do not overfill. D

hydraulic (trans / Diff) fluid check level and add as needed. c

engine air filter and air system check condition indicator (if equipped). check for leaks and damaged 
components. Do not use compressed air to clean elements. r, aD

engine cooling system clean debris from oil cooler, radiator, screen and grills. check coolant level 
cold, add premixed coolant as needed. e, f, x, ah

seat Belt check the condition of seat belt and mounting hardware. repair or replace 
as needed. J

tires check for wear, demaged tires and ensure for proper sized tires and correct 
air pressure.

parking Brake check operation and have dealer adjust if required.

clean pedals clean brake pedals, travel control pedal, clutch pedal and footrest area. n, q

general items
check for loose or broken parts, damaged operator cab, instrument 
operation, loose wheel nuts / bolts, oil leaks and damaged or missing signs 
(decals). Replace floormat if damaged or missing.

p

pto inspect the splines. replaced damaged or missing shields and guards.

three-point linkage check operation and condition of pins, links and bars.

loader (if equipped) check mounting hardware for loose or broken parts. 

Maintenance
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Maintenance scheDUle chaRt

nO.
Maintenance 

inteRVal
iteM

RUn hOUR RUn aGe
ReMaRks

Mainte-
nance
cODes50 100 200 250 400 600 1500 3000 1 year 2 year

1 engine oil & filter change
tier3 ⊙ ○ ◎ ◎

k
tier4 ○ ◎ ◎

2 Transmission oil filter replace ⊙ ○ l
3 HST oil filter replace ⊙ ○ l
4 transmission fluid change ○ l
5 front axle oil change ⊙ ○ m
6 front axle pivot adjust ○ aB
7 engine start system check ○ t
8 greasing apply ○ o
9 wheel bolt torque check ○ p

10 Battery condition check ○ *3 u

11 air cleaner element clean ○ *1 # r, aDreplace ○ *2
12 Fuel filter element replace ○ # ai
13 fan belt, air-con belt adjust ○ *3 t, z
14 clutch pedal free play adjust ⊙ ○ g, q

15 Brake pedal free 
play adjust ⊙ ○ g, n

16 radiator hose and 
clamp

check ○
x

replace ○

17 power steering hose 
and oil line

check ○
y

replace ○

※ tier3 - without Dpf,  tier4 - with Dpf
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nO.
Maintenance 

inteRVal
iteM

RUn hOUR RUn aGe
ReMaRks

Mainte-
nance
cODes50 100 200 400 600 800 1500 3000 1 year 2 year

18 fuel line
check ○

# s
replace ○

19 intake air line
check ○

v
replace ○ *3

20 toe-in adjust ○ w
21 engine valve clearance adjust ○ ac

22 fuel injection nozzle 
injection pressure check ○ #

23 injection pump check ○ #
24 cooling system clean ○ ah
25 coolant replace ○ ah
26 Air-con filter replace ○ ag
27 fuel system check *3 B, s, ai, at
28 fuse replace *3 am, an
29 light bulb replace *3 ao

⊙ must be done after the first 50hours of operation.
◎ Replace: Replace every (replace) hours or every years (whichever comes first).
○ Replace: Replace every (replace) hours.

  ＊1 air cleaner should be cleaned more often in dusty conditions than in normal condition.
  ＊2 every year or every 6 times of cleaning.  ＊3 Replace only if necessary.

the items listed above (# marked) are registered as emission related critical parts by kiOti in U.s. ePa ex-
haust emission standard non-road emission regulation.  as the engine owner, you are responsible for the 
performance of the required maintenance on the above instruction.

•
•
•

•

iMPORtant
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nO. section capacity [l (U.s.gal.)] lubricants

1 fuel 56 (14.8) smokeless diesel

2 coolant 7.7 (2.03) an antifreezing solution(ethylene glycol) + pure water (50:50)

3 engine oil 6.0 (1.58) ~ 8.0 (2.11)
engine oil :  tier3 (without Dpf) - api ch grade above 

tier4 (with Dpf)- api cJ grade above
oil viscosity : sae 10w30, 10w40, 15w40

4 transmission oil manual: 14.53 (55)
hst: 45 (11.89)

5 front axle 7.0 (1.9) sae 90 gear oil or better, or same as t/m oil

6

apply grease
• front axle support
• Brake pedal
• Brake lever
• top link holder
• control lever

a little multi purpose type grease 

lUBRicants
to prevent serious equipment damage, use only genuine kiOti fluids, oils and greases, or equivalents.

check the oil level regularly. correct the oil level, if needed, before operating.
Always check and add oil with the tractor on a flat, level surface.

•
•

WaRninG

exxonmobil Mobilfluid 423 or 424
exxon hydraulic 560

shell Donax-tD
Bp tractran uth

※ tier3 - without Dpf,  tier4 - with Dpf
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Maintenance cODe
hOW tO OPen the  hOOD (a)

(1) hood (2) handle                  
(a) pull

1. the hood can be opened by pull-
ing the handle on the lower right of 
it while pressing its front down.

2. to close the hood, press its front 
down until it is locked in its posi-
tion.

3. Do not apply excessive force to 
the handle to fix it. The hood can 
be damaged.

TE1O701A

checkinG anD aDDinG fUel (B)

the fuel tank is installed in the mid-
dle of the tractor body. make sure to 
use pure and high-quality diesel un-
leaded fuel.

(1) fuel tank cap

TE1O702A

fuel tank capacity

56 l (14.8 u.s.gal.)

if noise is heard from the hood 
during driving, check the rubber 
molding and replace it if dam-
aged.

•
nOte

never open the hood while the 
engine is running.

•
caUtiOn
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1. turn the key switch to "on", check 
the amount of fuel by fuel gauge.

2. if the needle on the fuel gauge is 
close to the red zone "e" or the 
fuel level is low, open the fuel tank 
filler cap and add the fuel.

3. after adding the fuel, close the fuel 
tank filler cap.

to avoid personal injury:
Do not smoke while refueling.
add the fuel in a well-ventilat-
ed area.
Be sure to stop the engine be-
fore refueling.
Dirt or sand contained in fuel 
may cause the fuel injection 
pump to malfunction, use the 
strainer when refuelling.

•
•

•

•

caUtiOn

Do not permit dirt or trash to 
get into the fuel system.
Be careful not to let the fuel 
tank become empty, otherwise 
air will enter the fuel system, 
necessitating bleeding before 
next engine start.
Be careful not to spill during 
refueling. if should spill, wipe 
it off at once, or it may cause 
a fire.
to prevent condensation (wa-
ter) accumulation in the fuel 
tank, fill the tank before park-
ing overnight.
if it is not used for a long time, 
make sure the fuel viscosity is 
suitable for the cold weather.

•

•

•

•

•

iMPORtant

TE1O756A

ROPs

(1) fuel tank cap
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(1) oil Dipstick 
(a) lower limit  (B) upper limit

1. Park the machine on a flat surface, 
lower the implement and shut off 
engine.

2. Depress the brake pedals and ap-
ply the parking brake.

3. set all shift levers into the neutral 
position.

4. stop the engine.

(1) oil filler plug & gauge  
(a) oil level is acceptable within range

checkinG tRansMissiOn 
flUiD leVel (c)

5. pull out the oil dipstick, clean it, 
and then insert it into its original 
position. then, pull it out again and 
check if the fuel level is within the 
specified range.

6. if the oil level is too low, add some 
new oil so that the level is within 
the allowable range. (refer to "lu-
brication" in the chapter "service")

TE1O703B T11O750A

if oil level is low, do not run 
engine.
never add the oil over the up-
per limit.

•

•

iMPORtant
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H11O608A

4. pull out the oil dipstick, clean it, 
and then insert it into its original 
position. then, pull it out again and 
check if the fuel level is within the 
specified range.

5. if the oil level is too low, add some 
new oil so that the level is within 
the allowable range. (refer to "lu-
brication" in the chapter "service")

(1) oil Dipstick 
(a) upper limit (B) lower limit

When using oil of different 
maker or viscosity from the 
previous one, remove all of 
the old oil. never mix two dif-
ferent types of oil.
Do not start the engine if the 
amount of oil is insufficient.
Wipe the oi l dipstick with 
clean cloth or tissue. if foreign 
material enters the tank, it can 
lead to malfunction of the en-
gine.
never add the oil over the up-
per limit of the tank.

•

•

•

•

iMPORtant

1. check the engine oil daily.
2. park the tractor on a level ground 

and lower the implement.
3. if the engine was just running, 

wait for approx. 5 seconds before 
checking the oil level.

checkinG enGine Oil leVel (D)

(1) oil inlet plug (2) gauge
(a) oil level is acceptable within this range

TE1O704A

to avoid personal injury:
Be sure to stop the engine be-
fore checking the oil level.

•

caUtiOn
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TE1O764ATE1O763A

(1) oil inlet plug (2) gauge
(a) oil level is acceptable within this range

checkinG fROnt axle Oil leVel (n1)

(1) oil Dipstick 
(a) upper limit (B) lower limit

1. Park the machine on a flat surface, 
lower the implement and shut off 
engine.

2. Depress the brake pedals and ap-
ply the parking brake.

3. set all shift levers into the neutral 
position.

4. stop the engine.

5. pull out the oil dipstick, clean it, 
and then insert it into its original 
position. then, pull it out again and 
check if the fuel level is within the 
specified range.

6. if the oil level is too low, add some 
new oil so that the level is within 
the allowable range. (refer to "lu-
brication" in the chapter "service")

When using oil of different 
maker or viscosity from the 
previous one, remove all of 
the old oil. never mix two dif-
ferent types of oil.
Wipe the oi l dipstick with 
clean cloth or tissue. 
never add the oil over the up-
per limit of the tank.

•

•

•

iMPORtant
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(1) reserve tank
(a) full  (B) low

1. check to see that the coolant level 
is between the  "full" and "low" 
marks of recovery tank.

2. when the coolant level drops due 
to evaporation, add water only up 
to the full level.

 in case of leakage, add ant i -
freeze and water in the specified 
mixing ratio up to the full level. 
(see "flush cooling system and 
changing coolant" in every 2 
years maintenance)

checkinG cOOlant leVel (e)

3. the tractor is furnished with a mix-
ture of anti-freeze and water in a 
ratio of 50:50 which is usable in 
any season.

TE1O705A

(1) radiator screen 
(a) Detach

cleaninG GRill, RaDiatOR 
scReen (f)

1. check front grill and side screens 
to be sure they are clean of debris.

2. lift out the radiator screen and re-
move all the foreign material.

to avoid accidents:
Be sure to stop the engine be-
fore removing the screen.

•

caUtiOn

TE1O760A
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checkinG GaUGes, MeteR 
anD easy checkeR (h)
1. inspect the instrument panel for 

broken gauge(s), meter(s) and 
easy checker lamps.

2. replace if broken.

checkinG heaD liGht,    
hazaRD liGht etc. (i)

1. inspect the lights for broken bulbs 
and lenses.

2. replace if broken.

checkinG seat Belt(J)
1. always check condition of seat 

belt and rops attaching hardware 
before operating tractor.

2. replace if damaged.

1. the brake and clutch pedals 
should be inspected for free travel, 
and smooth operation.

2. you should adjust these ped-
als if an incorrect measurement 
is found. (see "adjusting clutch 
and brake pedals" in the 100 hour 
maintenance schedule.)

checkinG BRake anD 
clUtch PeDals (G)

when depressing the brake 
pedal, both of the brake pedals 
should be moved down to the 
same depth.

•
nOte

Bonnet Grill and screen must 
be clean from debris to pre-
vent engine from overheating 
and to allow good air intake 
for the air cleaner.

•
iMPORtant
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chanGinG enGine Oil anD 
RePlacinG filteR (k)

1. park the tractor on a level ground 
and start the engine to warm it up.

2. stop the engine, apply the parking 
brake, and remove the drain plug.

3. to drain the used oil, remove the 
drain plug at the bottom of the en-
gine and drain the oil completely 
into the oil pan.

 all the used oil can be drained 
out easily when the engine is still 
warm.

(1) oil inlet                   (2) gauge
(a) oil level is acceptable within this range

(1) Drain plug (1) engine oil filter

4. remove the oil filter behind the 
cooling fan on the right side of the 
engine.

5. Apply a thin film of oil to the O-ring 
of a new fi l ter and t ighten the 
O-ring firmly by hand.

6. Add the engine oil to the specified 
level and tighten the oil filter to the 
specified torque.

TE1O704A TE1O707A TE1O708A
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	the engine oi l is very hot 
while the engine is running 
or right after the engine is 
stopped. Be careful not to be 
burnt.

	avoid oil contact while chang-
ing or adding engine oil and 
wear eye protection to prevent 
eye contact.

	Prolonged and repeated con-
tact with the engine oil may 
cause skin disorders and 
skin cancer. if skin contact is 
made, wash thoroughly with 
soap or hand cleaner as soon 
as possible.

	keep the used oil out of reach 
of children.

WaRninG
to avoid personal injury:

Be sure to stop the engine 
before changing the oil or re-
placing the filter.
check the engine oil level 
before every operation of the 
tractor. if the engine oil is 
insufficient, the engine can 
be damaged, and this is not 
covered by warranty. Be sure 
to add the engine oil when its 
level is below the lower limit 
of the oil dipstick.
Do not dispose of used oil 
and oil filter into drainage and 
other places not designated 
by regulations. Observe appli-
cable reg-ulations when dis-
posing used oil and filters.

•

•

•

caUtiOnOil capacity (with filter)

6.0 l (1.58 u.s.gal.)

7. run the start motor for approx. 10 
seconds to deliver oil to each part.

8. run the engine for approx. 5 min-
utes and check if the oil warning 
lamp comes on. if it does not come 
on, stop the engine. (it is normal 
for the oil warning lamp to be off 
while the engine is running. 

9. check the engine oil level again 
with the oil dipstick. if the level is 
low, add more oil. 

the engine oil filter should be 
replaced when changing the en-
gine oil.

•
nOte
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7-1� nx4520 / nx5020 / nx5520 / nx6020 

RePlacinG tRansMissiOn flUiD anD filteR (l)

the transmission fluid should be 
changed if it is contaminated. 
when changing the transmission 
fluid, make sure to change the fluid 
filter. 
However, replace only the filter after 
initial 50-hour operation.

(1) oil filter catridge
(2) hst hydraulic filter cartridge

1. park the tractor on a level ground 
and start the engine to warm it up.

2. stop the engine, apply the parking 
brake, and remove the drain plug.

(1) oil filter catridge

TE1O709A

[ManUal]

Use only kiOti genuine en-
gine oil and filters to insure 
smooth operation and durabil-
ity of the engine.

•
iMPORtant

TE1O752A

[hst]
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9. make sure that the transmission 
fluid does not leak through the seal. 

5. Apply a thin film of clean oil onto 
the O-ring of a new filter.

6. tighten the fi l ter f irmly unti l i t 
contacts the mounting surface. 
Tighten the filter a half turn further 
by hand. 

7. run the engine for a few minutes 
and then stop it after installing a 
new filter. 

8. Check the fluid level and add fluid 
to the specified level.

(1) oil filler plug & gauge
(a) oil level is acceptable within this range

Model Oil capacity 
manual 55 l (14.53 u.s.gal.)

hst 45 l (11.89 u.s.gal.)

TE1O703B

to avoid personal injury:
Be sure to stop the engine 
before changing the fluid or 
replacing the filter.
Cool down the fluid sufficient-
ly. you can get burnt by hot 
fluid. 

•

•

caUtiOn

to prevent serious damage to 
the hydraulic system, use only 
a KIOTI genuine filter.
Do not operate the tractor im-
mediately after changing the 
transmission fluid. Run the 
engine at medium speed for a 
few minutes to prevent dam-
age to the transmission.

•

•

iMPORtant

3. To drain the used fluid, place the oil 
pan under the transmission case 
and turn the drain plug counterclock-
wise to drain the fluid completely.

 If the fluid does not flow out freely, 
unscrew the plug on the side of the 
hydraulic cylinder on the left of the 
top link bracket to facilitate drain-
age. (ref to next page)  

4. unscrew the fluid filter from the 
rear right section on the tractor us-
ing a filter wrench.

(1) Drain plug

TE1O710B
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1. to drain the used oil, remove the 
right and left drain plugs and fill-

chanGinG fROnt axle case Oil (M)

(1) oil filler plug (2) Drain plug

4. Add new oil to the specified level 
of the check plug through the oil 
filler. (Refer to "Lubrication" in the 
chapter "service".)

5. tighten the oil filler plug after re-
plenishment.

6. check the oil level in 15 minutes 
and add oil as necessary.

(1) oil filler plug 

TE1O747A

ing plug at the front axle case and 
drain the oil completely into the oil 
pan.

2. after draining reinstall the drain 
plugs.

3. remove the oil level check plug on 
the left of the front axle.

TE1O747A

Oil capacity

7.0 l (1.9 u.s.gal.)
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3. when adjustments are needed, 
loosen the locking nut and turn the 
turnbuckle until the rod length is at 
the desired and acceptable limit.

4. re-tighten the lock nuts.
5. perform the same procedure for 

the left brake pedal and measure 
its play.

6. interlock the brake pedals after 
checking or adjusting them.

Proper brake
pedal free travel 

(a)

20 ~ 30 mm 
(0.8 ~ 1.2 in.) 

keep the free 
travel in the right 

and left brake 
pedals equal.

to avoid personal injury:
stop the engine and chock the 
wheels before checking brake 
pedal.

•

caUtiOn

(1) Brake pedal  (2) Brake rod 
(3) lock nut  (a) free play

aDJUstinG BRake PeDal (n)

using the brake pedal for an extend-
ed period of time causes it to play. 
this may lead to deterioration of the 
braking performance and malfunction 
of the braking system. 
the brake pedal can be adjusted as 
follows:
1. release the parking brake
2. slightly depress the pedals and 

measure the free travel at the top 
of the pedal stroke.

H11O628A
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Apply high-quality multi-purpose grease onto the positions in the figure at every 50 hours of operation or whenever nec-
essary and record the operating time when applying it.

lUBRicatinG GRease fittinGs (O)

(1) front Bracket axle pivot (1) Bevel gear case, lh/rh

(1) top link holder (2) hydraulic cylinder
(3) hydraulic lifting shaft

TE1O712A TE1O714A

TE1O717A

TE1O716A

(1) rear Bracket axle pivot
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TE1O748A

1. if the clutch does not operate prop-
erly due to its excessive play, ad-

(1) clutch pedal (2) clutch rod
(a) free play

check wheel bolts and nuts regu-
larly especially when new. if they are 
loose, tighten them as follows.

checkinG Wheel BOlt/nUt tORQUe (P) aDJUstinG clUtch PeDal (Q)

(1) wheel Bolt/nut  (2) rim Bolt / nut
(3) rim   (4) Disk

item tightening torque

front 
wheel

Bolt  57-67lbf.ft (78~90 n.m)

nut  46-54 lbf.ft (63~73 n.m)

rear 
wheel

Bolt  166 lbf.ft (225 n.m)

nut  166 lbf.ft (225 n.m)

[ManUal]

H11O4D2A

to avoid personal injury:
never operate tractor with a 
loose rim, wheel, or axle.
any time bolts and nuts are 
loosened, retighten to speci-
fied torque.
check all bolts and nuts fre-
quently and keep them tight.

•

•

•

caUtiOn
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just its play using the turnbuckle. 
2. to adjust the play, unscrew the 

lock nut and turn the turnbuckle.
3. after setting the play properly, 

tighten the lock nut firmly. (Manual)
4. water can get into the clutch hous-

ing when it rains or snows or when 
washing the tractor.  if this hap-
pens, remove the plug under the 
clutch housing to drain water from 
the housing. for details, refer to 
"Draining water from clutch hous-
ing" in the chapter "service".

Proper clutch pedal free travel (a)
20 ~ 30 mm (0.8 ~ 1.2 in.) 

on the pedal

(1) element   (2) cap
(3) evacuator valve

1. the air cleaner uses a dry ele-
ment. never apply oil.

2. Dust should not accumulate in the 
dust cap or element. remove and 
clean the dust cap and the ele-
ment every week. if the tractor is 
operated in extremely dusty condi-
tions, daily inspection is required.   

3. Do not touch the filter element 
except in cases where cleaning is 
required.

RePlacinG aiR cleaneR PRiMaRy eleMent (R)

4. when cleaning the element, refer 
to the instructions that follow.

5. if the element is stained with car-
bon , dust or oil, replace the filter.

6. change the e lement every 6 
months or every 100 hours. 

to clean the element, use only clean 
dry compressed air on the inside of 
the element. air pressure at the nozzle 
must not exceed 2 kgf/cm² (29 psi). 
maintain reasonable distance between 
the nozzle and the filter.

TE1O719A

The air cleaner will only fulfill 
its function if it is correctly 
and regularly maintained. a 
poorly maintained air cleaner 
will mean loss of power, ex-
cessive fuel consumption and 
a reduction in engine life.

•
iMPORtant
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(1) fuel pipe (2) tightening Band

checkinG fUel lines (s)

although checking the fuel pipe con-
nection is recommended every 100 
service hours, it should be done ev-
ery 6 months if operation does not 
exceed 100 hours in 6 months.
1. if the hose clamps are loose, apply 

a slight coat of lubricant onto the 
threads and securely tighten it.

2. the fuel pipe is made of rubber 
and ages regardless of period of 
service. change the fuel pipe to-
gether with the hose clamps every 
two years and securely tighten.

3. if the fuel pipes and hose clamps 
are found damaged or deterio-
rated earlier than two years, then 
change them immediately.

4. a f te r the fue l p ipe and hose 
clamps have been changed, bleed 
the fuel system.

eVacUatOR ValVe
open the evacuator valve once a 
week under ordinary conditions  or 
daily when used in dusty conditions 
to get rid of large particles of dust 
and dirt.

	Do not run the engine with fil-
ter element removed.

	Be sure to refit the cap with 
the arrow   (on the rear of 
cover) upright. if the cap is 
improperly fitted, evacuator 
valve will not function and 
dust will adhere to the ele-
ment.

iMPORtant

扌

TE1O754A

f series enGine

a&B series enGine
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stop the engine when check-
ing the items above.
the fuel pipes are subject to wear 
and aging. failure to perform 
periodic inspections may lead to 
a fuel leak. fuel leaking on a hot 
engine could cause a fire.

•

•

WaRninG

When changing fuel pipes, be 
careful not to allow dust or dirt 
to enter the fuel system. con-
taminations in the fuel system 
could damage the fuel system 
or injection pump. Pay extra 
caution to the fuel pump to 
prevent dust from entering it.

•
iMPORtant

(1) adjusting Bolt
(a) adjusting Belt tension (B) pull

aDJUstinG fan Belt tensiOn (t)

in order to extend the fan belt’s life-
time, the tension of the belt should 
be correctly adjusted if it slips. the 
belt tension should be inspected 
regularly according to the following 
procedure:
1. stop the engine and apply the 

parking brake.
2. open the hood and remove the left 

side cover.
3. remove the mounting bolts and 

adjusting bolt of the alternator.

H11O632A

4. in order to set the belt tight, move 
the upper part of the alternator 
backward. 

5. apply moderate thumb pressure to 
the belt between pulleys.

6. if tension is incorrect, loosen the 
alternator mounting bolts and, us-
ing a lever placed between the al-
ternator and the engine block, pull 
the alternator out until the deflec-
tion of the belts falls within accept-
able limits.

7. replace the fan belt if it is dam-
aged or cracked.

to avoid personal injury:
Be sure to stop the engine be-
fore checking belt tension.

•

caUtiOn

Proper fan belt tension (a)
A deflection between  

7 ~ 9 mm (0.28 ~ 0.35 in.) when the belt 
is pressed in the middle of the span.
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(1) Battery

mishandling the battery shortens the 
service life and adds to maintenance 
costs. if the battery is insufficiently 
charged, the headlights may dim and 
the engine is hard to start. it is impor-
tant to inspect the battery periodically.  

BatteRy (U)
PRecaUtiOns fOR hanDlinG

TE1O721A

1. the battery cable should always be 
clean and firmly connected. When 
installing a new or used battery, 
clean its terminals and the end of 
the cable.

2. check the electrolyte level and add 
distilled water if necessary.

3. check the battery and cable for 
damage and corrosion.

4. apply grease to the terminals and 
cable end in order to prevent corr-
osion.

check  
WinDOW

BatteRy 
cOnDitiOn

              Blue charge (normal)

              Black Discharge (charging)

              white change
the battery gas can explode. Do 
not expose the battery to flames 
or sparks. It may cause a fire.
The battery fluid contains sul-
furic acid that can burn you. 
Do not allow the battery fluid 
to contact your eyes, skin, or 
painted surfaces. if you acci-
dentally get it in your eyes or 
on your skin, flush the site of 
contact with water and contact 
your doctor.

•

•

WaRninG

Be sure to wear eye protection 
while working on the battery. 
The battery fluid can hurt your 
eyes.
Use only the battery with the 
specified voltage. Otherwise, 
it may cause a fire.

•

•

WaRninG

※standard for a battery provided  
    from DaeDOnG.
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chaRGinG
1. while charging the battery, steam 

is generated from water in the elec-
trolyte. if the amount of electrolyte 
is insufficient, the battery can be 
damaged. on the other hand, if the 
amount of electrolyte is excessive, 
the tractor can be damaged. there-
fore, special care should be taken 
for the amount of electrolyte.

2. to slow charge the battery, connect 
the battery positive terminal to the 
charger positive terminal and the 
negative to the negative, and then 
recharge in the standard fashion.

3. Boost charging is only for emer-
gencies. it will partially charge the 
battery at a high rate and in a short 
time. Doing this will shorten the bat-
tery’s service life.

4. when the battery is discharged and 
should be replaced, replace it with 
a new one with same specification 
and capacity.

Battery type Volts (U)

80D26r (80ah) 12

the charge warning lamp 
comes on if the charging sys-
tem is defective. if it comes on 
while driving, have the system 
checked or repaired by your lo-
cal kiOti Dealer.
keep the battery fully charged. 
If the battery fluid concentration 
is too low during the winter sea-
son, the battery may be frozen.
Do not start the engine when 
the battery is frozen. try to 
warm it up first.
if the battery is not securely 
installed, the battery case and 
electrolytes could be damaged 
by vibration. to prevent the 
battery acid from contacting 
the terminals, apply grease 
around the battery terminals 
and con-nections.
never check the charge status 
of the battery by placing a met-
al object across the posts. Use 
a voltmeter or hydrometer.

•

•

•

•

•

caUtiOn DiRectiOn fOR stORaGe
1. when storing the tractor for a long 

period, remove the battery from 
tractor, store in a dry place out of 
direct sunlight.

2. the battery self-discharges while it 
is stored.

 recharge i t once every three 
months in hot seasons and once 
every six months in cold seasons.
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checkinG intake aiR line (V)

(1) air line hose             

1. if the hose clamps are loose , 
tighten clamps securely.

2. if the hoses and clamps are dam-
aged, you must replace them at 
once. failure to do so  could lead 
to engine damage.

3. check the following section.

section inspection item

air cleaner – intake 
manifold

loose clamp and 
damaged hose

TE1O722A

aDJUstinG tOe-in (W)
aDJUstinG  PROceDURe

T46OA36A

(a) wheel - to - wheel distance at front
(B) wheel - to - wheel distance at rear

1. Park tractor on a flat place
2. turn s teer ing wheel so f ront 

wheels are pointed straight ahead.
3.  lower the implement, lock the 

parking brake and stop the engine.
4. measure distance between tire 

beads (center) at front of tire and 
hub height.

5. measure distance between tire 
beads at the rear of tire and hub 
height.

6. front distance should be 2~8 mm 
(0.079~0.315 in.) less than rear 
distance. if not, adjust ball joint 
length
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ReaDJUstMent

(1) tie rod lock nut   (2) tie rod

1. loosen the lock nut and turn the  
turnbuckle to adjust the rod length 
until the proper toe-in measure-
ment is obtained.

2. check the toe-in value after the tie 
rod is adjusted.

3. adjust it again if necessary.

TE1O723A

checkinG RaDiatOR hOse anD claMP (x)

TE1O724A

[nx4520/5020]

TE1O749A

[nx5520/6020]

(1) clamp  (2)  radiator hose (1) clamp  (2) radiator hose

check to ensure the radiator hoses are free from damage and are tightened 
properly every 200 hours or every 6 months, whichever comes first.
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(1) power steering oil line

PRecaUtiOn at OVeRheatinG
take the following actions in the 
event the coolant temperature reach-
es the boiling point, what is called 
"over-heating".
1. stop the machine in a safe place 

and keep the engine idling.
2. Do not idle for 5 minute if over-

heating.
3. keep yourself away from the trac-

tor for another 10 minutes or until 
steam has stopped blowing out of 
the engine.

4. make sure that there is not danger 
and repair the cause of the over-
heating according to the manual’s 
instruction. (make sure to refer to 
"engine troubleshooting" in chap-
ter 8 before starting the engine)

POWeR steeRinG line (y)

1. check to see that all hydraulic 
lines and hose fittings are tight and 
undamaged.

2. if damage is found you should re-
place the hose  at once.

TE1O725A

1. if the hose clamps are loose or 
water leaks from hose, tighten 
clamps securely.

2. if the radiator hoses are swollen, 
hardened, cracked, or otherwise 
damaged, you must replace the 
hoses. failure to do so  could 
lead  to coolant loss and engine 
damage. it is a good practice to re-
place the radiator hoses every two 
years.
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1. stop the engine and apply the 
parking brake.

2. press the belt between the pulley 
with force of 10 kg and adjust the 
belt tension according to the below 
specification.

aiR cOnDitiOneR Belt tensiOn (z)

(1) air conditioner Belt
(a) tension amount

TE1O726A

3. replace the damaged belt.

 stop the engine before check-
ing air conditioner belt.

caUtiOn

tension of air conditioner belt (a)
when press the middle point of the belt 

: 10~12 mm (0.39~0.47 in.)

(1) net (2) hook
(3) condenser

cleaninG aiR cOnDitiOneR 
cOnDenseR (aa)

1. open the hood.
2. remove the net from the hooks 

and remove any foreign material 
from the net.

TE1O727A

Make sure to stop engine 
when checking.

 if cooler fan is blocked by 
dirt, clean with a soft brush or 
cloth using tab water.

•
caUtiOn
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(1) adjusting Bolt   (2) lock nut

aDJUstinG fROnt axle PiVOt (aB)

if the front axle pivot pin adjustment 
is not correct, front wheel vibration 
can occur causing vibration in the 
steering wheel

TE1O728A

this service can be affected by the 
engine sensitively. therefore, contact 
your local kiOti Dealer for this ser-
vice.

aDJUstinG enGine ValVe 
cleaRance (ac)

adjusting Bolt/nut tightness torque

Bolt 9.8 ~ 11.3 n.m  
(1.0 ~ 1.15 kgf·m)

nut 98.1 ~ 147.1 n.m  
(10 ~ 15 kgf·m)

aDJUstinG  PROceDURe
loosen the lock nut, tighten the ad-
justing screw all the way, and then 
loosen the screw by 1/6 turn. re-
tighten the lock nut. 
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if the air cleaner is not in a good con-
dition, the lifetime of the engine can 
be shortened, excessive soot can be 
produced, and the engine power can 
be deteriorated. Therefore, the filter 
should be inspected frequently. its 
replacement interval can be changed 
according to driving conditions. re-
place the filter according to the fol-
lowing procedure:

(1) filter                        (2) cap
(3) evacuator valve   

RePlacinG aiR cleaneR filteR (aD) 

TE1O719A

1. open the hood and check the suc-
tion hose and air cleaner housing 
for damage.

2. unscrew the air cleaner clip and 
remove the cover.

3. clean the inside of the air cleaner 
housing by blowing compressed 
air through it.

4. replace the filter and check the 
housing for damage.

5. Install the cover and fix it with the 
clip.

when installing the cover, make 
sure that the dust collection 
valve is heading down.

•
nOte

Use only a genuine filter. Use 
of a non-recommended filter 
can cause damage to the en-
gine and sensor.
Make sure that no dust enters 
the system by installing the 
cover firmly.
When removing the filter, be 
careful not to let foreign mate-
rial enter the air inlet.

•

•

•

caUtiOn
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checkinG aiR cOnDitiOneR 
hOse (ae)
check the linkage and damage of 
the air conditioner hose and pipe.

checkinG caB cUshiOn 
RUBBeR (af)
check the damage of the cab cush-
ion rubber.

flUsh cOOlinG systeM anD 
chanGinG cOOlant (ah)

1. after loosening bolts from the left 
and right side of the cabin roof and 
separate the filter. 

(1) Bolt                         (2) filter

RePlacinG  aiR filteR (aG)

(1) Drain cock

1. stop the engine and let it cool.
2. to drain the coolant, open the radi-

ator drain cock and remove radia-
tor cap. the radiator cap must be 
removed to completely drain the 
coolant.

3. after all coolant is drained, close 
the drain cock.

4. fill with clean water and cooling 
system cleaner.

5. follow the cleaner manufacture’s 
instruction.

TE1O729A TE1O730A
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(1) reservoir tank (2) radiator cap
(a) full (B) low

6. install the radiator cap securely.
7. start and operate the engine for 

few minutes.
8. stop the engine and let cool.
9. check coolant level of reservoir 

tank and add coolant if necessary.

capacity

7.7 l (2.03 u.s.gal.)

to avoid accidents:
Do not remove the radia-
tor cap while the coolant is 
hot. you can get burnt by hot 
steam. Make sure to remove 
it after the coolant is cooled 
down enough.
even though the coolant is 
cooled down, turn the cap to 
its first stop and then wait un-
til it is depressurized before 
removing the cap completely.

•

•

caUtiOn

Do not start engine without 
coolant.
Use clean, fresh water and 
anti-freeze to fill the radiator 
and reservoir tank.
When the anti-freeze is mixed 
with water, the anti-freeze mix-
ing ratio must be less than 
50%.

•

•

•

iMPORtant

securely tighten radiator cap. 
if the cap is loose or improp-
erly fitted, water may leak out 
and the engine could over-
heat.
if the radiator cap has to be 
removed, follow the caution 
above and securely retighten 
the cap.
Use clean fresh water and 
anti-freeze to fill the reservoir 
tank.
if the coolant leaks, contact 
your local kiOti Dealer.

•

•

•

•

iMPORtant

TE1O759A
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anti-fReeze (ah1)

* at 760 mmhg pressure (atmo-
spheric). a higher boiling point is 
obtained by using a radiator pres-
sure cap.

This tractor is filled with 50% of eth-
ylene glycol at factory. 
if the anti-freeze has been replaced 
by tap water later on, the coolant can 
be frozen, leading to damage to the 
cylinder and radiator when the ambi-
ent temperature is below 0℃. 
therefore, make sure to change 
water into anti-freeze before winter 
season comes. 
when changing the anti-freeze with 
one of another type, flush the cooling 
system several times and contact a 
professional for the mixture ratio.

Vol. %  
anti-

freeze

freezing Point Boiling Point*

°c °f °c °f

40
50

-24
-37

-12
-34

106
108

222
226

(1) fuel filter  (2) Drain plug

fUel filteR (ai)
ReMOVinG WateR fROM fUel filteR

the temperatures shown on the 
left are industry standards that 
necessitate a minimum glycol 
content in the concentrated anti-
freeze. 
when the coolant level drops 
due to evaporation, add water 
only. in case of leakage, add an-
ti-freeze and water in the speci-
fied mixing ratio.
anti-freeze absorbs moisture. 
keep unused anti-freeze in a 
tightly sealed container.
Do not use radiator cleaning 
agents when anti-freeze has 
been added to the cooling water. 
(anti-freeze contains an anti-
corrosive agent, which will react 
with the radiator cleaning agent 
forming sludge which will affect 
the engine parts)

•

•

•

•

nOte

TE1O755B

f series

a&B series
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1. water and dust in fuel are accumu-
lated in the filter. Remove the plug 
from the bottom of the fuel filter to 
drain any impurities.

2. Tighten the filter with a hand (not a 
tool) after drainage.

3. start the engine and check for fuel 
leakage.

RePlacinG fUel filteR
1. wipe the surface of the fuel filter 

clean.
2. unscrew the plug on the bottom of 

the fuel filter to drain fuel.
3. Remove the fuel filter.
4. remove foreign materials, such 

as dirt, thoroughly and replace the 
fuel filter with a new one.

1. make sure that the amount of fuel 
in the fuel tank is sufficient.

2. If there is air in the fuel filter, turn 
the filter cock to the air side and 
turn the ignition key to turn the 
start motor. Then, the air in the fil-
ter port is discharged through the 
bleeding hose as shown in the fig-
ure. 

BleeDinG fUel systeM (aJ)

(1) pump (2) air plug

TE1O733A
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3. when fuel is visible through the 
bleeding bolt, tighten the bolt and 
start the engine.

it is not necessary to bleed the 
system if filling the tank with fuel 
before installing the fuel port.

•
nOte

Do not operate the start motor 
for more than 5 seconds con-
tinuously. instead, operate it 
for several times within 5 sec-
onds each time.

•
caUtiOn

to protect the catalyst filter, 
keep the followings:

Make sure to use only genuine 
fuel.
keep the engine oil replace-
ment schedule.
check the engine oil level fre-
quently to keep it to the speci-
fied level.
avoid any unnecessary engine 
idling.
never stop the engine during 
driving.
never place the shift lever in 
the neutral position when driv-
ing downhill.
Do not use any engine oil ad-
ditive or fuel additive.
avoid driving with any warn-
ing lamp illuminated.
Do not allow any flammable 
materials, such as dry grass 
and paper, to come near the 
catalyst filter while parked.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

iMPORtant

if the engine cannot be started 
even after bleeding the fuel sys-
tem, contact your local Dealer.

•
nOte

never bleed the fuel system 
while the engine is hot.

•
caUtiOn

after bleeding, fuel without air 
bubbles is filtered by the fuel 
filter and is transferred to the 
fuel injection pump. Maintain 
the proper fuel level in the fuel 
tank before the fuel tank be-
comes empty. if all fuel is com-
pletely consumed in a Diesel 
engine, fuel should be added 
to the fuel tank and then the 
fuel system should be bled.

•
iMPORtant
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(1) plug

DRaininG WateR fROM clUtch hOUsinG (ak)

1. there is a plug under the clutch 
housing.

2. Drain the water completely and 
install the plug. Drain the water 
into a container and dispose of it in 
a proper manner for environment 
protection.

3. make sure to install the plug and 
not to damage the clutch severely.

TE1O734A

if you forget to install the plug, 
the clutch can be damaged. 
foreign material can enter 
through the open drain hole.

•
iMPORtant

(1) wiper

checkinG & RePlacinG WiPeR (al)
insPectiOn

check the operation and wear of the 
wiper blades frequently. to replace the 
wiper blade, press the wiper fixing le-
ver to separate it and then pull it away.
to remove the wiper arm, lift the cap 
of the wiper arm, remove the nut, and 
set the wiper arm upright. then, hold 
the arm head and shake it left and 
right to remove the wiper arm from the 
drive spindle. Disconnect the washer 
fluid hose and then install a new wiper 
arm to its position by aligning it to the 
proper angle.

TE1O735A
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RePlaceMent

(1) wiper arm (3) wiper Blade           
(2) wiper fixing lever

H11O649A

1. set the wiper upright to replace the 
wiper blade.

2. hold the blade with one hand and 
press the blade fixing lever with 
the other hand to separate the 
blade from the fixing part.

(1) wiper Blade

H11O650A

3. lower the blade and pull out the 
blade by moving it in the shape of 
"U". (Arrow direction in the figure)

(1) wiper arm   (2) fixing lever 

H11O651A

4. set a new wiper blade horizontal 
so that the fixing lever is facing 
down. align the wiper arm with 
the fixing lever slot and lower the 
blade.

When the wiper blade is sepa-
rated, the wiper arm should 
not contact with the wind-
shield or rear glass. the glass 
can be damaged.

•
caUtiOn
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H11O652A

5. lift the wiper blade to its end and 
install it so that the fixing lever is 
engaged with the wiper arm. (a 
clicking sound is heard)

When wiping the windshield, 
set the wiper blade upright, 
spray water onto the glass 
with a hose, and wipe the 
glass with clean cloth.
if the wiper blade is frozen to 
the glass in a cold weather 
or there is not washer fluid, 
never operate the wiper.
in order to prevent damage 
of the wiper blade, never use 
synthetic detergent, thinner or 
solvent on the windshield.

•

•

•

caUtiOn

fuses protect the tractor electrical 
system from potential damage. a 
blown fuse indicates that there is an 
overload or short somewhere in the 
electrical system.

(1) fuse Box

RePlacinG fUse (aM)

[caBin]

TE1O736A
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TE1O753A

it is located under the left side of the 
storage sections.

H11O676A H11O655A

there are marks for the fuse capac-
ity and location on the cover of the 
fuse panel. replace the fuse accord-
ing to the following procedure:
1. turn the key switch to the "off" 

position and turn off all the electri-
cal devices.

2. open the fuse box cover and 
check the fuse in question using 
fuse tongs.

(1) fuse storage case  (2) fuse

3. if the fuse is blown, replace it with 
a new fuse with same capacity. 
Make sure it is firmly installed.

4. install the fuse box cover.
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if the replaced fuse is blown 
soon, it is probable that the wir-
ing system is faulty. in this case, 
contact your local kiOti Dealer.
if the fusible link, relay or other 
electrical component is faulty, 
contact your local kiOti Dealer.

•

•

nOte

never use a fuse with the ca-
pacity higher than specified 
on the fuse box cover.
if using a faulty fuse, steel 
wire, or foil, the electrical de-
vice can be damaged or even 
can catch a fire.

•

•

WaRninG

slOW BlOW fUse (an)

TE1O738A

[nx4520/5020]

[nx5520/6020]

(1) slow Blow fuse

the slow-blow fuse is to protect the 
electric wiring. If it is blown, find and 

repair the cause and replace it with a 
new genuine part.

slow blow fuse

60a, 40a(ecu)

TE1O758A

caBin
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nO. Bulb capacity

1 headlamp 35w / 35w

2 position lamp 
(front) 5w

3 stop/position lamp 
(rear) 21w / 5w

4 turn signal lamp 21w 

5 work lamp 21w

6 cluster
indicator

charg-
ing 
warning 
light

3w

others 1.4w

7 Backup lamp 10w

the bulb and capacity used in this 
tractor are listed in the blow table. 
this section only describes proce-
dures the users can handle.

RePlacinG BUlB (aO)
heaDlaMP

(1) handle
(a) pull (B) open

1. turn the key switch to the "off" 
position and open the hood.

TE1O701A

Using a non-approved slow-
blow fuse can damage elec-
trical systems in the tractor 
severely.
Refer to the chapter "trouble-
shoot ing" in th is manual 
or contact your local kiOti 
Dealer for specific information 
dealing with electrical prob-
lems.

•

•

iMPORtant
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(1) connector (2) rubber cover

2. remove the cab.
3. press down the socket and turn 

it counterclockwise to remove the 
bulb. if the bulb is blown, replace it 
with a new one with the same ca-
pacity.

4. installation is carried out in reverse 
order of removal.

TE1O739A

if using a bulb other than the 
specified one, the lamp can be 
damaged and the tractor can 
even catch fire.
Make sure to use bulbs with 
the specified capacity.

•

•

WaRninG

Make sure to use a genuine 
bulb. Using a non-recom-
mended bulb can cause a fire.
the headlamps can temporar-
ily be fogged due to rain or 
car wash.  this is because of 
the temperature difference be-
tween the inside and outside 
of the lamp, which is normal.

•

•

caUtiOn

the work lamp uses a halogen bulb. 
Do not touch the illuminating part of 
the halogen bulb.  
the bulb life can be shortened by 
finger prints, dust and moisture, or 
the bulb even can be broken. clean 
it with soft cloth. 
Be careful of the following when re-
placing the halogen bulb:
	replace the bulb after it is cooled  

down.
	Do not touch the glass of the bulb.
	handle the bulb with care and be  

careful not to scratch or rub it.
	Do not let the bulb contact with liq-

uid when it is illuminated.
	wear protective glasses when re-

placing the bulb.

WORkinG laMP (fRt/RR)
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1. turn the key switch to the "off" 
position and unscrew the screw 

(1) work lamp glass case

T11O755B

from the mounting hole with a 
cross-head screwdriver to sepa-
rate the front glass case.

2. unscrew the ground wire screw, 
disconnect the connector, and 
turn the bulb counterclockwise to 
remove it. then, install a new bulb 
with the same capacity.

(1) work lamp Bulb

T11O756A
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ROOM laMP

(1) room lamp

1. fit a flat-bladed screwdriver into 
the edge of the room lamp and pry 
off the room lamp cover. 

TE1O740A H11O666A

(1) room lamp Bulb

2. remove the room lamp bulb by 
pulling it up. install a new bulb.

tURn siGnal laMP (fROnt)

(1) turn signal lamp (frt)

1. the turn signal lamp (front) is in-
stalled on the front fender.

TE1O744A
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(1) turn signal lamp (frt)
(2) mounting Bolt
(3) turn signal lamp (frt) Bulb

2. remove the lens and unscrew the 
mounting bolts to remove the front 
turn signal lamp assembly. 

3. turn the bulb body counterclock-
wise to remove it.

4. remove the bulb by pressing it 
down lightly and install a new bulb. 
fit the socket to the grooves and 
turn it clockwise.

TE1O745A

tURn siGnal laMP (ReaR)

(1) turn signal lamp (rr)

1. the turn signal lamp (rear) is in-
stalled on the rear fender.

TE1O741A

(1) turn signal lamp (frt)
(2) mounting Bolt
(3) turn signal lamp (frt) Bulb

2. remove the lens and unscrew the 
mounting bolts to remove the front 
turn signal lamp assembly. 

3. turn the bulb body counterclock-
wise to remove it.

4. remove the bulb by pressing it 
down lightly and install a new bulb. 
fit the socket to the grooves and 
turn it clockwise.

TE1O745A
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(1) Backup lamp 

TE1O743A

unscrew the bolt to remove the 
cover and undo the bolt. then, turn 
the bulb while pressing it gently to 
remove it. replace the bulb with a 
new one.

BackUP laMP

Do not touch the bulb if it is 
still illuminated or right after it 
is turned off. you can be burnt 
by the hot bulb.
for some bulbs which require 
delicate handling or work pro-
cess, contact your local kiOti 
Dealer.
Do not touch the illuminating 
glass part of the halogen bulb. 
the bulb life can be shortened 
by f inger prints, dust and 
moisture, or the bulb even can 
be broken. clean it with soft 
cloth.
the halogen bulb contains 
compressed gas, so it can ex-
plode if dropping or scratch-
ing it. therefore, never use a 
bulb if it is scratched or was 
dropped. 

•

•

•

•

caUtiOn
When separating the cover 
by prying it off with a screw-
driver, be careful not to dam-
age it.
Before replacing a bulb, make 
sure to put the key switch and 
the switch for the correspond-
ing bulb to the "Off" position.
install a new bulb with the 
same capacity after removing 
the installed bulb.

•

•

•

caUtiOn
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checkinG RefRiGeRant (aP)

if the refrigerant is insufficient, the 
performance of the air conditioner is 
deteriorated. also, charging the air 
conditioner with excessive refrigerant 
affects its performance negatively. 
therefore, have the system checked 
by your local kiOti Dealer if mal-
function is found.

1. operate air conditioner at ;
 - engine rpm : approx 1,500 rpm
 -  temperature control lever : at 

max a/c
 -  Blower control switch : high(iv 

stage)
 - air conditioner switch : on

Only qualified service person-
nel should service the air con-
ditioner as its refrigerant is 
under high pressure. an injury 
can occur.

•
WaRninG

Park tractor on a flat place and 
put the block on the wheel.
Put forward/backward lever, 
Main shift lever and PtO lever 
in neutral.

•

•

caUtiOn
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	When operating the tractor in 
an enclosed area, ventilate the 
area to release exhaust gas to 
the outside. the exhaust gas 
is colorless and not visible, 
but is harmful.

tractor storage
DaILy storage

1. Keep the tractor clean when it is 
stored. make sure to wash it after 
work.

2. store it indoors if possible. if it 
should be kept outside, cover it.

LoNg-term storage

3. remove the battery from the trac-
tor in winter and store it indoors.

4. add anti-freeze to the tractor in 
winter season in order to prevent 
the radiator from freezing.

5. remove the ignition key and store 
it separately.

	If the tractor is not used for 
an extended period of time, 
follow the instructions below 
to prevent corrosion and per-
formance deterioration of the 
tractor while it is stored.

Follow the instructions below if the 
tractor is not to be used for a long 
period of time (max. 1 year).  this 
is to operate the tractor again with 
minimum preparation after long-term 
storage. repeat this procedure if 
the tractor hasn’t been used for one 
year.

WarNINg

ImPortaNt

1. Check the bolts and nuts for loose-
ness, and tighten if necessary.

2. apply grease to tractor areas where 
bare metal will rust also to pivot ar-
eas.

3. Detach the weights from the tractor 
body.

4. inflate the tires to a pressure a 
little higher than usual.

5. Change the engine oil and run the 
engine to circulate oil throughout 
the engine parts all for about 5 
minutes.

6. Use the clutch locking pin to keep 
the clutch disengaged. if the clutch 
is left engaged for a long period 
of time, the clutch plate may rust, 
making clutch disengagement im-
possible at the next operation.

7. With all implements lowered to the 
ground, coat any exposed hydrau-
lic cylinder piston rods with grease.

8. remove the battery from the trac-
tor. store the battery following the 
battery storage procedures. (see 
"Battery condition" in 100 hours in 
periodic service section)

9. Keep the tractor in a dry place 
where the tractor is sheltered from 
rain. Cover the tractor.
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(1) air-Con Pulley

22. For the tractor equipped with the 
air conditioning system, start its 
engine once a month to run air 
conditioning system.

10. Clean the engine components as  
well as the tractor.

11.  add grease to all the lubrication  
filler ports of the tractor.

12. replace any worn or damaged 
component.

13. if a loader or implement is in-
stalled, lower it onto level ground.

14. apply grease to the exposed cyl-
inder rod.

15. Wash the cooling system and 
drain water from it. also, add anti-
freeze as well as coolant.

16. Replace all the oil and filters.
17. Replace the air cleaner filter.
18. Chock the frame in order to re-

move the weight from the tires.
19. set all control systems neutral.
20. Plug any open exhaust pipes.
21. attach a tag onto the tractor to in-

form the storage condition of the 
tractor.

TE1O801A TE1O802A

(1) latch                  (2) Clutch Pedal           
(a) Depress             (B) Fix

23. interlock the brake pedals and 
apply the parking brake. Depress 
the clutch pedal fully and move 
the latch. When the clutch pedal 
is released, the latch hook is en-
gaged with the clutch.
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  1. Check the tire air pressure and 
inflate the tires if they are low.

  2. install a fully charged battery. 
  3. Check the fan belt tension. 
  4. Check all fluid levels. (Engine oil, 

transmission/hydraulic oil, engine 
coolant and any attached imple-
ments.)

  5. remove grease from the ex-
posed cylinder rod.

  6. apply grease to the lubrication 
points.

  7. remove the cover from the ex-
haust pipe.

  8. Depress the clutch pedal and 
disengage the latch hook.

  9. get onto the tractor and start the 
engine.

10. Check if the instrument panel 
and all parts operate correctly 
while running the engine for a 
few minutes.

UsINg tractor after storage

11. Drive the tractor outside and 
check if it is operating properly. 
Park the tractor outside and idle 
engine for at least 5 minutes. 
stop the engine and visually in-
spect the tractor. Check if there 
is leakage.

12. start the engine, release the 
parking brake, and check the 
brake condition while driving for-
ward. adjust the brake pedals if 
necessary.

13. stop the engine and check for 
leakage. repair any part as re-
quired.

	If the battery is not to be re-
moved, disconnect its nega-
tive terminal at least. the wir-
ing can be gnawed by rodents, 
leading to a fire.

caUtIoN

to avoid injury:
	Never clean the tractor body 

while the engine is running.
	Never run the engine in an en-

closed area without proper venti-
lation system in order to prevent 
poisoning by exhaust gas.

	When storing the tractor, re-
move the key from the switch 
and store it separately in order 
to prevent an unauthorized 
person from operating the 
tractor and being injured.

caUtIoN

	When washing the tractor, be 
sure to stop the engine. allow 
sufficient time for the engine 
to cool before washing.

	cover the tractor after the 
muffler and the engine have 
cooled down.

ImPortaNt
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Usage aND DIsPosaL  

in order to protect the environment, 
use and dispose of the tractor keep-
ing the following in mind:
1. When changing the oil or coolant 

by yourself, be careful not to spill it 
and dispose used oil and coolant 
properly according to the appli-
cable regulations.

2. never leave or discard the expired 
tractor or implement, but contact 
your local KIotI Dealer to dispose 
it according to the regulations. 

3. avoid working under a high load 
as it may can cause excessive ex-
haust gas, which is harmful to the 
environment.
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This troubleshooting chart summarizes simple service items for users who are familiar with mechanical systems.
For more detailed service items, contact your local KIOTI Dealer.

ENGINE TROUBLESHOOTING

caUSE cOUNTERMEaSURES

1.  When engine 
is difficult to 
start

  Fuel is thick and doesn’t flow.   Check the fuel tank and fuel filter.

  Remove water, dirt and other impurities.

  As all fuel will be filtered by the filter, if there should be water of other 
foreign matters on the filter, replace the filter.

  Air or water mixed in fuel sys-
tem.

  If air is in the fuel filter or injection lines, the fuel pump will not work 
properly.

  To attain proper fuel injection pressure, check carefully for loosened 
fuel cap nut, etc.

  Loosen air vent screw over fuel filter and fuel injection pump to elimi-
nate all the air in the fuel system.

  Thick carbon deposits on orifice 
of injection nozzle.

  This is caused when water or dirt is mixed in the fuel. Clean the nozzle 
injection piece, being careful not to damage the orifice.

  Check to see if nozzle is working properly or not, if not, install a new 
nozzle.

  Valve clearance is wrong.   Adjust valve clearance (when the engine is cold)
 Contact to KIOTI dealer.

  Engine oil become thick in cold 
weather and engine cranks 
slow.

  Change grade of oil according to the weather (temperature).
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caUSE cOUNTERMEaSURES

1.  When engine 
is difficult to 
start

  Start motor does not rotate 
when key switch is turned

  Depress the clutch pedal unless depressed. (Manual type)

  Put the PTO switch to the OFF position.

  If the switch or start motor is faulty, have it repaired in a workshop.

  If any terminal is loose or corroded, clean or fix it firmly.

2.  When output is
    insufficient

  Valve out of adjustment   Adjust to proper valve clearance.
 Contact to KIOTI dealer.

  Air cleaner is  dirty   Clean or replace the element at every 100 to 200 hours of operation.

  Fuel injection pressure is  wrong   Adjust it to 150 to 160 kgf/cm2 or replace the injection nozzle.

3.  When color of 
exhaust is spe-
cially bad

  Fuel is of extremely poor quality   Select good quality fuel.
    Temperature     Fuel type
    - Above -10°C (14°F)    NO.2 Diesel
    - Below -10°C (14°F)    NO.1 Diesel

  Nozzle is bad   If necessary, replace with new nozzle.

※ If you do not find the cause of trouble, consult your dealer for assistance.
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TRacTOR TROUBLESHOOTING

caUSE cOUNTERMEaSURES
1.  When tractor 

does not move 
while engine is 
running

  Shift lever is in neutral position   Check the shift levers.
  Parking brake is applied   Release the parking brake.

2.  Clutch is not 
operated prop-
erly

  Clutch slips (idles)   Check and adjust the clutch pedal play.
  The clutch lining is worn or stuck.
    Have it replaced in a workshop.

  Clutch cannot be disengaged   The clutch lining is corroded.
    Have it repaired in a workshop.
  The pedal is incorrectly adjusted. Adjust the pedal play.

3.  Brake is not 
operated prop-
erly

  Brake does not operate or only  
one brake pedal operates

  The brake pedal play is excessive. Adjust the play.
  The brake lining is worn or stuck.
    Have it replaced in a workshop.

  Brake pedal does not return 
properly

  The brake return spring is damaged. Replace it.
  Grease is insufficient on each mating surface.
    Remove rust and apply grease.

4.  Steering wheel 
is not operated 
properly

  Steering wheel is heavy or 
vibrates

  The toe-in is incorrect. Adjust it again.
  The tire inflation pressure is different. Inflate the left and right tires into 

the specified pressure.
  Each connection is loose.
    Re-tighten each connection and replace the part. 

  Steering wheel play is excessive   The steering wheel shaft is worn. Have it repaired in a workshop. Metal 
parts are worn. Have them repaired in a workshop. Each connection 
has play.

    Tighten the connection again.
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caUSE cOUNTERMEaSURES
5.  Hydraulic  sys-

tem is faulty
  Oil is leaked from pipe or hose   The pipe clamp is loose. Re-tighten it.

  The pipe is cracked. Have it repaired in a workshop.
  3-point hitch cannot be lowered   Set the lowering speed control lever to the lowering position if it is set 

to the stop position.
  The valve and cylinder are damaged. 
    Have them repaired in a workshop.

  3-point hitch cannot be lifted   The transmission fluid is insufficient. Add it to the specified level.
  There is air in the intake pipe. Bleed the pipe.
  The oil filter is clogged. Clean or replace it.
  The hydraulic filter, valve and cylinder are malfunctioning.
    Have them repaired in a workshop.

  3-point hitch ROPS itself   Set the draft control lever to the "Deep" position.
  Select the highest top link hole.

6.  Electric system 
is faulty

  Headlamps cannot be turned on 
or are dim.

  The fuse is blown. Check the wiring and replace the fuse.
  The bulb is blown. Replace it.
  The ground and terminal wirings are poorly contacted. 
    Check and clean them.
  The battery electrolyte level is low. Charge the battery.
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caUSE cOUNTERMEaSURES
6.  Electric system 

is faulty
  Battery cannot be charged   Check the battery and alternator.
  Horn does not sound   The horn switch is faulty. Replace it.

  The wiring is faulty. Repair it.
  The horn is damaged. Repair or replace it.

  Turn signal lamps do not blink   The bulb is blown. Replace it.
  The blinking device is faulty. Repair or replace it.
  The ground and terminal wirings are poorly contacted. 
    Check and clean them.

  Work lamps do not come on   The bulb is blown. Replace it.
  The ground and terminal wirings are poorly contacted.
    Check and clean them.

7.  Heater/air con-
ditioner motor 
is faulty

  Fan speed is slow or no air is 
blown out

  The fan speed control switch and motor are faulty. 
    Repair or replace them.
  The air suction filter is clogged.
  The wiring is short circuited. Check and repair it.

  Fan speed cannot be controlled   Replace the fan speed control switch.
  The motor is faulty. Repair or replace it.
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※ If you do not find the cause of trouble, consult your dealer for assistance.

caUSE cOUNTERMEaSURES
8.  A/C perfor-

mance is poor
  Abnormal noise occurs   The internal parts are not sufficiently lubricated.

     Add lubricant.
  The belt is loose. Adjust the belt tension.
  The bracket is loose. Tighten its bolts again.
  Inner and outer components are damaged.
    Check and repair them.

  Refrigerant and oil are leaked   The sealing washer is broken. Replace it.
  The tightening bolt is loose. Tighten it.

  High temperature and low pres-
sure occur 

  The refrigerant is insufficient. Add it.
  The compressor is faulty. Repair or replace it.

  Compressor clutch does not 
    operate

  The wiring is faulty. Check and replace it.
  The clutch clearance is excessive. Adjust it.
  The voltage is low. Replace the battery.
  The internal part is malfunctioning. Replace it.

  Clutch slips   The voltage is low. Replace the battery.
  The clutch disc is contaminated. Clean it.
  The internal part is defective. Repair and clean it.
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NUMERIC
3-poiNt hitch coNtrol system ...............................5-23
4WD iNDicator ...............................................................4-24
4WD sWitch ....................................................................4-11
7-piN poWer output socket(if equippeD) ...........4-63

A
accessory(if equippeD) ............................................4-56
aDDitioNal froNt Weight .........................................4-72
aDDitioNal rear Weight ............................................4-73
aDDitioNal Weight .......................................................4-72
aDJustiNg  proceDure ..............................................7-27
aDJustiNg  proceDure ..............................................7-31
aDJustiNg Brake peDal (N) .......................................7-19
aDJustiNg clutch peDal (q) .....................................7-21
aDJustiNg eNgiNe ValVe clearaNce (ac) .............7-31
aDJustiNg faN Belt teNsioN (t) ...............................7-24
aDJustiNg froNt aXle piVot (aB) ............................7-31
aDJustiNg toe-iN (W) ...................................................7-27
aDJustmeNt of lift roD ..............................................6-5
aDJustmeNt of staBilizer ..........................................6-7
aDJustmeNt of top liNk  .............................................6-6
air coNDitioNer Belt teNsioN (z) ...........................7-30
air coNDitioNer sWitch ............................................4-60

air recirculatioN aND fresh air moDe ...............4-58
aNteNNa...........................................................................4-56
aNti-freeze (ah1) ..........................................................7-35

B
Backup lamp ..................................................................7-48
Battery (u) .....................................................................7-25
Battery chargiNg lamp ............................................4-22
Belts aND ruBBer parts .............................................2-5
Bi-leVel ............................................................................4-61
BleeDiNg fuel system (aJ) ........................................7-36
Bluetooth player/raDio ..........................................4-55
Brake (oNe siDe) lamp ................................................4-25
Brake peDal ...................................................................4-37

C
caBiN system  ................................................................4-50
caliBratioN sWitch  ....................................................4-16
cautioNs for Decal maiNteNaNce ........................1-28
chaNgiNg eNgiNe oil aND replaciNg filter (k) ..7-14
chaNgiNg froNt aXle case oil (m) .........................7-18
chargiNg ........................................................................7-26
checkiNg & replaciNg Wiper (al) ...........................7-38
checkiNg air coNDitioNer hose (ae) ....................7-33
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10

cruise pto sWitch ......................................................4-12
cruise pto WarNiNg lamp .........................................4-25
cup holDer aND storage .........................................4-57
cushioN streNgth aDJustmeNt .............................4-43

D
Daily check chart .........................................................7-3
Daily storage .................................................................8-2
Decal mouNtiNg locatioN [caBiN] ..........................1-20
Decal mouNtiNg locatioN [rops]  ..........................1-23
Decals .............................................................................1-25
Defrost ..........................................................................4-61
DiffereNtial lock peDal ...........................................4-41
DirectioN for storage .............................................7-26
DouBle actiNg leVer (if equippeD) .......................4-48
DouBle actiNg ValVe leVer .....................................5-27
Dpf regeNeratioN sWitch ........................................4-17
Draft coNtrol .............................................................5-25
Draft coNtrol leVer ................................................4-46
Draft hitch aND trailer .............................................6-8
DraiNiNg Water from clutch housiNg (ak) .......7-38
DriViNg oN DoWNhill  .................................................6-13
DriViNg oN slope .........................................................5-18
DriViNg oN slope .........................................................6-13

checkiNg aND aDDiNg fuel (B) ...................................7-7
checkiNg Brake aND clutch peDals (g) ..............7-13
checkiNg caB cushioN ruBBer (af) .......................7-33
checkiNg coolaNt leVel (e) ....................................7-12
checkiNg eNgiNe oil leVel (D) .................................7-10
checkiNg froNt aXle oil leVel (N1) ......................7-11
checkiNg fuel liNes (s) .............................................7-23
checkiNg gauges, meter aND easy checker (h) ....7-13
checkiNg heaD light,    hazarD light etc. (i) .....7-13
checkiNg iNtake air liNe (V) .....................................7-27
checkiNg raDiator hose aND clamp (X) ...............7-28
checkiNg refrigeraNt (ap) ......................................7-49
checkiNg seat Belt(J) .................................................7-13
checkiNg traNsmissioN fluiD leVel (c) .................7-9
checkiNg Wheel Bolt/Nut torque (p) ..................7-21
cleaNiNg air coNDitioNer coNDeNser (aa) ........7-30
cleaNiNg grill, raDiator screeN (f) ....................7-12
clutch peDal ................................................................4-36
comBiNatioN sWitch .....................................................4-9
compoNeNts for aDDitioNal froNt Weight ......4-72
coNNectiNg aND DiscoNNectiNg implemeNt 

hyDraulic hose ........................................................5-29
creep gear speeD leVer ..........................................4-34
cruise coNtrol sWitch ............................................4-28
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D
DriViNg oN uphill  ........................................................6-13

E
eco pto ...........................................................................4-36
eNgiNe check WarNiNg lamp ...................................4-26
eNgiNe coolaNt temperature gauge ..................4-21
eNgiNe NumBer ...............................................................2-2
eNgiNe oil pressure WarNiNg lamp .....................4-21
eNgiNe trouBleshootiNg ...........................................9-2
eNtraNce  .......................................................................4-52
error iNDicator ..........................................................4-29
escort fuNctioN .........................................................4-54
esseNtial replacemeNt part ....................................2-4
eVacuator ValVe ..........................................................7-23
eXterior DeVices ........................................................4-51
eXterior hyDraulic coNtrol system .................5-27
eXterior VieW [caBiN] ...................................................4-4
eXterior VieW [rops] ....................................................4-5
eXterNal DimeNsioNs ...................................................3-2

F
faN speeD coNtrol Dial ............................................4-60
filters ...............................................................................2-4

fiXatioN poiNts for froNt eND loaDer  .............6-12
flush cooliNg system aND chaNgiNg cool-

aNt (ah) .........................................................................7-33
foot throttle  .............................................................4-39
forWarD / reVerse DriViNg peDals ......................4-40
froNt  Wheels (eXample) ..........................................4-70
fuel filter (ai) ...............................................................7-35
fuel gauge ....................................................................4-20

G
geNeral precautioNs .................................................1-2
geNeral specificatioNs ..............................................3-2
geNeral specificatioNs ..............................................3-4
gloW plug iNDicator .................................................4-23

H
haND throttle  leVer ................................................4-40
haNDliNg loaDer  ........................................................6-11
hazarD lamp sWitch ...................................................4-11
heaD light high Beam lamp ......................................4-23
heaD light sWitch .........................................................4-9
heaDlamp ........................................................................7-43
heater aND air coNDitioNer ....................................4-59
horN sWitch ..................................................................4-10
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hoW to DriVe .................................................................5-12
hoW to opeN the  hooD (a) .........................................7-7
hst respoNse coNtrol .............................................4-14

I
implemeNt limitatioNs ................................................3-20
iNDeX.................................................................................10-2
iNDoor lamp ..................................................................4-56
iNflatioN  pressure ...................................................4-66
iNitial operatioN ............................................................5-3
iNsiDe rearVieW mirror ............................................4-56
iNspectioN ......................................................................7-38
iNstalliNg pto shaft ....................................................6-9
iNstrumeNt paNel ........................................................4-19
iNterior DeVices ..........................................................4-50

J
Joystick leVer .............................................................4-46
Joystick leVer .............................................................6-14
Joystick ValVe ..............................................................6-17
Jump startiNg ...............................................................5-11

K
key sWitch .......................................................................4-8

L
liftiNg arm (loWer liNk) speeD coNtrol leVer ..4-48
liNkeD peDal sWitch ...................................................4-14
loaDiNg iNto aND uNloaDiNg out of the truck ..5-20
loNg-term storage .....................................................8-2
loW speeD iNDicator sWitch (if equippeD) ........4-18
luBricaNts .......................................................................7-6
luBricatiNg grease fittiNgs (o) ............................7-20

M
maiN shift leVer ..........................................................4-32
maiNteNaNce check list .............................................7-3
maiNteNaNce coDe ........................................................7-7
maiNteNaNce scheDule chart .................................7-4
mass(es) aND tire(s) ....................................................4-75
miD pto leVer (if equippeD) ......................................4-47
mouNtiNg locatioN .......................................................4-6

N
No stall sWitch ...........................................................4-15
No stall sWitch ...........................................................4-28
Noise leVels as perceiVeD By the operator ....3-16
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O
oils aND fluiDs ...............................................................2-4
operatiNg the coNtrols  ........................................4-30
operatiNg the eNgiNe ..................................................5-3
operatiNg the tractor ............................................5-12
operatioN tip for 3-poiNt hitch elemeNts ..........6-5
other compoNeNts ......................................................2-5

P
parkiNg ............................................................................5-16
parkiNg  Brake  leVer  ...............................................4-38
parkiNg Brake WarNiNg lamp .................................4-24
parkiNg With loaDer iNstalleD .............................6-14
positioN coNtrol leVer ...........................................4-45
poWer socket ..............................................................4-57
poWer steeriNg liNe (y) ............................................7-29
precautioN at oVerheatiNg ....................................7-29
precautioN for iNstalliNg hoW to use top 

liNk holes .....................................................................6-6
precautioNs Before operatioN ..............................1-2
precautioNs DuriNg operatioN ..............................1-5
precautioNs for haNDliNg .....................................7-25
precautioNs WheN usiNg poWer steeriNg .......5-21
precautioNs While DriViNg oN the roaD ...........5-19

pre-operatioN ................................................................5-2
proDuctioN NumBer .....................................................2-2
pt1/2 coupler socket (implemeNt) .......................5-29
pto auto/maNual selectioN sWitch, pto oN/

off sWitch ..................................................................4-17
pto cruise actiVatioN ................................................4-13
pto cruise DeactiVatioN ...........................................4-13
pto iNDicator ................................................................4-24
pto settiNg sWitch ....................................................4-13
pto shift leVer ............................................................4-35

R
raNge gear shift leVer ...........................................4-33
reaDJustmeNt ..............................................................7-28
rear Wheels (eXample) .............................................4-71
rear WiNDoW .................................................................4-53
regeNeratioN uNDerWay lamp ...............................4-26
regeNeratioN WarNiNg lamp ..................................4-26
remoVal aND iNstallatioN of 3-poiNt hitch 

implemeNt (With pto shaft) ...................................6-2
remoViNg Water from fuel filter ........................7-35
replacemeNt .................................................................7-39
replaciNg  air filter (ag) .........................................7-33
replaciNg air cleaNer filter (aD)  .......................7-32
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replaciNg air cleaNer primary elemeNt (r) .....7-22
replaciNg BulB (ao) ....................................................7-43
replaciNg fuel filter................................................7-36
replaciNg fuse (am) ...................................................7-40
replaciNg traNsmissioN fluiD aND filter (l) ....7-16
room lamp ......................................................................7-46

S
safety Decal maiNteNaNce......................................1-20
safety precautioNs DuriNg serViciNg ...............1-13
safety precautioNs WheN usiNg the loaDer ..1-17
seat aDJustmeNt..........................................................4-42
seat Back recliNiNg ...................................................4-43
seat Belt .........................................................................4-44
seat height aDJustmeNt ...........................................4-43
seat sliDiNg  ..................................................................4-42
shuttle shift leVer ...................................................4-34
siNgle actiNg aND DouBle actiNg cyliNDer ......5-28
sloW BloW fuse (aN) ..................................................7-42
speeD cruise coNtrol sWitch ...............................4-13
speeD limit sWitch ......................................................4-15
speeD limit sWitch ......................................................4-27
staNDarD size By implemeNt ...................................3-20
staNDarD treaD DimeNsioN (NX4520/5020) ............4-68

staNDarD treaD DimeNsioN (NX5520/6020) ............4-69
startiNg the eNgiNe .....................................................5-3
steeriNg Wheel aDJustmeNt ...................................4-38
stoppiNg the eNgiNe ....................................................5-9
suN Visor ........................................................................4-57
sWitch ...............................................................................4-6

T
tachometer/hourmeter iNDicator ......................4-20
temperature coNtrol sWitch ...............................4-61
the cautioNs WheN comiNgiN aND out of 

paVeD roaD .................................................................5-18
tires, Wheels aND Ballast .......................................4-64
tractor storage ..........................................................8-2
tractor trouBleshootiNg .......................................9-4
traNsmissioN NumBer ..................................................2-2
traVeliNg speeD ..........................................................3-18
treaD ...............................................................................4-67
turN sigNal lamp .........................................................4-23
turN sigNal lamp (froNt) .........................................7-46
turN sigNal lamp (rear) ...........................................7-47
turN sigNal light sWitch .........................................4-10
turNiNg ...........................................................................5-17
turNiNg DeceleratioN sWitch ...............................4-16
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U
uNlockiNg the Door ..................................................4-52
usage aND Disposal   ....................................................8-5
usiNg tractor after storage .................................8-4

V
Vehicle iDeNtificatioN NumBer ................................2-2
VeNt moDe coNtrol Dial ...........................................4-60
ViBratioN leVels of the tractor eXpositioN 

to ViBratioNs .............................................................3-17
VieW ..................................................................................4-19

W
WarmiNg up ....................................................................5-10
Water iN fuel WarNiNg lamp ...................................4-27
WheN DriViNg the tractor ........................................1-9
WheN loaDeD Bucket aND   rear Ballast are 

iNstalleD  ....................................................................6-13
WheN operatiNg the p.t.o .........................................1-11
WheN parkiNg the tractor .....................................1-11
WheN uNloaDeD Bucket aND rear Ballast 

are iNstalleD  ...........................................................6-13
WheN usiNg the 3-poiNt hitch .................................1-13
Wiper  ...............................................................................4-54

WorkiNg lamp (frt/rr) ...............................................7-44
WorkiNg light (escort fucNtioN) .........................4-53
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